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ABSTRACT

Various approaches to the brittle fracture problem were

reviewed and evaluated in terms of their applicability for satisfying

ATAC's need for engineering procedures to be applied to materials

selection and design criteria for the prevention of fracture in the fu-

ture use of high-strength materials. Linear elastic fracture mechanics

technology was selected as the most applicable approach.

A comprehensive review of the state of the art in fracture

mechanics technology is presented. The fracture mechanics data avail-

able in the literature for high-strength steels, aluminum and titanium

alloys were reviewed and evaluated with respect to their validity as

fracture toughness parameters. All applicable fracture toughness data

are tabulated. Additional fracture toughness (Kic) data were generated

in the program for HP 9-4-25 steel, 7079-T6 aluminum and 6A1-4V titanium.

Crack growth rates as a function of the stress intensity (KI) were also

determined for the steel and aluminum alloys.

Engineering procedures and criteria for utilizing fracture

mechanics technology were developed. Their application is illustrated

by solutions to realistic hypothetical problems in the areas of design;

evaluation and selection of materials; evaluations of nondestructive

inspection capabilities; establishment of specifications, acceptance

standards, and quality control procedures; and evaluating overall per-

formance and life expectancy characteristics of the finished product.

Detailed considerations in all of these areas are exemplified by solutions

of problems associated with the design and production of a hypothetical

pressure vessels.



FOREWORD

For the convenience of the reader, this report has been divided

into 12 major divisions, each of which is separated by an index tab.

The material within any division deals with a given subject and essentially

is a self-contained unit. A table of contents and a list of tables and

illustrations is provided at the beginning of each division. Similarily

the references for each division are provided at the end of each division

and the figures and tables are integrated within the text. Thus, the

reader can readily focus attention to divisions of particular interest

to his activity.

The 12 major divisions are as follows:

Division Section Numbers Contents

1. 1. through 5. General description
of program

2. 6.1 Review and selection
of an approach

3. 6.2 State-of-the-art
for linear elastic
fracture mechanics

4. 7.1 Fracture toughness
(Kic) data from
literature

5. 7.2 Generation of frac-
ture toughness data

6. 7.3 Generation of crack
growth rate data

7. 8.1 Introduction to the
application of fracture
mechanics technology

8. 8.2 Information required
in utilizing fracture
mechanics technolog~r

ii



9. 8.3 Application of the

technology

10. 8.4 Example problems
for a hypothetical

pressure vessel

11. Appendex I Tabulation of Kic
fracture toughness
data

12. Appendex II Ultrasonic method
for detecting
fracture initiation
and crack extension

A more detailed description of the material contained within

each section of each division may be derived from the Table of Contents

which follows.

iii
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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

1I.I1GENERAL BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM AREAS

The potential of brittle failure is inherent in the use of

high-strength, low-toughness materials which are subjected to high

stresses. The present trend toward higher strength materials, higher

applied stresses, larger structures and thicker sections further serves

to aggravate the brittle fracture problem. In order to minimize weight,

the design safety factors in many applications are, by necessity, rela-

tively low. In effect, then, modern applications demand that the utmost

performance be exacted from the available materials. This type of

situation, therefore, requires an intimate knowledge of the capabilities

and limitations of the materials that are contemplated or employed, as

well as the use of a modern design philosophy.

Although not currently experiencing any significant amount of

brittle fracture problems, the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Center, antici-

pating the need for light-weight, highly mobile vehicles, initiated this

program to circumvent fracture problems that could arise when the higher

strength materials are used in future applications. The objective of

the program was to provide the materials and design engineers with the

basic information, procedures, criteria, and data that are necessary to

properly coordinate material application and design considerations for

the prevention of brittle fracture. In effect, this final report is

intended not only to provide a comprehensive review of the state of the

art, but also to serve as a primer in the use of a modern approach to

the combined problem of selection of materials and design against

brittle failure.
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1.2 PHASES OF THE PROGRAM

The program consisted of three phases. Phase I involved a

review and evaluation of available information concerning the various

approaches to design against failure, a comparison of the general appli-

cability of the approaches, the selection of the most universal approach,

and a summary of the current state of the art for the approach selected.

Phase II consisted of tabulating all of the pertinent, valid data avail-

able from the literature, identifying the areas of missing data, and

performing tests to obtain some necessary data. Phase III developed

procedures and criteria and illustrates the application of the selected

approach and data to the solution of engineering problems involving

selection of materials and design against fracture.

The materials of interest are intermediate- to high-strength

steels, and high-strength aluminum and titanium alloys. The application

is related to heavy-section tank and automotive components other than

armor.

1.3 AUTHORIZATION FOR THE PROGRAM

The work described in this report was authorized by the U.S.

Army Tank-Automotive Center (ATAC), Warren, Michigan, under contract

DA-30-O69-AMC-602(T), Department of the Army Project Number 1,

DO-244ol-A-105, Ordnance Management Structure (OMS) Code Number

5025.11.26800.01.01. Technical administration of the contract was the

responsibility of V. H. Pagano, Section Chief, Metals Section, Materials

Laboratory, ATAC. The original ATAC project engineer was C. J. Kropf,

and Mr. Kropf was subsequently replaced by E. Moritz.
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Section 2

OBJECT

The overall objective of the program is to provide materials

and design engineers with data, criteria, and procedures which can be

employed to circumvent brittle failure, with particular emphasis on the

future use of high-strength materials. Each of the three phases of the

investigation have associated sub-objectives as follows:

Phase I - Review and evaluate the available approaches, and

select that approach which is most universally applicable to ATAC's

requirements.

Phase II - Review, evaluate, and tabulate pertinent data

available in the literature, and conduct tests to generate missing data.

Phase III - Develop criteria and procedures for material selec-

tion and design against brittle fracture, and illustrate their use in the

solution of realistic engineering problems.



Section 3

SUMMARY

In Phase I, several approaches to the brittle fracture problem

were reviewed and evaluated in terms of their applicability to ATAC's

future need for high-strength materials. The various criteria and ap-

proaches are divided into two general categories: (1) the transition

temperature approaches and (2) the stress analysis approaches. Several

other specific criteria are also described and evaluated.

The linear-elastic fracture mechanics approach was selected as

being most universally applicable to the future use of high-strength

materials. Therefore, a comprehensive state-of-the-art review of this

approach is provided in the report. Although the transition temperature

approach was judged to be inadequate for satisfying ATAC's needs involving

high-strength materials, a comprehensive review of this approach was also

provided, insofar as it may be usefully applied, to the lower-strength

materials currently in use.

The first task in Phase II consisted of a comprehensive review

of the literature to obtain valid linear-elastic fracture mechanics data.

Metals of possible interest to ATAC were included, e.g. steels, aluminum,

and titanium alloys. Approximately 100 references whose titles and

abstracts suggested the use of some form of fracture mechanics were re-

viewed. The validity of these data was then evaluated using the most

current published criteria for analyzing tests and data, and 27 were

found to contain plane strain fracture toughness data which were judged

to be valid. These data were extracted from the references and are pre-

sented in tabular or graphical form. Represented in these data are sev-

eral steels of the quenched-and-tempered, maraged, or precipitation-

hardened types; three titanium alloys; and three aluminum alloys.
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The second task in Phase II consisted of conducting tests to

obtain fracture-mechanics fracture toughness data. With the concurrence

of ATAC, three materials of possible future interest were selected for

testing--one alloy representative of each of three classes of materials

(steel, aluminum, and titanium). These alloys were: HP 9-4-25 steel

quenched and tempered to 175,000 psi yield strength, 7079-T6 aluminum at

65,000 psi yield strength, and 6A1-4V titanium solution treated and aged

to 145,000 psi yield strength. In addition to KIc fracture toughness

measurements,* the slow crack growth rates under cyclic loading were

determined for the HP 9-4-25 steel and the 7079-T6 aluminum alloy. The

growth rates were measured and the data are presented in terms of "K',

the stress intensity factor.

Phase III describes the procedures and criteria that are em-

ployed in the utilization of the linear-elastic fracture mechanics approach

to the brittle fracture problem. Both fracture toughness and slow crack

growth parameters are used in the illustrations and in the discussions

of the pertinent areas of material evaluation and selection, design,

specifications, inspection and quality control, and performance and life

expectancy evaluations.

Example solutions to realistic, hypothetical problems are

provided. These involve considerations of such factors as: critical

defect sizes, shapes and distributions; critical applied stresses for

various defects, geometry and loading conditions; the slow growth of

flaws under cyclic or sustained loading from a sub-critical size to a

critical size; the relationship of nondestructive inspection capabilities

to the defects of concern; and the establishment of specifications and

acceptance criteria. Wherever possible, step-by-step procedures are out-

lined, and their application to materials selection and design are illus-

trated. All of the various considerations and their interreactions are

illustrated by conducting a complete analysis of all of the factors in-

volved in a hypothetical pressure vessel--from initial design considera-

tions to evaluations of life expectancy in the finished product.

*Kc = Critical stress intensity factor for unstable crack propagation
for the opening mode of fracture (I).
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Section 4

CONCLUSIONS

Phase I

Of the approaches which were evaluated, the linear-elastic

fracture mechanics type of stress analysis approach is deemed to be the

most applicable for satisfying ATAC's need for design and material selec-

tion criteria for the prevention of fracture in the future use of high-

strength materials. The approach is not limited to high-strength, low-

toughness materials, but is applicable to any material for which proper

fracture toughness parameters can be determined.

Phase II

A large portion of the fracture toughness (Kic) data which are

available in the literature was judged to be either invalid or of ques-

tionable validity. The limited amount of published fracture toughness

data which did conform to the general requirements for valid plane strain

toughness testing is tabulated. The toughness of a given material can

vary considerably with various metallurgical parameters; therefore, the

material used to establish toughness data must be nearly identical to

that used in any given application.

Tests conducted during this program provided additional frac-

ture toughness data on HP 9-4-25 steel, 7079-T6 aluminum and 6A1-4v

titanium for the temperature range of -75 F to 150'F. Kic for these

alloys was found to be temperature insensitive, the respective average

values being 110, 35, and 70 ksi [in. Crack growth rates as a function

of KI under cyclic loading were also determined for the steel and the

aluminum alloys.
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Phase III

When properly employed within the limits of the basic principles,

linear-elastic fracture mechanics technology provides engineering proce-

dures and criteria that can be used by designers and materials engineers

to obtain quantitative answers to fracture problems. The technology is

not restricted to considerations involving catastrophic failure upon a

single application of load, but is also applicable to problems involving

the slow growth of defects under cyclic or sustained loading conditions.

The procedures and criteria are applicable to the areas of design, material

evaluation and selection, establishment of specifications and acceptance

criteria, quality control during fabrication, proof testing and life ex-

pectancy evaluations.
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Section 5

RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of this program, and in view of the continuing

advancements in fracture mechanics technology, the following recommenda-

tions are provided:

1. A continuing program should be established whereby ATAC

can keep abreast of the rapid advancements being made in fracture mechanics

technology.

2. A development-type program should be initiated to study the

potential of extending linear-elastic fracture mechanics technology, or

elastic-plastic modifications thereof, to the low- and intermediate-

strength materials of current and near-future interest.

3. Analytical and experimental work should be started to de-

velop fracture mechanics expressions for any unique combined-loading and

defect-geometry situations for which no current solutions exist.

Since the current and near-future interests of ATAC evolve

around materials of intermediate strengths, consideration of the second

recommendation appears appropriate. The applicability of linear-elastic

fracture mechanics technology for the higher-toughness, intermediate-

strength materials is relatively unexplored. Depending upon the actual

section sizes and materials involved, it is possible that plane strain

conditions will not prevail for some of the applications of interest.

Hence, linear elastic principles will not be applicable in their present

form, and some modifications in the direction of elastic-plastic considera-

tions may be required. Therefore, some preliminary efforts to explore

this area appears advisable.

The fourth recommendation concerns a problem area which needs

some resolution before fracture mechanics technology can be fully utilized.

Many of the components of interest, i.e., axles, drive shafts, torsion
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bars, etc., are subjected to combined loading such as torsion and bending.

At the present time there are no fracture mechanics expressions (relating

KIc toughness, applied stress and defect size) that are applicable to

these unique conditions of loading and to some unique combinations of

defect and component geometry that are envisioned. Therefore, it appears

highly desirable to initiate some effort to analyze these situations and

to attempt to develop the required expressions.
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Section 6

PHASE I - GENERAL REVIEW AND SELECTION OF AN APPROACH

6.1 REVIEW OF GENERAL APPROACHES TO BRITTLE FRACTURE

6.1.1 INTRODUCTION AND ATAC PHILOSOPHY

Prior to selecting an approach to be employed throughout the

program, it was deemed advisable to review the various brittle fracture

approaches that have been employed or suggested, and to evaluate these

in terms of their applicability to ATAC's requirements. It was recog-

nized that the most widely used approach is the ductile-to-brittle

transition temperature approach. However, it was also recognized that

the transition temperature approach lacked much of the quantitativeness

that was required, and its applicability was questionable with respect

to the use of the higher strength materials. The potential of the more

recently developed linear elastic fracture mechanics approach (commonly

referred to as 'fracture mechanics", "fracture toughness', or "crack

toughness") to provide quantitative answers was also recognized. While

primary consideration was given to these two approaches, several other

approaches were also evaluated. The following sections are devoted to

discussions of the various approaches.

The first section (6.1.2) which follows provides a rather com-

prehensive review of the various types of approaches which fall into the

general category of transition temperature approaches. While it was

generally recognized that these approaches would not be applicable to the

future use of high strength materials, it was believed that a thorough

description and discussion of the transition temperature criteria would

be of value in the use of the lower strength materials.

The other approaches are described in the next section (6.1.3)

under the general heading of "stress analysis approaches". Included are
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the various stress and strain criteria considered to be in the general

fracture mechanics category. The linear elastic fracture mechanics

approach, which is receiving much current attention, is one of the

criteria considered.

6.1.2 THE DUCTILE-TO-BRITTLE TRANSITION TEMPERATURE APPROACH

Because of the vast experience and general usage of this

approach, a relatively comprehensive discussion is presented. The

transition temperature approach has been in use for many years. The

basic philosophy is relatively simple - a material has a characteristic

temperature below which it is susceptible to low-stress, brittle-fracture

in the presence of sharp defects, and above which brittle fracture does

not occur. Above the transition temperature the behavior of the material

containing defects is controlled by the conventional plastic properties.

Innumerable tests employing both static and dynamic loading are utilized

to measure the transition temperature, but all of these have one common

feature: In the presence of a sharp notch or defect the material under-

goes an abrupt transition from a ductile to a brittle behavior over a

narrow range of temperature as measured by the change in some property.

The various tests, properties, and criteria can be grouped into one of

the four general categories which follow.

1. The temperature at which the capacity of the material for

gross plastic deformation in the presence of a very sharp notch or crack

decreases rapidly to essentially zero (tough-frangible transition

temperature).

2. The temperature at which the mode of fracture propagation

readily changes with decreasing temperature from fibrous to cleavage, or

from a full shear to a flat fracture surface (fracture mode transition

temperature).

3. The temperature at which the fracture strength of a sharply

notched or pre-cracked specimen decreases rapidly from values which are

well above to values which are well below the conventional yield strength

(fracture stress transition temperature).
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4. The temperature above which a running crack will be

arrested (crack arrest transition temperature).

Of these four transition temperature definitions, the first

two have undoubtedly received the most attention. One or more, generally

several, test procedures may be used to obtain transition temperatures

in each of the four categories. While the class of definition that is

preferred dictates the basic type of test that may be used, the details

of the test procedures and techniques may vary considerably. Usually

the particular technique that is employed is based in large part on the

type of application that is of concern and the personal preference of the

investigator.

6.1.2.1 Tests for Determining Transition Temperatures

While it is impractical to describe all of the tests that have

been employed, some of the more commonly used ones for each of the transi-

tion temperature definition categories warrant discussion. A much more

comprehensive review of the various test techniques may be found in the

literature(1-3)*

The Charpy "V" notch impact test is undoubtedly the most

commonly used test. Several transition temperatures may be ascertained

from any one given set of data obtained from these impact tests since

several criteria may be employed. Both the tough-frangible and fracture

mode types of transition temperatures are represented in this test. Some

of the various criteria are illustrated in Figure 1. T1 is the transition

temperature as determined by some fixed level of impact energy, E1. The

specific energy level is usually determined by correlations with other

types of tests or service performance; occasionally it is defined on the

basis of what can be anticipated from commercially available material.

This fixed energy criterion is used fairly extensively, particularly for

quality control evaluations and acceptance tests of structural steels.

The FATT (T2 , Figure 1) fracture appearance transition temperature

* Superscripts refer to the bibliography which is to be found at the end

of each major division separated by dividers and tabs.
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Sec. 6. 1 Fig. 1-- Schematic representation of the various transition temperatures
obtainable from the results of Charpy 'V notch impact tests

(50% shear - 50% brittle) criterion is also used quite frequently. It

is chiefly used in development work for comparative evaluations of

materials. The basis of selecting FATT at 50% brittle fracture is some-

what arbitrary. Some correlations between FATT and service performance

and/or other types of tests have been suggested.4) T , or the mid-point

of the energyr transition, is another arbitrary choice based on ease of

measurement. The temperature "T 4j', above which the fracture appearance

is entirely shear, represents the most conservative criterion in that

it yields the highest transition temperature coupled with the maximum

energy for fracture. Because of practical limitations this criterion is

seldom used except in development investigations or applications requiring

an extremely high degree of toughness.

There are several modifications of the Charpy impact tests which

principally involve variations of the specimen geometry primarily the

notch configuration; i.e., Charpy keyhole or U-notch, the Schnadt notch,

the low-blow or pre-cracked test,5) and the brittle-boundary Charpy

test.(4)" There are also modifications in the loading system from beam
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(Charpy), to cantilever loaded (Izod). However, in general, the results

of these tests are interpreted and applied in similar fashions.

The notched impact tests may also be interpreted in terms of

the lateral expansion* which occurs in the test specimen opposite the

root of the notch. This in essence is a measure of the ability of the

material to accommodate plastic deformation in the presence of a notch

and therefore belongs in the tough-frangible category of transition

temperature classifications. An inflection in the temperature dependence

of the lateral contraction or some arbitrary fixed value of contraction

may be used to establish the transition temperature.

Another generally known type of transition temperature measure-

ment belonging in the tough-frangible category is NDT, "nil-ductility

transition temperature", which is determined using the "drop-weight"

test technique. (6,7) This is simply a "go-no-go" test which defines

the temperature below which the capacity of the material to undergo a

small amount of plastic deformation in the presence of a sharp notch is

essentially nil under impact loading conditions. The test utilizes a

plate-like specimen which is supported at the ends and subjected to a

rapidly applied load by virtue of a weight being dropped at mid-span.

A brittle weld bead on the underside (the tension side) of the plate

serves as the crack starter since a brittle crack forms in this bead at

a small value of strain. As the specimen continues to bend under the

impact load, this crack may or may not propagate in a brittle manner

throughout the section of the specimen. A stop under the specimen

prevents excessive plastic bending; consequently the specimen remains

unbroken unless a relatively high degree of brittleness exists. The

highest temperature at which the specimen breaks is defined as the nil-

ductility transition temperature. This test has been widely applied to

structural steels, and in some instances forms the basis for acceptance

and quality control tests. Quite often the NDT temperature is correlated

with the Charpy V-notch impact energy at the corresponding temperature

*Lateral contraction of the sides of the impact specimen is also

employed for the same purpose.
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thereby providing a secondary standard commonly referred to as a "fix".

The Charpy impact energy corresponding to NDT can vary appreciably between

materials being as low as 5 to 10 ft lbs in some mild structural steels

to 50 to 60 ft lbs in heat treated alloy steels. Good correlations have

been reported( 8 _ll) between drop-weight test results and brittle service

failures involving several types of steel.

Another form of crack-starter test, the explosion bulge(5',7

has been used to evaluate primarily the crack propagation characteristics

of materials. In this case the sample consists of a square plate (or

weldment) with a brittle weld bead on the underside. The plate is placed

on an open die and an explosive charge is detonated over the plate. The

materials are rated with respect to the nature and extent of the resulting

deformation and cracks. When tested over a range of temperatures, the

performance of a given material changes from extensive plastic bulging at

high temperatures, with or without some ductile shear tearing eminating

from the brittle weld bead, to a flat, brittle, shattering type of

fracture at low temperatures. The nature and degree of cracking varies

between these extremes. The highest temperature where extensive de-

formation without brittle cracking occurs is referred to as F.T.P.,

fracture transition plastic, which is the order of 1200F above the NDT

temperature. The temperature below which the cracking begins to extend

beyond the deformed material into the elastic loaded edge regions has

been designated FTE, fracture transition elastic. FTE always occurs at

a temperature higher (-60 0F) than NDT. A brittle shattering type of

fracture is always obtained at temperatures corresponding to NDT. The

relative positions of these transition temperatures superimposed on a

Charpy V-notch impact energy curve for the general case is shown in

Figure 2. Naturally, because of the practical considerations involved

in conducting the explosion tests, it is not so widely used as the drop

weight or Charpy impact tests.

Other more recently developed crack starter tests are the drop
weight tear and the explosion tear tests. (11) The explosion tear test

is a measure of the ability of the material to undergo plastic defor-

mation in the presence of a through-the-thickness defect, whose length
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transition temperatures on the Charpy "V' notch energy curve.

is twice the specimen thickness, without significant extension of the

defect. The results of the explosion tear test are related to drop

weight tear test results, which can in turn be related to Charpy V-notch

test data. (11)

The foregoing test techniques have all been concerned with

transition temperature measurements in the tough-frangible and fracture-

mode categories. There are innumerable others which fall into these

same categroies. Among these are the slow bend tests, (12"15) the notched
tensile tests, (16-20) the tear tests,(21-23) and others. In all these

tests some property, ductility, energy, fracture appearance, etc., changes

rapidly with decreased temperature and forms the basis for defining the

transition temperature.

The work which has been conducted relative to the third

category of transition temperature (fracture-stress transition) is not

nearly as extensive or as well developed as for the previous categories.
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In essence, this category includes those tests where the fracture stress

is measured as a function of temperature and where it exhibits a relatively

abrupt change from values which are greater than, to values that are less

than, the normal yield strength at that equivalent temperature. This

temperature, or range, may be considered as the transition temperature.

Several specimen configuration and loading conditions may be used, all

of which involve a sharp notch. (24-29)

Generally, but not always, the transition in fracture stress

is associated with a similar change in some other property; i.e., duc-

tility, fracture mode, fracture appearance, etc. In some cases, the

change in one of these other properties has proven to be a better

criterion; for example, the "FST", full shear transition, defined by

Srawley.(19) There seems to be a general difference between the be-

haviors of the low strength structural steels and higher strength

materials. The lower strength materials fail to exhibit the fracture

stress transition even though ductility and fracture mode transitions
occurs.(17, 18, 25) In the higher strength materials, the transition

in all properties appear to coincide. Figure 3 is a typical example.
cu*"c 52 -6IS
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Since the fracture stress, hence the fracture stress transition

temperature, is dependent upon specimen size and notch acuity, (30) caution

must be exercised in employing the fracture stress transition temperature.

The primary application for this type of test is for comparative purposes.

However, the test technique can be particularly useful in design for

sheet materials where full thickness tests can be conducted. In this

case, the results are directly applicable to design when proper con-

sideration is given to the effects of defect size.(29)

Another category of transition temperature definition is

concerned with the temperature at which a running cleavage crack will be

arrested, commonly referred to as the "crack arrest temperature". Tests

to measure the crack arrest temperature generally involve developing a

fast moving brittle crack and determining the stress-temperature con-

ditions necessary to arrest the crack. Robertson has reported extensive

work of this type.(31-3 4 ) In the Robertson test a relatively large plate

is loaded to a uniform tensile stress with a temperature gradient across

the width of the plate. A cleavage crack is started by an explosive

charge on the side of the plate containing the cold end of the tempera-

ture gradient. The uniform tensile stress imposed on the plate keeps

the crack growing across the specimen until it reaches a temperature

that is high enough to permit sufficient plastic flow to stop the crack.

By conducting a series of tests where stress is varied, one can obtain

the relationship of stress and temperature. A typical set of Robertson's

data is shown in Figure 4 for a 1" thick plate of ordinary mild steel.(32)

Note that at about 600 F, the stress can be raised markedly (3 or 4 times)

without any accompanying increase in the temperature at which the crack

stops. This is termed the ductile-arrest temperature (fracture arrest

transition temperature). The arrest temperature decreases with de-

creasing plate thickness, hence full thickness tests should be used in

this type of evaluation. Because of the stress transition associated

with the arrest temperature, this test could also be classified in the

previously discussed fracture-stress transition temperature category.
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The Robertson test has subsequently been modified by others(35,36)

into a constant temperature type of test (SOD) in order to eliminate any

uncertainties caused by the temperature gradient. Good agreement between

service failures and the SOD tests have been obtained. Similar test

techniques and the applications of the crack arrest temperature concepts,

particularly with regard to welding, have been employed by Wells, (37)

Mosborg, (38) and others.

The crack arrest transition temperature type of test, although

somewhat bulky, it useful for development, comparison, quality control,

and design purposes. It should be emphasized that full thickness tests

are necessary to obtain representative data. Since a designer is

accustomed to working with stresses, this approach is particularly

attractive because it not only provides him with a transition temperature

but also with a knowledge of the critical stress for propagation of cracks

as a function of temperature. A significant feature is that the critical

applied stresses for failure below the transition temperature are

alarmingly low; thereby implying that a safe design is impractical in

many cases.

The relative positions of several of the transition temperature

criteria are shown superimposed on a Charpy V-notch impact energy curve

for a given material in Figure 5. These data from Pellini and Srawley(39)"

are unique, for this is the only example in the literature of such a
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comprehensive collection of transition temperatures for a specific

plate of any given material. Such a picture is extremely useful in

illustrating the relative degrees of toughness represented by the

various transition temperature criteria. The maximum toughness, which

may be required in extremely severe applications, is depicted by FTP

( 80°F) measured by the explosion crack starter test. (6,7) A similar

high level of toughness prevails at 60OF which is the Navy Tear Test(21-25)

transition temperature. Good agreement is obtained between FTE (fracture

transition elastic by explosion crack starter test), EBT (Esso brittle

temperature from SOD test), 3536) and CAT (crack arrest temperature from

Robertson test)(51,3 4 ) at 18 to 25 0 F. All three of these transition

temperature criteria pertain to crack propagation abilities and depict

the temperature above which the propagation of cracks is relatively

difficult. These criteria generally represent an adequate level of

toughness for most all applications, except those where high applied

stresses and the possibility of gross plastic deformation prevails. NDT,

at -100 F, describes the minimum level of toughness that is acceptable*

under nearly any circumstances where a sharp notch is present and the

applied stresses are sufficient to cause yielding in the highly localized

region at the tip of the notch. At temperatures below NDT, brittle

fracture can initiate and readily propagate at average applied stresses

that are only a small fraction of the conventional yield strength.

6.1.2.2 Significance and Application of the Transition Temperature

Approach

The applicability of the transition temperature approach to the

problem of brittle failure varies considerably depending upon the criterion

that is used and the purpose to which it is applied. While it may be used

directly in its simplest form for comparative evaluations of the fracture

resistance of materials, its application to design may in many instances

*Some materials can be used safely below NDT, but this requires an

intimate knowledge of their fracture characteristics in terms of the
inter relationships of the magnitude and nature of the stresses; the
size, shape and distribution of defects; and geometric considerations
of the member.
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be quite complex or even impractical. For comparative purposes, almost

any one of the various transition criteria may be used directly with a

reasonable degree of confidence that the material which exhibits the

lowest transition temperature is likely to be the most fracture resistant.

In some design situations the transition temperature may be very useful

for establishing design parameters. On the other hand for some complex

applications, the selection of an appropriate transition temperature

criterion and its subsequent translation into useful design parameters

can be extremely involved. In other applications, e.g., where a

material must be used below any of the conventional transition tempera-

tures, or where the material does not exhibit an abrupt ductile to brittle

transition behavior, the approach is virtually useless as a design tool.

In subsequent paragraphs the discussion will be directed towards pro-

viding an appraisal of the applicability and usefulness of the transition

temperature approach to the various phases of the brittle fracture

problem.

a. Considerations in the Selection of a Transition Temperature

Criterion

While the basic concept of the transition temperature approach

is quite simple, its implementation in practical situations can be complex.

Some of the complexities arise primarily because of the existence of the

different kinds of transition behavior and the many criteria of transition

temperatures within any given behavior category. Ideally, if each test

and each transition behavior yielded a common transition temperature

there would be no problem. Obviously this is not the case. Therefore

the choice of a criterion for transition temperature for a particular

application involves the consideration of many factors, some of which

are: What embrittling factors are present? Which behavior transition

is most pertinent? What degree of assurance against brittle failure is

required? What are the practical limitations regarding size, weight,

cost, material availability, etc.?

Relative to embrittling factors, consideration must be given

to such aspects as: the size, shape, distribution and acuity of the
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notches or defects that are assumed to be present; the level of the

applied stresses; the type of loading, the size of the structural

members, the minimum operating temperature, etc. Large complex struc-

tures, large sharp notches, high applied stresses and impact loading

suggest the use of a conservative type of transition temperature, i.e.,

FTP as measured in the explosion tests.

With respect to behavior transitions, one may be concerned

with either the initiation or propagation of fracture. In cases where,

because of prevailing circumstances, it must be assumed that initiation

of fracture will occur, it is then necessary to guard against propagation.

This situation suggests the use of a crack arrest transition temperature

such as determined by the Robertson or SOD test, or alternatively, the

FTE measured in the explosion test. These transition temperatures may

be interpreted in terms of stresses and temperatures which limit crack

propagation. In some situations, this may not be practical, and it may

be necessary to risk the chance of propagation and attempt to guard

against initiation. The use of a less conservative transition temperature

criterion such as NDT measured by the drop weight test may be applicable

in this situation to guard against fracture initiation. However, for

most materials and applications it must be realized that if fracture

initiation does occur, subsequent propagation is quite likely since NDT

is lower than the crack arrest temperatures of CAT, SOD, or FTE.

Considerations regarding the required degree of assurance

against brittle failure are obvious. While all brittle failures are

undesirable, certainly the dire consequences of the failure of a nuclear

reactor pressure vessel, a submarine hull, a turbine generator rotor,

etc., are far more serious than the isolated failure of some minor piece

of equipment. These considerations quite naturally reflect in the degree

of conservatism employed in the selection of a transition temperature

criterion. Finally, practical limitations of size, cost, availability

of material, etc. all add to the complexity of selecting a transition

temperature criterion.
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b. Applicability for Comparison Purposes

The transition temperature approach is used quite extensively

for the purpose of comparison of materials. For this purpose, it is

generally quite useful and reliable. However, depending upon the

purpose for which the comparison is intended, there are some considera-

tions which should not be neglected in interpreting the data. If the

comparison is confined to a given class of materials of approximately

the same strength level, the interpretation is quite straightforward.

The material with the lowest transition temperature is most likely to

be the most fracture resistant regardless of the transition temperature

criterion employed. However, this generalization cannot be extended to

the comparison of unlike materials, for example, steels of two different

strength levels. Figure 6 is a schematic representation of the Charpy

V-notch impact curves of two steels. Steels " tA" and "B" could represent

any one of several situations: markedly different strength levels with

"B" being the stronger, the same strength level but different micro-

structures, "A" being fine tempered martensite and "B" being coarse

bainite, the same steel from the same plate but with different orienta-

tions of the test specimens - "A" being longitudinal and "B" being

transverse. .On the basis of any of the fracture appearance transition

temperature criterion these steels would have identical transition

temperatures. Referring to Figure 6, at some fixed energy level such

as E1 again the transition temperatures (T1 ) would be the same. Now

assuming the minimum operating temperature is T2 , which steel is the

most fracture resistant at that temperature? It seems obvious that

steel "A" which requires more energy for fracture would be the most

fracture resistant at T . A knowledge of the transition temperature

alone would not show this. While some of the transition temperature

criteria would fail to differentiate between the steels, some other

criterion may be capable of doing so, i.e., the NDT temperatures of the

steels could be T3 and T Similarly, a crack-arrest criterion of

transition temperature may also reveal the difference between the steels.

Thus, it is apparent that even for simple comparative purposes proper

consideration must be given to the proper choice of a transition tem-

perature criterion and the subsequent interpretation of the results.
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c. Applicability to Design Situations

The application of the transition temperature approach to

design becomes even more complex than for the simple comparison of

materials. However in some cases, with proper consideration, the

approach can be quite fruitful. In design, the ultimate question

involves the load-bearing capacity of the structure or member for the

prevailing circumstances and the relationship of transition temperature

to the load-bearing capacity. For lack of something more specific to

answer this question, a general concept has come into wide acceptance.

In essence, this concept is that for temperatures above the transition

temperature, stresses of the order of the normal yield stress may be

tolerated, and below the transition temperature the applied stress must

be kept to some unknown lower level. Although generally applicable in

principle, this concept leaves much to be desired. However, with proper

consideration, some transition temperature measurements can be used to

obtain qualitative estimates concerning load-bearing capacity. On the

other hand, there are also some situations where the transition
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temperature approach is nearly useless in this respect. Both of these

aspects will be considered in the discussion which follows.

In utilizing the transition temperature approach in design,

the first problem is determining which transition behavior and associated

transition temperature criterion is most pertinent to the application.

Then, after having established some preferred criterion, the problem

becomes one of translating this transition temperature into load-bearing

terms. The initial problem of selecting a transition temperature criterion

has been discussed earlier in this report and in the literature.39,40)'

Primarily, it is a matter of deciding what degree of toughness is required

for the application in question, and which of the criteria best describes

the embrittling conditions that are of concern. A designer upon proper

consideration of all of the factors involved, can generally choose the

most representative criterion. Subsequent discussion will deal more

specifically with the translation of a transition temperature into load-

bearing terms.

One sound solution to the general design problem is based on

the establishment of a correlation between service performance (preferably

failures) and transition temperature. A well-established relationship

of this kind has been obtained for one class of materials and application.

A statistical study of steel plates from failed ships indicated that

brittle catastrophic failure was very unlikely if the 15 ft lb., Charpy

V-notch, impact energy transition temperature was below the minimum

operating temperature. 41) Hence for this particular class of material

and this particular application, the 15 ft lb transition temperature

criterion is very useful and reliable. Similar relationships between

NDT and service failures have also been reported(8-11) for other steels

and applications. When a sufficiently well established correlation

between transition temperature and service performance exists, the tran-

sition temperature approach can be used with a reasonably high degree of

confidence. While this type of correlation does not yield direct data

concerning load-bearing capacity, it does through service experience

provide some insight as to the general stress level that can be sustained

above the transition temperature.
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It must be appreciated that this approach to the brittle

failure problem requires a correlation that is specific to the material

and the particular application conditions. The results of such a

correlation cannot be directly applied to another class of material or

another application. Likewise, for a given situation, any change in

material and/or the embrittling factors present in the application will

necessitate reconsideration of the applicability of the correlation.

Another approach available to the designer involves the use of

a transition temperature measurement which also incorporates a direct

measurement of the load-bearing capacity. The Robertson(31-34) or the

SOD(35,36) crack arrest transition tests are good examples. These tests

yield data of the type illustrated schematically in Figure 7. This

approach is related specifically to the propagation of cracks. It is

most applicable to those situations where a designer must assume that

a fracture will be initiated in some manner or another but when

initiated, the fracture must not be permitted to propagate catastrophi-

cally. The application of this criterion is straightforward. If the

crack arrest temperature is below the minimum operating temperature,

there is little concern about catastrophic brittle failure at normal

design stresses; except perhaps for the small area of uncertainty shown

in Figure 7. The probable limitations on applied stress above the

crack arrest temperature are more directly related to plastic distortion

or-rupture. However, if the minimum operating temperature is below the

crack arrest temperature, brittle catastrophic fracture can occur at

alarmingly low values of applied stress. In many situations the

allowable stresses for applications below the crack arrest temperature

are so low that it becomes impractical to use this approach because of

the large section sizes that would be necessary to keep the stresses low.

It must be emphasized that the reliability of the crack arrest

transition temperature approach is directly related to the size of the

plate used to determine the crack arrest temperature. The arrest tem-

perature increases with increasing plate thickness.C31) Therefore, for

a high degree of reliability, a plate thickness corresponding to that of

the application must be used in ascertaining the transition temperature.
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Therein lies the major limitation for the use of this transition tem-

perature criterion. While perfectly applicable to structures involving

plates which can be conveniently tested in full thickness, it is of

little direct value for heavy sections such as forgings.

There is another type of transition temperature criterion that

yields at least semi-quantitative information relative to load-bearing

capacity. This is confined principally to applications involving high

strength sheet materials, and the use of pre-cracked tensile specimens

to measure transition temperatures. These types of test yield transi-

tion temperatures based on a change of fracture stress, ductility, and/

or fracture appearance as was described in Section 6.1.2.1 of this report.

Wvhen full thickness specimens containing flaws simulation those that may

prevail in the application are employed in the tests, the resulting data

may be used for design with a reasonable degree of confidence. Such

tests have also proven valuable as a screening device and in providing

essential data for the "fracture mechanics" approach to brittle fracture.(29)
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The transition temperature derived from the crack-starter

types of tests (NDT from drop weight and FTE and FTP from explosion

tests) also may be used to estimate allowable stresses. For example,

at or above the FTP temperature the development of extensive plastic

deformation and a high resistance to shear tearing in the explosion

tests is certainly indicative that stresses well in excess of the yield

strength can prevail without danger of brittle fracture*. At or above

FTE cracks may be started by the high stresses which prevail in the

plastically loaded region, but these cracks will not continue to propa-

gate in areas that are elastically loaded. In essence then, the load-

bearing capacity defined by FTE may be generalized as follows: at or

above FTE applied stresses of the order of the yield strength are

required to initiate and sustain fracture, while below FTE, fracture

once initiated will propagate at applied stresses less than the yield

strength.

The drop weight NDT is less useful for design purposes in

terms of defining load-bearing capacity. At NDT, brittle fracture can

be initiated in the presence of a sharp notch if the applied stresses

are sufficient to develop yielding at the highly localized region near

the tip of the crack. This really doesn't help the designer very much

unless he is able to ascertain what level of applied stress will result

in localized yielding at the tip of some flaw. Because of the many

complicating factors, i.e., stress concentration, plastic restraint,

residual stress, etc., the determination of this critical applied stress

level is quite difficult. In those cases where a correlation of NDT

and service failures exist, it may be possible to approximate the critical

stress level from a knowledge of the existing stresses. A fracture once

started at NDT or lower will most likely propagate catastrophically since

in most applications the average applied stresses are undoubtedly in

excess of the propagation requirement.

*In some materials a low energy form of catastrophic shear failure can
develop at temperatures corresponding to FTP. This behavior is more
characteristic of high strength materials that demonstrate a low energy
shelf in the Charpy V-notch impact test. Beacuse of its influence on
load-bearing capacity, it too must be given proper consideration.
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d. Applications Where the Use of the Transition Temperature

Approach is Uncertain

The greatest difficulty in applying any of the transition

temperature criteria to design is encountered in the application in-

volving large section sizes, i.e., generator or turbine rotors, fly

wheels and shafts, thick-walled pressure vessels, large forgings, etc.

Tests for determining transition temperatures of full size large sections

are not practical. There is a great deal of uncertainty regarding the

applicability of any transition temperature criteria as determined in

small section sizes to design situations involving large section sizes,

and the uncertainty is becoming more prevalent with the increasing

amount of fracture testing on large section sizes. Increasing the gross

dimensions of the test specimen, or the notch size, or the notch acuity

all tend to induce transition temperatures at higher temperatures, par-

ticularly with reference to load-bearing capacity. Several examples of

this trend of behavior may be found in the literature.(20,31,42-4
8 )

In addition to increasing the degree of uncertainty relative

to the applicability to very large section sizes, thus the possible

effects of size on transition temperature determinations casts of doubt

regarding the reliability of all transition temperature criteria in cases

where full section sizes are not employed in the determinations. This

is the major area of uncertainty which is currently receiving much at-

tention. There have been some attempts (45,46,49-52) to relate the results

of other types of fracture toughness measurements obtained from tests of

large sections to some of the conventional transition temperature

criteria. But, as yet, the usefulness and reliability of these corre-

lations remains unproven. Therefore, until some firm assurance can be

obtained to the effect that the transition temperatures measured in

small size tests are indicative of the behavior of the material in large

section sizes, the usefulness of the transition temperature approach for

applications involving very large sections is limited to the comparison

of materials. In comparing materials, it seems reasonable to assume that

the same relative degree of toughness will prevail at various section

sizes. However, there is only a limited amount of experimental data to

this effect.
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There are also applications where, from the design viewpoint,

the transition temperature approach is virtually of no value whatsoever.

The most obvious of these is in the application of materials which do

not exhibit a normal characteristic ductile-to-brittle transition be-

havior, but which may fail in a brittle manner*. Another involves those

situations where there is no alternative but to use a material in the

sub-transition temperature range. As discussed previously, the crack-

arrest transition temperature criteria may be of value in this latter

situation since these criteria do describe the sub-transition temperature

dependence of the critical stress for the propagation of fracture.

However, it may be impractical to design on the basis of the critical

propagation stress because these stresses are generzlly quite low and

large sections would be required. Likewise, it may not be possible to

obtain reliable data of the crack arrest type if thick section sizes are

involved or if the material is in some form other than plates. Current

available data of this type are limited to carbon steel plates up to

about 1" thick. Excluding then, the crack arrest transition temperature

criteria, the transition temperature approach provides the designer with

no means of predicting load-bearing capacity at sub-transition tempera-

tures. In both these situations (the non-existence of a transition

temperature or use below the transition temperature) some other approach

which relates the load-bearing capacity to the material characteristics

and prevailing embrittling factors must be utilized.

e. Fracture Analysis Diagram

Through the correlation of the various laboratory and simulated
service tests, and actual service failures, it has been possible (9-11) to

construct a "Fracture Analysis Diagram" which represents the most

sophisticated form of the transition temperature approach that is

*Fail in a brittle manner does not necessarily imply that cleavage (trans-
granular) fracture occurs. It is also possible to have failures at
relatively low applied stresses and without any gross plastic deformation
.by other fracture mechanisms, i.e., catastrophic shear, intergranular
failure I fatigue, stress corrosion, and other forms of environmental
effects.
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presently available. This diagram(9-11) relates the three parameters

of applied stress, defect size, and temperature, Figure 8. It is

applicable to the structural grades of steel which exhibit a pronounced

temperature dependent ductile-to-brittle transition behavior, and to

section sizes of the order of 1/2 to 2" thick. With this diagram and a

knowledge of one the transition temperatures (preferably NDT) of the

material to serve as a reference point, it is possible to approximate

the critical combinations of stress and overall defect size which will

cause catastrophic failure.

Detailed descriptions of the basis and development of the
diagram, and its use, are available in the literature.(9-11) Therefore,

only a brief explanation is required in this report. The diagram

(Figure 8) is based on the results of laboratory tests of various transi-

tion temperature criteria and their correlation with one another,

simulated service tests, and actual service experiences. The significance

of the three transition criteria NDT, FTE, and FTP, shown in Figure 8 for

the high-energy tear material was previously discussed. The CAT (crack

arrest temperature) curve is based on the Robertson or SOD types of tests,

and pertains to the propagation of cracks. It describes the critical

stress-temperature combination for the arrest of a running, brittle crack.

Cracks will not propagate at stress temperature combinations which lie

below the CAT curve. The other curves lying above the CAT curve are con-

stant flaw-size curves and pertain to the initiation of fracture. Then

may be related to stress-temperature combinations which will initiate

fracture. The position and shape of these curves are based primarily

upon service experience related to failures or components or structures.

The constant flaw size curves for the low energy tear material,

shown to the right of NDT + 1200F in Figure 8, are more schematic in

nature. These provide a qualitative idea of how some of the higher

strength materials, which generally exhibit a relatively low energy in

the Charpy impact test, behave in the presence of defects. Of signifi-

cance is the fact that catastrophic shear failures can occur at nominal

stresses below the yield strength if defects are present and the material

has low tear energy characteristics.
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The application of the fracture analysis diagram (high energy

tear material portion below NDT + 12bOF) is quite straightforward. The

minimum operating temperature relative to one of the transition tempera-

tures, preferably NDT, is established for the material. Then, knowing

the nominal applied stress, it is possible to estimate the size of

defect that is required to initiate brittle fracture. Conversely,

knowing the operating temperature relative to NDT and the size of a

defect that may exist in the structure, it is possible to estimate the

level of nominal applied stress that will cause fracture initiation.

Similarly, by using the CAT curve, estimates can be made regarding the

stress limits for arresting a running brittle crack at the temperature

of interest.

While the fracture analysis diagram is a useful engineering

tool for some materials and applications, some limitations and uncertain-

ties restrict its general use. It was based on and developed from test

data and service failures on the structural grades of steel which exhibit

an abrupt ductile-to-brittle transition behavior. Its use therefore

should be restricted to these kinds of materials. It is not applicable

to the high strength steels, aluminum and titanium alloys because these

materials do not have an abrupt transition behavior. There are also

some uncertainties inherent in the diagram. The diagram predicts a

constant flaw size stress relationship for temperatures below NDT.

There are strong indications that the nominal stress for fracture for a

constant flaw size should decrease with decreasing temperature below
(20,31,4o,45)

NDT . Another uncertainty is concerned with the effects of

section size on the position of the CAT and constant flaw size curves.

It is possible that for many materials these curves would be shifted to

higher temperatures and lower nominal stresses as the section thickness

is increased. Shifts of this type in the CAT curves have been reported.(31)

Because of these limitations and uncertainties the fracture analysis

diagram can only be considered as a qualitative tool for making

engineering judgments where the materials axe the structural grades of

steel.
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f. General Summary of Applicability Transition Temperature Approach

To summarize the transition temperature approach, the basic

concept is simple, but its application to specific design problems can

be quite complex and therefore requires careful consideration of all of

the factors involved. There are two primary steps in these considera-

tions. The first is to select a transition temperature criterion that

is appropriate to the needs of the application and that is truly repre-

sentative of the embrittling factors that are present. Then, the

selected transition temperature criterion must be translated into terms

related to defect size and load-bearing capacity; for ultimately this

is the terminology which the designer can understand and apply. In

those situations where both of these steps can be satisfactorily

accomplished, the transition temperature approach can be successfully

applied.

The most useful, comprehensive summary of the transition

temperature approach is provided in the form of a Fracture Analysis

Diagram. This diagram illustrates the general relationships between

defect size, applied stress, and temperature. Where applicable, in

terms of the material and intended use, the diagram is useful for

purposes of making engineering judgments.

6.1.2.3 Applicability of Transition Temperature Approach to ATAC's

Interest and Project Goals

While the general transition temperature approach may be

applicable to presently used, low-strength materials for purposes of

comparing materials and for rough design approximations, it is not

satisfactory for the high-strength materials that are expected to be

used in the future. Therefore the approach cannot satisfy the project

goals. The first and primary reason is that the high-strength steels,

aluminum and titanium alloys do not exhibit a characteristic abrupt

ductile-to-brittle transition behavior. Secondly, even if it were

possible to establish the various transition temperature criteria for

these materials, the approaches lacks the basic quantitativeness that
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is required to solve specific problems. For example, the fracture

analysis diagram deals with only one dimension (length) of a defect

and does not recognize that the critical stress for fracture can vary

markedly, depending upon the type of loading and the geometry of the

defect, i.e., semi-elliptical surface cracks of various lengths and

depths, internal defects of various shapes, through the thickness edge

or center cracks, etc. The establishment of design stress levels and

realistic inspection and acceptance standards, requires specific con-

sideration of the effects of all the effects of all the possible types

of flaws and loading conditions. Thirdly, the slow growth of an initial

sub-critical size defect to a critical size defect during the operational

life time of a cyclic or sustained loaded component is another important

consideration which cannot be handled with the transition temperature

approach. Thus it is apparent that an alternate approach must be applied

to achieve the ultimate objectives of this project. The subsequent

sections of this report discuss and evaluate possible alternate approaches.

6.1.3 STRESS ANALYSIS APPROACH

In the stress analysis approach to the prediction of cata-

strophic fracture some property of the stress-strain distribution is

used as the prediction criterion. A number of different properties

have been used as the criterion and in general they can be placed in

one of three categories: (1) stress criteria, (2) strain criteria, and

(5) energy release rate criteria. Some of the approaches can be placed

in more than one of the above categories since there is considerable

overlap among them.

The stress analysis approach requires that the stress-strain

distribution, or at least a reasonable estimate of this distribution,

in the structural component be known. If the component contains notches

or sharp flaws, the stress analysis must take this into account. The

effects of plastic flow around these stress risers on the stress-strain

distribution should also be considered when possible. Due to the mathe-

matical difficulty involved in determining the exact stress-strain

distribution of a body, most all of the methods involve a compromise with
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exactness. These compromises in turn bound the limits of applicability

of each specific approach.

In general, the critical value of the criteria parameter

(maximum stress, etc.), which signifies failure, for each specific stress

analysis approach is determined for each material from a relatively

simple test specimen. The metallurgical and mechanical variables of the

test specimen should be as similar as possible to those in the structure

for which failure is to be predicted.

Some of the more significant approaches in the stress, strain,

and energy categories will now be considered.

6.1.3.1 Stress Criteria

Perhaps the oldest criterion used to predict fracture is that

of stress. Many variations of the stress criteria have been suggested

through the years. Most of the approaches are related to the maximum

stress criterion or some modification of it. Some of the more note-

worthy modifications are the critically stressed volume criterion and

the stress gradient influence. A number of the more significant stress

approaches will now be considered.

a. Use of Fracture Curve

It was originally hypothesised by Ludwik,(53) that not only

could a flow stress curve be represented on a stress-strain diagram

but also a fracture stress curve could be represented on such a diagram

(Figure 9). He suggested that fracture occurs at the stress where the

two curves intersect. Others(54,55) proposed that the effects of tem-

perature, strain rate, and triaxiality on fracture stress and mode of

fracture could be accounted for by the shifting of relative positions

of the two curves due to the changes in these conditions. An example

of this effect is shown in Figure 10. Due to the difficulty in experi-

mentally verifying the existence of fracture curves, the Ludwik approach

and its various modifications have not been pursued very earnestly.
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More recently a fracture concept somewhat similar to Ludwik's

has been proposed by Beeuwkes.56) He suggests that on a true stress-

hyperbolic true strain diagram, the fracture curve has the shape of a

"corner" (Figure 11). Beeuwkes has shown that flow curves for different

temperatures and strain rates will appear as straight lines on this type

of diagram. For the materials he investigated, the face centered cubic

metals had flow curves which were parallel to each other, while the flow

curves for body center cubic metals had flow curves which intersected

at one point. Beeuwkes defines fracture which occurs on the constant

stress surface of the "fracture corner" as being brittle and fracture

which occurs on the constant strain surface as beinc ductile. This

concept has the same limitation as the Ludwik approach. That is, the

necessary experimental work needed to verify the existence of the "frac-

ture corner" has not been performed. In addition, in there present

forms, Ludwik's and Beeuwke's concepts are not usable in design

considerations.
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b. Maximum Stress

Hendrickson and coworkers(57) showed that a maximum stress

criterion could be used to predict failure of notched round tensile

specimens made of mild steel. An approximate elastic-plastic analytic

solution was used to estimate the maximum stresses in the specimens at

failure. It was shown that regardless of test temperature and rate of

loading, the maximum stress reached in each specimen was approximately

the same. Further work 58) by these same investigators was encouraging,

but later studies(59' 6 0) indicated that for most materials the maximum

stress at fracture varies with temperature, rate of loading, the stress

gradient at the point of initial fracture, and the state of stress in

the notched area where fracture initiates. The state of stress at the

notch can be one of plane stress, plane strain, or some state between

these two limiting cases.

The congruency principle (61) proposed by Lubahn takes into

account the effect of the stress gradient at the notch, and also the

state of stress at the notch. The congruency principle states that

fracture will occur at the same nominal stress in two different notched

objects if the nominal stress gradient at the notch root is the same in

both objects and if the notches are geometrically congruent to each

other. Lubakn experimentally checked this principle by correlating

fracture data from notched bend tests and notched disk bursting tests.

Subject to the above conditions, the correlation between the two types

of test was found to be within 8%. The major drawback of the concruency

principle is that each fracture situation of interest must be evaluated

by an individual laboratory test on a specimen whose ratio of maximum

stress to stress gradient at the notch is equal to that of the structure

of interest and whose notch geometry is congruent with that of the

structure.

c. Stress Concentration Factor Approach

Most of the recent work (60,62,63,64) associated with the

maximum stress concept has been closely related to Neuber's previously

developed theory of notch stresses.65) The notch theory as originally

developed makes it possible to express the maximum stress, aax , at the
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root of a notch or crack in an elastic body as a linear function of the

nominal stress, "nom' in the body containing the notch or crack. The

relation between these two stresses in the form a = K ano where the

constant proportionality factor, Kt, is defined as the theoretical elas-

tic stress concentration factor. The stress concentration factor is a

function of the geometry of the body containing the notch, of the size,

location, and orientation of notch, and of the external load distribution

on the body. The magnitude of Kt for a specific geometry and loading

condition can be determined theoretically by employing the basic

principles of the theory of elasticity 66) or experimentally by a number

of methods.

For example, an elliptical crack of length 2a in an infinite

plate subject to a uniform uniaxial tension field perpendicular to the

plane of the crack (Figure 12) has a theoretical elastic stress con-

centration factor expressed by the equation

Kt = 1 + 2 ra (1)

where r is the crack tip root radius. In this example the nominal stress

is equal to the uniaxial stress away from the crack. The elastic stress

concentration factors for a number of other geometries and loading con-
ditions are available(67)

Attempts have been made to combine the elastic stress concen-

tration factor concept with the maximum stress concept so that the nominal

fracture stress of notched bodies can be accurately predicted. The

simplest and most direct method used is to assume that at failure amax

is equal to the uniaxial ultimate strength of the material, au, and

that the actual stress concentration factor is equal to the elastic

stress concentration factor. This method predicts that the nominal

stress will be inversely proportional to the elastic stress concentration

factor. When experimental results are compared with those predicted by

this method a number of the shortcomings of the method become apparent.
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1. For relatively brittle materials the method underestimates

the nominal fracture stress when the elastic stress concentration

factors become large. This is demonstrated by the curve shown for a

titanium alloy in Figure 13.

2. For some ductile materials the theoretically predicted

nominal fracture stresses are completely misleading as is shown by the

curve for 4340 steel in Figure 13. This material is insensitive to the

presence of notches.

3. This method doesn't predict a variation in the fracture

stress for geometrically similar notched specimens differing in absolute

size only. That is, this method doesn't account for a size effect.

Experimental results indicate that for many materials containing sharp

notches the size effect is significant.

4. Finally, this approach doesn't predict the difference in

fracture stress which occurs in going from a state of plane stress to

one of plane strain at the notch tip.

These limitations of the linear elastic stress concentration

factor approach are to a large degree the result of two factors. First,

since the theory of elasticity, which is used in determining the stress

concentration factors, is valid for a continuum only, deviation would be

expected between theory and test results for extremely sharp notches

where the use of a continuum becomes invalid. Secondly, due to the high

stress ccacentration at the root of the notch, the material in the
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vicinity of the notch ti2 will flow plastically and therefore, the

stresses predicted by elastic theory will be in error. To correct

for these deficiencies various means of correcting the values of the

elastic stress concentration factors have been proposed.

To correct for the breakdown in the continuum aspects of the

elasticity theory at the roots of sharp notches Neuber introduced(65)"

the "finite particle" concept as a means of modifying the elastic stress

concentration factors. In this modification an effective root radius is

used in the analytic expressions for the elastic stress concentration

factors instead of the physical root radius which was originally used.

The effective radius, re, is equal to the sum of the physical root radius,

r, plus twice the "particle size" 2 ,. The particle size can be physically

interpreted as representing the size of some basic structural unit of

the material. That is, 'r is considered as a material constant which can

be determined experimentally along with amax" For example, the modified

form of equation (W) is
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S =1+ 2 (2)

where Ktm is defined as the modified stress concentration factor. A plot(71)

of Ktm as a function of K t is shown in Figure 14 for various values of

For this case the nominal stress at fracture becomes

amax (5)
nom 1+2)

As equation (3) indicates, this approach involves the use of two

parameters, q and a max. It is of interest to note that for very small

root radii equation (3) can be reduced to the following form:

- n -ca

n max (4)nom a

Curve 57764•6-A
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Since Vn amax is in effect one parameter, equation (4) shows that for

sharp cracks the "finite particle" concept is a single parameter method.

This equation also predicts a size effect. The equation states that the

nominal fracture stress is inversely proportional to the square root of

the crack length. This same inverse square root relation will be ob-

tained for sharp cracks when the energy approach is considered and also

when a particular form of the strain criteria is used.

To account for the plastic flow at the tips of notches, a

number of other methods for modifying the elastic stress concentration

factors have been suggested 6 8 , 6 9,70,71) Most methods have a form

similar to that presented byStowell( 68 )"

E
K = 1 + (Kt - 1)-L (5)

where K is the corrected stress concentration factor, E is the secantp s
modulus of the material at the point of the maximum stress, and E is

the secant modulus of the material ata large distance from the notch.

Using this modification, fracture would be predicted when anom = amax/K

where amax is determined from a uniaxial unnotched specimen and K , which

can be determined from equation (5), is a function of geometry, external

load, and the flow properties of the material.

d. Use of Stress Gradient as a Parameter

Based on previous test results, Weiss(7I) has suggested that

for some materials the criteria for fracture might be a function of

maximum stress gradient at the root of the notch. This would make the

stress criteria a two parameter one. The consideration of the stress

gradient would make it possible to account for the size effect noted( 6 2,71)

for some materials in the presence of relatively blunt notches.

e. Applicability of Stress Criteria

For general engineering design purposes the stress concentration

factor approach is the most applicable of the stress methods considered.

By applying the various correction factors (finite particle size, plas-

ticity correction) to the elastically determined stress concentration
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factors and by using the stress gradient as an additional parameter,

a reasonable correlation between experimental results and theory can be

obtained in a somewhat empirical manner for each material. The problem

of estimating the magnitude of the various parameters from a uniaxial

stress-strain curve still exists. At present the magnitude of the

various prediction parameters must be determined by rather extensive

testing. With an increasing availability of elastic-plastic solutions

for notched and cracked geometries, the need of these correction factors

can be eliminated.

6.1.3.2 Strain Criteria

For the methods involving a strain criteria for the prediction

of fracture loads, the maximum strain or some critically strained

volume is usually used as the critical parameter. In general the strain

criteria methods are very similar in form to those which were listed as

stress criteria methods in the previous section. In fact some of the

methods discussed in the stress section could also be considered as

strain methods. In particular, the congruency principle, (61) Ludwik's

hypothesis,(53) and the "fracture corner" concept of Beeuwkes(56, could

also be interpreted as approaches based on a strain criteria.

An advantage of a strain criteria over a stress criteria is

the increased sensitivity of strain compared to stress in the plastic

range. For example, for a material which has a very moderate amount

of strain hardening (Figure 15), the strain is a much more meaningful

criterion for fracture than the stress in a smooth specimen fracture

test.

A number of fracture analysis methods involving strain

criterion have been introduced in the last few years. Most of these

approaches are now in the development stage. These methods will not be

considered.

a. Exhaustion of Ductility

The exhaustion of ductility approach is based on the premise

that fracture occurs when the available ductility of the material is less
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amount of strain hardening

Sec. 6. 1 Fig. 15

than the ductility required under the local constraint at the notch.

SupportersI55,7273, of this approach attempt to validate this premise

by showing that the net fracture stress of precompressed notch plates

is much less than that of plates which were not precompressed. It is

stated that this large reduction in fracture strength is due to the

fact that ductility of the material is substantially reduced (exhausted)

by the precompression working. It has been pointed out by others (75

that the reduction in fracture stress caused by the precompression of

the notched plates is due to the effect of the residual stress which is

produced at the notch tip by the precompression process and not due to

a reduction in the ductility of the material. Some limited studies(75)

on plate specimens in which the precompression operation was performed

before the notches were machined in the plate have indicated a sub-

stantial reduction in net fracture stress when the precompressive strain

exceeded some minimum value. Under these conditions the possibility of

appreciable residual stress at the notch was eliminated. Besides the

question concerning the significance of the residual stress at the notch

root, the major drawback of this approach is that in its present state it

is very qualitative and doesn't lend itself to be used with quantitative

analytical expressions which are useful in engineering design.
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b. Critically Strained Volume Criteria

McClintock(7 6 ) has suggested a two parameter strain criteria

for the prediction of rapid propagation of sharp cracks. He suggests

that propagation will take place when the strain at some distance, p,

from the crack tip exceeds a magnitude of e .f That is, fracture is

assumed to occur when all the material for a distance p directly ahead

of the crack has reached a cumulative value of plastic strain equal to

a critical value E The two parameters, p and Ef, are considered to

be material properties which can be determined for each material by

simple tests.

McClintock's suggestion of a two parameter criterion was a

result of his analysis 77) of the stress-strain distribution of a sharp

crack subject to a longitudinal shear stress field. The anslysis applied

to an elastic-perfectly-plastic material. It is of interest to note that

for large cracks, the stress for fracture is inversely proportional to

the square root of the crack length and the criterion for rapid crack

propagation reduced to that of effectively one parameter. This type

of a relationship is the same as that obtained from Neuber's "particle

size" concept when applied to sharp cracks is the same as that which

is obtained by using fracture mechanics concepts as will be shown.

c. Use of Strain Hardening Exponent

One of the more recent strain concepts has been proposed and

studied by Kraft !78 ) Although it is similar to McClintock's approach

in some aspects, it is actually an outgrowth of the fracture mechanics

approach which will be discussed later.

Kraft states that when the strain at a particular distance

"" from the crack tip reaches a value equal to the strain hardening

e:-oonent of the true stress-strain curve, catastropic crack propagation

will begin. The distance "d" is considered to be a function of material

only and is independent of strain rate and temperature. The strain

hardening exponent is a function of material, strain rate and temperature.

Therefore ideally the quantity "d" can be determined from a single

fracture test and then from a knowledge of the magnitude of the strain
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hardening exponent as a function of temperature and strain rate, the

fracture load at various temperatures and strain rates can be pre-

determined. In its present form the approach is applicable to sharp

cracks only.

d. Crack Opening Displacement Criteria

Wells( 7 9 ) suggests that the crack opening displacement at some

fixed but short distance from the crack tip could be used as a fracture

criterion. The local crack opening displacement will be related to the

strain distribution around the crack, and, therefore, the method can be

classified as a strain criteria. Thus the use of this criterion tem-

porarily avoids the need of an exact elastic-plastic solutions and also

avoids the problem of attempting to measure strains in the vicinity of

the crack tip.

This approach is also an outgrowth of linear fracture mechanics.

Wells states that the crack opening displacement approach can be used

when widespread yielding has occurred around the crack tip whereas the

linear fracture mechanics approach is restricted to situations in which

a very limited amount of yielding has occurred. At present the methods

are still in the development stages and has had only limited use in

design applications.

e. Applicability of Strain Criteria

All of the strain concepts considered here have, in general,

not been used in design considerations and are still in the development

stage. While McClintock's critically strained volume analysis gives a

better understanding of the relative role played by the various material

properties in the fracture process, in its present form it is not very

applicable to design considerations. The "exhaustion of ductility"

approach has many of the limitations of the transition temperature

approach, in that it is more qualitative than quantitative in nature

and therefore does not lend itself directly to design considerations.

Although Kraft's "strain hardening exponent" approach is based on a

strain criterion, it is directly related to linear elastic fracture

mechanics and has the same limitations. These limitations will be
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considered in Section 6.2. The "crack opening displacement" criteria

is an extension of the linear elastic fracture mechanics approach which

promises to extend the areas of applicability of the present linear

theory.

6.1.3.3 Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

In recent years there has been a marked increase in the

number of publications concerned with linear elastic fracture mechanics.

The increase involves both basic experimental data and analytic solutions

concerned with application. Simultaneously, the number of actual design

applications of fracture mechanics has also sharply increased. The

formulation and limitations of this approach will now be discussed.

The theory of linear elastic fracture mechanics provides a

means of predicting the fracture load of structures containing sharp

flaws of known size and location. The theory can be based on either an

energy approach or on a stress intensity approach. Both approaches are

closely related and lead to the same results. The approaches will be

considered individually in Sections 6 .13-.3.a and 6.1..33.b, respectively.

a. Energy Criterion

The energy approach to fracture was originally presented by

Griffith( 8 0) and later re-emphasized and broadened by Irwin( 8 1) and

Orowan. (82) Some of the historical background of the approach will be

discussed later (Section 6.2.1), but now the basic concepts involved

will be considered.

The energy approach to fracture instability is one in which

the criterion for propagation of a crack in a body is stated in terms

of the rates of change with respect to crack extension of the various

energy components involved in the process. The criterion is that

crack propagation will occur if the amount of energy which could be

supplied to the crack tip during an incremental crack extension is

greater than or equal to the energy which would be absorbed at the crack

tip during an incremental extension of the crack. Before this criterion

for fracture can be expressed in mathematical terms the changes in the
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various energy components involved in an incremental crack extension

must be considered. The five energy components involved in the crack

extension process are: (1) strain energy, (2) energy supplied to the

body by external work, (3) kinetic energy, (4) free energy required

to form the new surfaces, and (5) the energy required to perform the

plastic work at the crack tip. For materials which exhibit some ducti-

lity the surface energy component is exceedingly small compared to the

other forms of energy and can be neglected. (8 2) Also, normally the

kinetic energy component is small compared to the others and can be

neglected. Therefore just the energy due to external work, the strain

energy, and plastic work need to be considered.

If the size of the plastic zone at the tip of the crack is

very small compared to the total volume of the body containing the crack,

then the strain energy of the body can be set equal to the elastic strain

energy which would be determined for the body if it is assumed that no

yielding occurred. The strain energy will be represented by the symbol U.

The work performed on the body by external forces will be

represented by W and the energy absorbed by plastic work will be rep-e

resented by E p. Now if "A" represents crack area, the energy criterion

for crack extension, as stated above, can be expressed mathematically as

dW de 'A > dU dW
dA -dA + A (6)

This means that crack extension begins when

dW dWe dU p (7)
dA dA dA

The left hand side of equation (7) is defined as the energy release

rate, G
dW

e dU (8)
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Still using the restriction that the plastic zone is very small compared

to the total volume of the body, it can be shown(83) that

S(9)7G b

That is, the energy release rate is equal to the rate of change of strain

energy with respect to crack area when the displacements of the externally

applied loads are held constant during incremental crack extension. The

energy release rate is a function of the geometry of the body under con-

sideration and of the loads applied to it.

It has been shown experimentally, that, within limits which

will be stated later, dW p/dA is a function of the material, temperature,

strain rate and of the state of stress at the crack tip is either one of

plane stress, plane strain, or of some degree between these two limits.

At present no means of determining dW /dA from the standard material

properties has been determined. The magnitude of dW p/dA must be de-

termined from at least one fracture test on a cracked body for which

an expression for the energy release rate is known. The body must be

made from the material under investigation, and the state of stress at

the crack tip of the body must be the same as that in the body to which

the test result will be applied. The energy release rate at fracture

is defined as Gc, that is G. = d /dA.

Since this criterion for predicting fracture of a body due to

the presence of a crack is not as intuitive as a stress or a strain

criteria, a simple example will be used to demonstrate the approach.

An infinite plate of unit thickness containing a crack of finite length,

2a, perpendicular to an uniaxial stress field, a, will be considered.

Tae presence of the crack in the body reduces the elastic energy

(assuming elastic conditions) by a 2a 2/E. If U°0 is defined as the

elastic strain energy of the uncracked plate then the strain energy

of the cracked plate is

22
U =a (10)
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By substituting this expression into equation (9), the energy release

rate of the plate can be shown to be

2
G = a (1a)

E

where the crack area A = 2a. The theory predicts that the fracture of

the plate will occur when

GE

_a \c (12)
c Ina

where ideally G can be determined from at least one fracture testc

performed on this geometry at some known crack length. As can be seen

the fracture stress is a function of the inverse square root of the

crack length. This inverse square root relation is the same as that

obtained from the Neuber "finite particle" approach and from McClintock's

critically strained volume approach.

This approach has a number of limitations. As mentioned in the

above derivation the derived equations were restricted to conditions in

which the plastic zone at the crack tip is very small compared to the

other dimensions of the body. This limits the use of the energy approach

as just formulated to materials which are relatively brittle in the

presence of cracks.

Another limitation of this approach is that it fails to ade-

quately handle the effect of small crack root radius. The energy approach

doesn't predict a difference in the fracture stress of two similar

cracked specimens differing only in the crack tip root radius (assuming

both are small), but it has been shown experimentally that the fracture

stress levels do differ under such circumstances as shown (64). in Figure 16.
The root radius limitation could be related to what some

consider a basic weakness of the energy approach.(55) It has been stated

that the relations obtained by an energy approach are necessary for

fracture to occur, but not sufficient. That is, for crack extension to

occur it is necessary that enough energy be available to supply the work
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dissipated in the fracture processes, but just because the necessary
energy is available doesn't mean that crack propagation must occur.

In addition to the energy requirement it has been suggested that there

is another criterion which must also be met before crack extension will
occur. For example, the other criterion could be one of maximum stress

or strain.

b. Stress Intensity Criterion
Over the last few years, the energy approach has transformed

into what is called the stress intensity approach. This transformation

has resulted in a de-emphasis of the energy considerations of the

fracture process. The shift is probably due to three factors. First

it side stexs some of the problems just mentioned above which are in-

herent in the energy approach. Secondly, since the stress intensity

places more emphasis on the stress-strain distribution at the crack tip

than on the energy balance, it generally has more appeal to the engineer

since he is more familiar with stress-strain concepts than with energy

ones. Finally the relations between crack size and fracture load for

all geometries are exactly the same for the two concepts.
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The stress intensity approach to fracture can best be

introduced by describing the general form of the elastic stress field

at the tip of a crack. For a through-the-thickness crack of zero root

radius in a plate subject to in-plane loads which are uniformly dis-

tributed through the thickness of the plate and symmetric with respect

to the plane of the crack, the elastic stress field in the vicinity of

the crack tip (r --*0) has the general form. (84)"

K Cos - sin a sin L9

_y = K cos [ + sin 0 sin (13)

y -(2,Tr) 1/f 2 2j_

K e 3 e
T 1 - sin-Isin-07cos -- Cos

xy (21Tr). 2 2 2

where the coordinate system (r,G) is shown in Figure 17. The stress

intensity factor, K (not to be confused with the stress concentration

factor Kt, etc.) is a function of the plate geometry, the applied loads,

size, location, and orientation of the crack. In effect, equation (13)

states that the crack tip elastic stress and strain fields for different

geometries and loading conditions differ by only a multiple constant

equal to the ratio of the stress intensity factors. This fact is the

basis for the stress intensity approach to fracture. The approach is

based on the assumption that crack propagation will occur when the

stress intensity at a crack tip reaches a critical level K . Once thec

magnitude of K has been determined experimentally, the fracture loadc

for a structure containing a crack can be predicted, within certain

limitations, if the stress intensity at the crack tip is known as a

function of the applied load for that structure. At present the value

of K must be determined experimentally. The state of stress (planec

stress, plane strain, etc.) at the crack tip in the specimen used to
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and the stress components in the crack tip stress field (84)

determine K must be the same as that at the tip of the crack in the

structure for which the fracture load is being predicted. There are a

number of other conditions which also must be satisfied before such a

prediction can be made, and they will be discussed later.

As an example, the case of the infinite plate containing a

finite crack of length 2a, perpendicular to a uniaxial stress field a,

will be considered again. The stress intensity factor for this case is

K = l•a a. Therefore fracture would be predicted at the critical stress

ac = K /1a, where Kc could be obtained from a small and reasonably

simple laboratory test specimen. Here again we have the size effect

equal to the inverse square root of the crack length.

Since the stress intensity factor describes the elastic stress

and strain distribution at the tip of the crack it would be expected

that there should be some relationship between K and the energy release

G. It has been shown by Irwin 85) that the following relations exists:

K = G• (for plane stress) (14)
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K GE2 (for plane strain) (15)
(l -

Where E is the elastic Modulus and o is Poissons ratio. These relation-

ships show that the two approaches (stress intensity and energy release

rate) are equivalent.

The theory of elasticity is used in the determination of the

stress intensity factors for various geometries and loading conditions,

and in the analysis it is assumed that the root radius of the crack is

equal to zero. These two facts place rather significant restrictions

on the use of a critical stress intensity factor as a criterion for

failure of an initially cracked body. Due to the extremely high stress

concentration at the crack tip, plastic flow will occur in a zone around

the crack tip. If the zone of plastic flow is small compared to area

around the crack tip in which the elastic stresses are accurately

described by equation (13), then the stress intensity factor will ade-

quately represent the elastic-plastic stress and strain conditions at

the crack tip. Therefore, the requirement is imposed that the size of

the plastic zone at fracture must be very small compared to the total

volume of the cracked body. This same restriction was imposed on the

energy approach.

It has also been shown (64) that the value of K is sensitivec
to the size of the crack root radius (Figure 15). For many materials

the value of K decreases in proportion to the decrease in the squarec

root of the root radius until the root radius reaches some minimum

value. As the root radius decreases below this value the magnitude of

K remains constant. To eliminate the effect of the root radius, Kc c

is determined by using a fatigue crack in the test specimen and there-

fore can only be accurately applied to structure cracks of similar

sharpness.
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c. Applicability of Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics

Even though the use of linear elastic fracture mechanics is

limited to sharp flaws for which the size of the plastic zone at fracture

is small, it still has a wide area of application. Due to the analytical

character of the method, it can quite readily be incorporated into design

procedures. Since it is a single parameter criterion it is very con-

venient to use in materials evaluations. The ever increasing availability

of valid experimentally determined fracture data expressed in terms of

fracture mechanics parameters also makes the use of this approach

advantageous. A similar statement can also be made with respect to the

availability of analytic solutions for the stress intensity factors of

various geometries. In addition it has been demonstrated that slow

crack growth rates caused by low stress level cyclic loading and stress

corrosion can be related to the crack tip stress intensity.

6.1.3.4 Elastic-Plastic Analysis

If any of the previously discussed stress analysis approaches

are to be extended beyond their present limitations, it is apparent that

rather rigorous elastic-plastic solutions must be obtained for at least

a few simple geometries containing cracks. Such solutions are needed to

properly interpret test data. Careful studies of test results obtained

from specimens for which the exact stress-strain distribution is known

would be of significant aid in determining what parameter of parameters

might best be used to predict the onset of fracture.

Of course after these parameters have been established by such

an investigation, it would be desirable to have elastic-plastic solutions

available for many other geometries containing cracks and notches so that

reasonable estimates of the elastic-plastic stress and strain distributions

around cracks in more complex structures can be estimated.
The major obstacle to such an investigation is the availability

of elastic-plastic solutions. Although the presently accepted funda-

mental equations of plasticity (86) are already based on some simplifying

assumptions, the mathematical difficulty which the solutions to these

equations creates is quite extreme. Therefore, only a limited number of
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elastic-plastic solutions for cracked bodied and notches are available.

But presently a great deal of effort is being directed toward the

solution of elastic-plastic problems, and in the future it appears that

a significant number of solutions will be available.

This more sophisticated approach should also reveal whether

the same fracture criteria can be used for all materials. For example,

the fracture of one material could be dictated by the maximum strain

criteria, but for another material, fracture may be dictated by a maxi-

mum stress criteria. It cannot necessarily be assumed that the same

macroscopic criteria will apply to all materials, for plasticity theory

is applied to a macroscopic continuum whereas fracture occurs on a

microscopic level.

6.1.3.5 Statistical Considerations

All of the stress analysis methods discussed above predict a

geometric size effect for equally proportioned specimens containing

sharp cracks. In addition to this type of size effect, there is a

statistical size effect which must be considered. This effect is most

easily described by considering smooth specimens. For the smooth

specimens the statistical size effect is due to the fact that the

probability of the presence of a flaw large enough to cause fracture

increases with the size of the specimen. Weibull (87) has shown that

for inhomogeneous smooth specimens the statistical size effect may be

expressed as

1
a-2 (V l)n (16)

where 1 and a2 are fracture strengths of two geometrically similar

specimens having volumes V1 and V2 and n is known as Weibull's co-

efficient. The coefficient n represents the density of the flaw

distribution. At present n cannot be related to any physical charac-

teristic of materials and must be determined experimentally for each
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material. In using equation (16) it is assumed that the density of flaws

in each volume under consideration is equal. But this is usually not the

case due to the differences in the manufacturing processes used for

structures of different sizes.

When the statistical size effect is considered for a notched

structure or for one that contains a comparatively large sharp crack

the situation becomes much more complicated. The presence of smaller

cracks of an inhomogeneous material in the vicinity of the root of the

notch or of the large crack will cause the strength of the structure to

be less than it would be if the small cracks were not present. There-

fore under these conditions it would be expected the size effect would

be a combination of the geometric size effect and the statistic size

effect. Usually in the presence of severe notches or cracks the

statistical size effect is small compared to the geometric size effect.

The results of a study of the interaction of these two size factors is

presented in Reference 62.

6.1.4 SELECTION OF THE MOST APPLICABLE APPROACH

The linear elastic fracture mechanics type of stress analysis

approach is selected as being most applicable to satisfying ATAC's need

for design and material selection criteria for the prevention of brittle

fracture in the future use of high-strength materials. While linear

elastic fracture mechanics is an engineering method within the discipline

of continuum mechanics, the subject is broad and interdisciplinary.

In essence this approach represents the most sophisticated, yet the most

simple, direct and quantitative method currently available for attacking

the problems associated with the brittle fracture of high-strength

materials. The procedures and criteria developed from the technology

provide a sound basis for dealing with the interrelated aspects of

material properties, defects and applied stresses, and ultimately,

determining the load-bearing capacity of components or structures.

None of the transition temperature approaches the desired quantitative

capability that is required, particularly with regard to the high-

strength materials of interest in this program.
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Of all the stress analysis approaches considered in Section 6.1.5,

only the fracture mechanics approach and the stress concentration

approach appear at present to.be applicable for both design considerations

and materials evaluation. Both are analytically compatible with design

procedures. In addition, a substantial amount of basic experimental data

has been accumulated for each approach. In the case of sharp cracks with

zero root radius, the case for which we are specifically concerned, both

approaches lead to the same relations between geometric parameters and

external fracture loads. The choice of the fracture mechanics approach

over the stress concentration approach was made because the major

emphasis in the field of brittle fracture at present and in the recent

past has been on fracture mechanics. In addition, fracture mechanics

readily lends itself to the development of engineering procedures and

criteria. Most experimental data and technical advancements published

in the field of brittle fracture are presented from a fracture mechanics

viewpoint. These advancements are typified by Kraft's strain hardening

exponent approach to the effects of strain rate on fracture, and Well's

crack opening approach to fracture occurring with substantial yielding.

While the employment of fracture mechanics concepts, ex-

pressions, and data may initially appear to be quite complex to the

uninitiated designer or materials engineer, a familiarity with the

subject coupled with proper consideration of all the factors in a

logical, systematic fashion can evolve into relatively simple and

quantitative engineering procedures and design criteria. A brief

description of the basis of the approach and its capabilities follows.

The basis of the concept is that the fracture toughness of a

material in the presence of a sharp crack can be expressed as a material

parameter, analogous to yield strength. This parameter is usually

described in terms of "G I" (critical crack extension force, in lbs/in. 2

or Kc (critical stress intensity factor, psi Vi.). Both GIc and KIc
are commonly referred to as "fracture toughness." Being a material

parameter, the fracture toughness, once properly determined under one

set of conditions, is applicable to other conditions, i.e., geometry,

flaw size, and loading conditions. The values for G or K must be
Ic Ic
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determined experimentally and several types of specimens and loading

conditions have been successfully employed to obtain these measurements

of fracture toughness.

Once properly determined, the fracture toughness parameters,

used in conjunction with appropriate mathematical expressions relating

toughness, defect size, applied stress, and a geometrical factor for the

relative geometries of the defect and component, can be employed to make

quantitative determinations of the effects of specific defects in specific

situations. Expressions relating the fracture toughness and the load-

bearing capacity of defect-containing structures or components are

available for a number of geometries, loading conditions, and types of

defects. Such expressions nearly always involve the following terms:

the fracture toughness, the applied stress, the elastic modulus, the

yield strength of the material, a linear dimension of the crack or defect,

and a proportionality term dependent only on the manner of loading and

the relative geometry of the defect and structural component.

The implementation of the fracture toughness approach for

determining load-bearing capacity is rather straightforward. Knowing

the fracture toughness of the material in question for the temperature

range of interest, and the size of the defects from a nondestructive

evaluation, it is possible to evaluate the load-bearing capacity of

the structure by inserting the G c or 1 c and defect size numbers in

the appropriate expressions and solving for the stress. Conversely,

knowing the toughness and applied stress, it is possible to estimate

the critical defect sizes that are required for catastrophic failure.

These, in turn, can be compared with performance capabilities of the

nondestructive test techniques that may be employed to detect flaws.

For a given level of toughness, the applied stress that is required

for catastrophic fracture decreases as the crack size increases; the

stress is proportional to the inverse square root of the defect size.

For a given defect size, a decrease in toughness results in a lower

applied stress for fracture. Thus, an estimate of the critical com-

bination of defect size and applied stress that is required for fracture
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may be readily determined if one knows the toughness of the material and

either one of the other two variables.

It should be realized that the foregoing paragraph is intended

only to provide a general idea of the application of the fracture tough-

ness approach, and to emphasize the interplay between toughness and

defect size in determining the load-bearing capacity of a structure.

For a precise evaluation of any specific situation, considerably more

detailed information is required regarding the following: the tempera-

ture dependence of the fracture toughness (KIc or GIC) in the range of

interest; the location, size, shape, orientation, and type of defect;

the direction and magnitude of the applied (plus possible residual)

stresses acting on the defect; the slow growth characteristics of a

sub-critical size flaw under sustained or cyclic loading at the appli-

cation temperatures; the relative geometry of the structural member and

the defect; and the proper criterion of fracture toughness to be employed.

These factors are discussed in detail in subsequent sections of this

report.

By properly combining evaluations of crack growth characteris-

tics with linear elastic fracture mechanics technology, engineering

procedures and criteria are established whereby one can answer questions

such as: What type and size of defect can be tolerated under the design

load? Conversely, what stress levels can be tolerated in the presence

of some known defects? What is the maximum size flaw that can be

initially accepted with the assurance that it will not grow to a critical

size during the desired life of the structure? What size defects must

be removed and repair made? How do metallurgical and fabrication varia-

bles affect the maximum allowable initial flaw size, the flaw growth

characteristics, and the critical size flaw for catastrophic failure?

What are the capabilities of the available, practical, nondestructive

inspection techniques relative to these sub-critical and critical flaw

sizes? If an unexpected failure should occur during proof testing or

operation of a pressure vessel, what will be the nature of the failure -

a localized splitting and leakage or an extensive bursting with frag-

mentation? What fracture toughness and crack growth characteristics
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are required in a material for a given application in terms of practical

methods of testing, fabrication, welding, and inspection? What are the

realistic operational limitations of structures containing defects?

Linear elastic fracture mechanics technology, combined with

appropriate information concerning stresses, defect size, and slow crack

growth rates can be and has been employed to provide answers to the above

type questions. At present the application of the technology is limited

to those materials for which valid fracture toughness parameters can be

determined, and to applications where sufficient section size and re-

straint prevail so that an essentially plane strain state of stress

exists in the region of the defect. In those situations where gross

plastic deformation occurs in the region of the defect because of

extremely high toughness and/or thin sections where a plane stress

state of stress exists, further developments are required before the

technology can be successfully applied.

The next section (6.2) of this report provides a comprehensive

review of the state of the art of fracture mechanics.
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Section 6.2

SUMMARY OF THE STATE-OF-THE ART OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

6.2.1 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE EVOLUTION OF THE APPROACH

The fracture mechanics approach which is now being extensively

used has grown from a concept presented by Griffith(l) in 1920. Griffith

suggested that the fracture strength of very brittle materials (glass)

would be limited by the largest of a distribution of tiny cracks always

present in the material at the time of testing. He suggested that the

strength could be calculated from solid state surface energy and crack

size by a critical instability relation. Instability was assumed to

occur when the strain energy release rate with crack extension exceeded

the rate of increase of surface energy. Griffith's experimental results

obtained from glass were high compared to those predicted by his theory,

but the results were encouraging.

Due to the increased occurence of brittle fracture failures

during the World War II period, Griffith's energy concept was re-examined.

In 1948 Irwin(2) proposed that the Griffith theory could be modified and

applied to metals which are not as brittle as glass by considering the

energy balance between the strain energy release rate and the plastic

strain work rate required for crack extension. At approximately the same

time Orowan(3) (1949) suggested a modification of the Griffith theory very

similar to that proposed by Irwin but inferred that the theory could be

used only for relatively brittle materials. In 1952 Irwin and Kies(4)'

showed that the modified form of the Griffith concept in which the plastic

strain work is considered could be widely employed in fracture strength

analysis in the presence of substantial amounts of plastic strain so long

as fracture occured prior to general yielding. This subsequently led to

the extension of the modified Griffith approach to design applications.
(5)

In 1957 it was shown(5) that the energy release rate G, could

be directly related to the stress intensity factor K. Subsequently the

stress intensity factor approach to brittle fracture has surpassed the

energy release rate approach in general acceptance and use.
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In 1959 the ASTM Special Committee on Fracture Testing of High

Strength Metallic Materials was formed. The committee has provided tenta-

tive recommendations on crack toughness measurement procedures which have

received extensive use. In general the recommendations of the committee

have been based on fracture mechanics concepts. A significant recommen-

dation made by the committee has been that test specimens should have

fatigue cracked flaws and plane strain conditions at the crack tip.

In 1963 it was shown by Paris and Erdogen(6)" that cyclic crack

growth could be expressed as a function of the stress intensity factor.

Later, 1965, it was also demonstrated by Johnson and Willner(7) that slow

corrosive crack growth could be expressed as a function of the stress

intensity factor. Since about 1960 the number of publications dealing

with fracture mechanics concepts and applications has increased at an

extremely high rate.

6.2.2 DESCRIPTION OF BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGY

An understanding of the various aspects of fracture mechanics

requires a knowledge of the related terminology and concepts. The

necessary terminology consists of that which is common to fracture mechanics

only and that which is related to fracture in general. Some of the terms

used in the field of fracture mechanics have a number of somewhat different

meaning and the exact interpretation will depend upon the context of the

terms. Some of the more significant concepts and terminology will be

defined and discussed in this section.

6.2.2.1 Fracture Appearance(8)

The fracture surface of a body can be described in macrosopic

terms or in microscopic terms. The macroscopic viewpoint usually involves

a description of the orientation of the fracture plane and an unaided eye

description of the texture of the fracture surface. In general the

orientation of the fracture surface can be placed in one of two categories:

(1) flat fracture or (2) slant fracture as indicated in Figure 1 (a) and

(b).
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The term flat fracture is used when the plane of the fracture

surface is perpendicular to the axis of a high tensile stress. Flat

fracture is also commonly referred to as square fracture. In general

this orientation of the fracture surface accompanies fracture which occurs

with relatively little plastic flow at the fracture surface. This type

of fracture usually has a granular or crystalline appearance.

When the plane of the fracture surface is oblique to an axis

of high tensile stress, the term slant fracture is used. This type of

fracture is usually accompanied by large amounts of plastic flow in the

fracture area and occurs on planes of high shear stress. Slant fracture

is usually accompanied by scratches and striations on the fracture

surface and is fibrous in appearance.

In most cases the iracture surface is composed of both a slanted

segment and a flat segment as shown in Figure 1(c). This condition will be

discussed further in the section of thickness transition (6.2.2.9).

Dwg. 748A452

I I I
I I

Slant Fracture Flat Fracture
(a) (b)

Mixed Mode Fracture
(c)

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 1 -Modes of fracture
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Surfaces observed through a light microscope are sometimes

classified as brittle if the fracture path is transcrystalline (through

the grains) or intercrystalline (along the grain boundaries). A ductile

fracture is generally characterized by a fibrous tearing of the grains.

Observation by the electron microscope reveals another level

of fracture surface description. The descriptive terminology used at

the level will not be discussed here because of its limited use in engi-

neering design at the present time. Electron microscope studies of

fracture surfaces are providing quite valuable in investigations aimed

at determining the microscopic parameters which govern the fracture process.

6.2.2.2 Brittle Fracture and Ductile Fracture

Due to their extensive use the terms brittle fracture and

ductile fracture have accumulated a number of somewhat different inter-

pretations. This difference in interpretation can be related to the

different viewpoints which are being considered when the terms are used.

When discussing brittle and ductile fracture, three levels of consideration

can be used: (1) the component level, (2) the level corresponding to the

area local to the crack tip, and (3) the microscopic level.

At the component level, the interpretation of brittle fracture

and ductile fracture is related to the load deflection curve of the com-

ponent. If the load-deflection curve has remained relatively linear up

to the fracture point as shown in Figure 2(a) then the fracture is defined

as brittle. If the load-deflection curve became appreciably non-linear

before fracture as shown in Figure 2(b) then the fracture is referred to

as ductile.

On the level corresponding to the local macroscopic fracture

surface the fracture is referred to as brittle if the fracture is flat

and accompanied by a minimum of plastic flow. The term ductile fracture

is used if the fracture surface is slanted and large amounts of plastic

flow are observed at the fracture surface.

At the microscopic level fracture is considered brittle if the

fracture surface is granular or crystalline in appearance. At this level

ductile fracture is defined as that which has a fibrous jagged appearance

and is usually accompanied by striations and scratches.
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C- 77888-1

Deflection, 6

Brittle fracture at component level
Ia)

Deflection, 6

Ductile fracture at component level
(b)

Sec. 6.2 Fg. 2

6.2.2.3 Frangible and Tough

Frangible and tough are terms which are now being used instead

of brittle and ductile in certain situations. As just discussed, brittle

and ductile can have a number of somewhat different meanings, and the

particular meaning intended in each situation is not always clear. The

terms frangible and tough are used to eliminate some of this confusion.

When fracture occurs at a nominal stress below the yield stress of the

material and the amount of plastic flow at the fracture surface is small

the fracture in referred to as frangible rather than brittle. Similarly,

when the fracture stress is greater than the yield stress and gross plastic

deformations have occurred the behavior is referred to as tough instead

of ductile.

6.2.2.4 Modes of Fracture

The mode of fracture refers to the direction of the relative

motion between the two corresponding crack surfaces during the fracture

process. The relative crack surface movements can be resolved into three

basic modes. In mode I, the opening mode, the crack surfaces move opposite
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and perpendicular to each other as shown in Figure 3(a). In mode II, the

forward sliding mode as shown in Figure 3(b), the two crack surfaces move

in approximately the same plane and in a direction perpendicular to the

line of the crack tip. Mode III, the tearing mode as shown in Figure 3(c),

is -he mode in which the two corresponding crack surfaces move in approx-

ituately the same plane and in a direction which is parallel to the line of

the crack front. These three modes are sufficient to describe all forms

of crack surface displacements. The flat fracture described previously

is equivalent to mode I. Also the slant fracture can usually be related

to mode II. Normally the fracture of flat specimens involves both a flat

and a slant surface so that both modes I and II are involved. Most fracture

mechanics studies are predominantly mode I although some limited studies(9)

of mode II and III have been performed.

Dwg. 748A456

Mode I Mode II Mode III
(a) (b) (c)

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 3 -Basic modes of crack surface displacements
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6.2.2.5 Energy Release Rate

The energy release rate, G, of an elastic body subject to

external loads and containing a crack is the energy, per unit of new

crack area, provided by the body for the crack-extension process. This

concept was discussed in some detail in Section 6.1.3.3.a. In brief, it

was shown that the released energy was provided by the work of the external

forces acting on the body and the change in the elastic strain energy of

the body during the crack extension. Neglecting small order terms, the

energy absorbed by the fracture process is that needed to perform the

plastic work at the crack tip as it extends.

If the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip of an actual

specimen is very small compared to the total volume of the specimen, then

the elastically determined energy release rate can be considered to be

approximately equal to the actual energy release rate of the specimen.

The energy release rate of the cracked body is a function of

the mode of crack extension. The energy release rates corresponding to

modes I, II, and III are defined as GI, GII, and GIII, respectively.

Once the elastic stress and strain distribution of a body con-

taining a crack are known the energy release rate of the body can be

determined by means of equation (9) of Section 6.1.3.3.a.

G = (2u )

6.2.2.6 Stress Intensity Factor

The crack tip elastic stress fields, of all bodies which are

loaded such that the crack surfaces have a mode I type of displacement,

differ by a multiple constant only. As presented in Section 6.1.3.3.b

the general stress distribution for this class is
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z= v (ax + ay) (plane strain)

Uz =0 (plane stress)

-r = =0
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where the coordinate system is shown in Figure 4 and K is defined as

the mode I stress intensity factor. The displacement fields also differ

by only a multiple constant and have the form (for plane strain conditions):

u = [E 2- cos l-2v + sin2

E(+KI[ 1/2
1t 2 2 2]

Ssliv)KI r 2 -2v - cos (2)

w = 0 (plane strain)

where u, v, and w are the displacements in the x, y, and z directions

respectively. Equations (1) and (2) are only exact as r-->O. That is,

the stress intensity factor only parametrically describes the stress

field in a vicinity local to the crack tip. The stress intensity factor

for each crack is a function of the geometry of the body containing the

crack, size and location of' the crack, and of the distribution of the

external loads on the body. The means of determining the stress intensity

factor for various geometries and loading conditions will be discussed in

Section 8.2.4.
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Dwg,851A661

ax az

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 4 -Coordinates measured from the leading edge of a crack
and the stress components in the crack tip stress field.

The stress and displacement fields around the tip of cracks,

whose surfaces have the mode II type of relative displacement, also differ

by only a multiple constant. The constant is defined as the mode II stress

intensity factor KII. The general distribution of the mode II stress and

strain fields at the crack tip are given in reference (10). Similarly,

the stress and strain distribution around the tips of mode III type cracks

differ by only a multiple constant, KIII, and have a general form which is

also given in reference (10).

The stress intensity factors for the various crack displacement

modes act as a single parameter representation of the conditions at the

crack tip. Since the stress intensity factors are determined by use of

elastic conditions, the size of the plastic zone must be small compared

to the zone at the crack tip in which the stress intensity factor

accurately describes the elastic stress field. If the relative size of

the plastic zone just prior to fracture is not small, then it cannot be

expected that the elastically determined stress intensity factor will give

single parameter representation of the fracture processes at the crack

tip.
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The stress intensity factors and the energy release rates for

the various modes are directly related. The relationships lO) are

GI= (1-02) K 2 (plane strain)

2 2

G I=(1- ) K 2I (plane strain)

G 2(1+2) K 2

III E III

and for the case of plane stress:

2

GI = - (plane stress)

2
IIE

GII= (plane stress)

6.2.2.7 Plane Stress and Plane Strain

The state of stress throughout most bodies usually fall between

the limits defined by the states of plane stress and plane strain. In a

few limiting cases a body will be completely in a state of plane stress

or completely in a state of plane strain. But normally it will consist

of sections which are in a plane stress state, sections which are in a

plane strain state, and sections whose state is somewhere between these

two limits. In the mathematical theories of elasticity and plasticity

the terms plane stress and plane strain are defined in a rather rigorous

manner, but when the terms are used in the field of fracture mechanics

these rigorous definitions are sometimes relaxed somewhat.

In the mathematical theory ui elasticity and plasticity, a state

of plane stress exists when the following conditions are satisfied:

S = r = T- = 0. An example of a plane stress condition is a very thinz xz yz

sheet which is subject to in-plane external loads which do not vary in

intensity through the thickness of the sheet.
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Similarly, a state of plane strain exists when the following

conditions are satisfied: E = T = 0. For elastic conditionsz xz yz

these relations insure that az = o(ax + a y). A long cylinder which is

restrained at its ends and whose external load distribution doesn't vary

in the axial direction is an example of a body in a plane strain state.

Another state of stress which is commonly referred to is that

of relative plane strain. This state is defined as one in which

Ez = E and T = = ¶ = 0 where c0 is a constant. Under these conditionsxy yz0

a = EE0 + o(ax + a y) in the elastic range. A cylinder whose ends are

not restrained and whose external load distribution doesn't vary in the

axial direction is in a state of relative plane strain.

As stated above most bodies have regions which are in a state

of plane stress, regions which are in a state of plane strain, and also

regions whose state falls somewhere between the two limits. For instance

a relatively thick plate subject to in-plane loading has a plane strain

region at mid-thickness and a plane stress region at the two lateral sur-

faces.

6.2.2.8 Plastic Zone Size

Equations (1) of Section 6.2.2.6 indicate that the elastically

determined stresses approach infinity as the crack tip is approached

(r-->O). Therefore, since most engineering materials have finite yield

stresses plastic flow will occur in a zone surrounding the crack tip

prior to fracture. This plastic zone has been experimentally observed

on the outside surface of specimens and experimental attempts(ll) have

been made to determine the size of the zone away from the surface area.

From an analytical point of view the size of the plastic zone could be

determined by a rigorous solution of the appropriate plasticity equations.

Due to the mathematical difficulty involved in such an approach an exact

solution has only been obtained for a mode III crack.01) Numerical

solutions have been used to obtain the size of the plastic zone in the

more interesting mode I type of crack configuration.(13)

A rough estimate of the size and shape of the plastic zone for

mode I cracks can be obtained by assuming that the elastic stress dis-
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tribution given in equations (1) of Section 6.2.2.6 is valid up to the

plastic zone boundary. The plastic zone sizes obtained by this method

are shown in Figure 5. The shape of the zone for conditiuns of plane

strain and plane stress are shown for both the von Mises yield condition

and the Tresca yield condition. The zones will actually be larger than

those shown for the various conditions because of the relaxation of the

elastic stresses caused by the yielding. The higher the amount of

material strain hardening the more exact this approximation becomes.

Also the size of the plastic zone must be small compared to the zone in

which the elastic stresses can be described by equations (1). If this

situation doesn't exist then the size and shape shown in Figure 5 will

not be realistic.

In a relatively thick plate the size of the plastic zone at mid

thickness would be approximately equal to the zone size shown for the

plane strain condition in Figure 5. The size of the zone at the lateral

surfaces would be roughly equal to that shown for the plane stress case

in Figure 5. The variation in zone size between the mid-thickness and

lateral surfaces would be expected to be similar to that shown in Figure 6.

It should be noted that for a plate of fixed thickness the

dimensions of the plastic zone are approximately proportional to (Kc/OYS)2

and the volume of the plastic zone is approximately proportional to
4

(Kc/ays) . This conclusion can be arrrived at from a study of Figure 5.

6.2.2.9 Fracture Mode Transition with Variation in Plate Thickness

The effect of plate thickness on the critical stress intensity,

Kc, of a material is illustrated in Figure 7. The results shown here were

obtained from specimens which were tested at the same temperature and load-

ing rate and which were independent of metallurgical processing

variables. The specimens were also of sufficient width to give valid

results at each thickness (6.2.2.10). Also shown as a function of thick-

ness is the percent ol square fracture. In general most high strength

metals have the same trends and features as are demonstrated in Figure 7.

As the mode of fracture changes with increasing plate thickness from 10%0

slant fracture to approximately 100% square fracture, the stress intensity
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Sec. 6.2 Fig. 5 -Approximation of plastic zone sizes under plane strain and plane

stress conditions

D-9. 74OA457

Shaded Area - Crack Surface
Heavy Solid Line - Crack Front

_• " •Plastic Zone

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 6
-Three-dimensional schematic diagram of the crack

surface, the crack front and the plastic zone (21)
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Sec. 6.2 Fig. 7 -Dependence of Kc and fracture appearance

(in terms of percentage of square fracture) on thickness of
of plate specimens. Schematic, but base on data for aluminum

7075-T6 ( Ref. 15)

factor decreases in magnitude and assymtotically approaches a lower limit

defined as Kic and referred to as the plane strain critical stress inten-

sity factor. Of course a similar plot in which G is used instead of Kc c

will have the same features. In this case the lower limiting value is

defined as G and refer to as the plane strain fracture toughness.

The transition in the fracture mode and decrease in K with
c

increasing plate thickness have been qualitatively related to the change

in the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip with increasing thick-

ness. (l4) Also quantitative estimates have been made of the thickness

needed to measure Kic values. These estimates usually require that the

plate thickness be equal to or greater than some multiple of the plastic

zone size and are expressed in the form B = a (Kic/oYS) 2 where B is

plate thickness, YS is the uniaxial yield stress of the material and a

is a numerical constant. The value of a varies from material to

material. Therefore, an estimate of the plate thickness needed to obtain

a valid KiC value involves an initial guess as to the value of a and Kic

for that material. For many materials an initial guess of a would be
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between 2.0 and 3.0. The only reliable way of determining Kic is to test

specimens at increasing thicknesses until the K values approach the
c

lower limiting value.

The plane strain critical stress intensity factor Kic is of

particular importance because it represents a lower limit of the tough-

ness of a material. Since Kic represents the toughness of a material

under the most severe conditions, it can be used as a basis for rating

the relative susceptibility of materials containing cracks to fail by

catastropic fracture. But in design situations in which plane strain

conditions do not exist, a comparison of Kic values could lead to

erroneous conclusions concerning the choice of the toughest material for

an application.

6.2.2.10 Effect of Plate Width

As stated previously, the use of the stress intensity factor,

which is determined from elastic conditions, as a single parameter

representation of conditions at the crack tip requires that the plastic

zone at the crack tip be small compared to the area in which the elastic

crack tip stress field is accurately described by equations (17). The

limitations of the use of K as the fracture parameter with respect to
c

this consideration are demonstrated in Figure 8. In this figure critical

stress intensity factors obtained from center cracked specimens, differing

in absolute size, are shown. As the size of the specimens decreases below

a certain size, it is observed that K no longer remains constant, and,c

therefore, the use of K as a single parameter fracture criteria in this

size range becomes invalid. Since the size of the plastic zone at failure

in each of these specimens is approximately the same, it is apparent that

the decrease in K is due to the increase in the size of the plastic zonec
compared to the other dimensions of the specimens. Therefore if K is to

c
be independent of geometry for a fixed thickness, temperature, and loading

rate, the absolute size of the specimen must be greater than some "minimum

size". For each geometric configuration the "minimum size" must be deter-

mined experimentally or estimated by use of previously determined experi-

mental information. No analytic method for determining "minimum size" is

presently available.
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Sec. 6.2 Fig. 8 -Effect of specimen width on K

6.2.2.11 Plastic Zone Size Correction Factor

The size requirements needed to obtain valid K measurementsc
at various thicknesses can be relaxed somewhat by use of a plastic zone
correction factor. Based on a suggestion made by Irwin, 15) the effect

of a limited amount of plastic flow at the crack tip can be corrected for

by adding a ficticious incremental length, ry, to the physical crack

length a0, and then using this corrected crack length, a = a + r in

calculating K . For plane stress conditions the correction term is

2 c2r. KI /2 121a. and for plane strain conditions the term is

r = KlC /6iys 2•

The theoretical basis for this correction is related to an

elastic-perfectly plastic solution obtained by McClintock and Hult,(17)

for a mode III crack configuration. The solution showed that the elastic

stress field surrounding the small plastic zone was exactly the same as

the stress field of a totally elastic body whose crack tip was placed at

the center of the plastic z-)ne. This meant that the effective crack

length was equal to the physical crack length plus half the diameter of(15)
the plastic zone. By use of an analogy between mode III and I the

above correction factors were obtained.
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Use of the plastic zone correction factor is valid when the

amount of yielding at the crack tip is small. If gross yielding occurs,

then the use of the correction factor is of no aid, and linear elastic

fracture mechanics cannot be used under these conditions.

6.2.2.12 Slow Crack Growth

All of the previous considerations of fracture mechanics in

this text have been concerned with the prediction of the loads at which

the onset of rapid catastropic crack growth will occur. There are also

many other areas in which the principles of linear fracture mechanics

can be applied. One of the most promising is that of stable slow crack

growth due to either cyclic loading or sustained loading in a corrosive

environment. Since the stress intensity factor, K, defines the stress-

strain distribution at the crack tip, under previously indicated conditions

(sufficient size, etc.), it would be expected that the crack growth rates

under similar conditions should be a function of the K parameter.

The general applicability of the stress intensity factor as a

fatigue crack growth parameter is demonstrated by the results reported
(18)

by Paris and shown in Figure 9. The correlation of the crack growth

rates of these two different geometries by use of the stress intensity

factor is quite good. Correlations similar to this for other geometries

and materials led to the conclusion that within specific limitations, the

rate of crack growth of a fatigue crack in a given material and environ-

ment depends, uniquely, on the local time-history of the stress intensity

factor at the crack tip. This conclusion makes it possible to predict the

fatigue life of various precrack geometries subject to known loading

time-histories by use of data obtained from crack growth studies on a

single specimen geometry.

Under the more restricted conditions of constant environmental

conditions and sinusoidal loading, it has been shown that the stress

intensity crack growth law can be put in the mathematical form(l8'l9)

da/dN = f (AK) where N is number of cycles. That is, the crack growth

rate, da/dN, is a function of the change in stress intensity, AK, per cycle.

Paris (8) has shown that for many materials the law has the more specific
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Sec. 6. 2 Fig. 9 -Correlation of crack growth rates 7075-T6 aluminum alloy
under sinusoidal loading with cyclic change in stress intensity, AK (18)

form da/dN = C (AK) where C is a material constant. Also a second

power law, da/dN = CO (,K)2, has been developed by Liu(19) from analytic

considerations and has been shown to fit test results from some materials.

Of course, the general use of the stress intensity approach to fatigue

crack growth is not dependent on the validity of either of these specific

relations.

Experimental results from work by Johnson and Willner(20)

demonstrate that stable slow crack growth under static loading in high

strength steels subject to high humidities can also be expressed as a

function of the stress intensity factor. As shown in Figures 10 and 11,

for the materials considered the crack growth rates for fixed environ-

mental conditions are linear functions of the stress intensity. Investi-

gators are presently considering the effects of fatigue crack growth in

a corrosive environment from a stress intensity point of view.

In addition to not being applicable to crack initiation

considerations, the use of the stress intensity factor as a crack growth

parameter has the same limitations as those which have been discussed in
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rapid catastropic crack growth considerations. In brief this means that

the size of the plastic zone must be small and gross yielding must not

be present. Such limitations in general restrict the use of the stress

intensity concept to low-stress high-cycle crack growth situations.

6.2.3 INFLUENCE OF MECHANICAL AND METALLURGICAL VARIABLES

6.2.3.1 Mechanical Variables

The two variables of temperature and strain rate (or loading

rate) are the predominate mechanical variables which can have a strong

influence on K ic -_ the plane strain fracture toughness parameter for the

opening mode of fracture. In considering these variables, it is convenient

to divide the materials into two categories; the high strength steels,

aluminum and titanium alloys which are relatively insensitive to variations

in temperature and strain rate, and the low-strength, strain rate and

temperature sensitive materials. It must be realized that the degree of

sensitivity is relative, and therefore no sharp distinction between a

sensitive and insensitive behavior can be made. As a guide, the Special

ASTM Committee on Fracture Toughness Testing of Metallic Materials* has

suggested (22) that materials with a strain rate sensitivity that does not

exceed that found in martensitic steels heat treated to 200 ksi yield

strength be considered as insensitive.

In considering the high strength materials, it should be realized

that there can be exceptions to the general insensitive behavior pattern
whic hasbeenrepoted(22-24i)'

which has been reported. Some of the valid Klc data accumulated

during the literature search (Appendix I) conducted in this project indicate

an inconsistent behavior in the temperature dependence of the high strength

materials. For example, the D6AC, H-11, AM355, and HP 9-4-25 quenched and

tempered steels exhibit an appreciable increase in K with increased

temperature.(2527) In SAE 4340 steel, the data from two investigations(2 6 ,27)

show Klc to be temperature dependent, whereas a third study(25) reports

a temperature independent behavior. A similar difference in behavior is

* Now designated as ASTM Committee E24 on Fracture Testing of Metals with

four Subcommittees.
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observed for the various investigations of 18% Ni maraging steels.(25'2 6 )2 8 )

Strain rate experiments were not included in these studies, but based on

the temperature dependence behavior, a corresponding effect of strain rate

could be anticipated. In another study, Krafft 24) investigated strain

rate effects at various temperatures in a 300 ksi yield strength maraging

steel and observed only minor effects compared to lower strength steels.

Figure 12 illustrates the strain rate sensitivity of the maraging steel.

Because of these inconsistencies in the temperature dependence of Kic of

high strength materials, it seems advisable that no generalizations be

made when considering a specific material for a specific application.

In this case, it is recommended that the temperatures and strain rates

employed in the determinations of Kic correspond to those prevailing in

the intended application. As a first approximation, however, those

materials which exhibit an increase in yield strength with decreasing

temperature or increasing strain rate can be expected to exhibit a decrease

in Kic for those conditions which produce an increase in yield strength.

The temperature and strain rate dependence of Kic of the lower

strength materials, such as the structural steels, have received much more

attention than the high strength materials because these materials are

known to exhibit pronounced changes in strength and toughness as a function

of temperature or strain rate. Krafft has conducted several investiga-

tions (23.2 4 29'30) with low strength steels in attempts to relate Kic

and temperature, strain rate, yield strength, and work hardening exponent.

The results of Krafft's investigations show marked strain rate dependence

on Kic in ship plate, ASTM A302B steel, and a 150 ksi yield strength

quenched and tempered steel. Some typical results for a mild steel are

shown in Figure 13. Note that the rate of decrease of Kic with increasing

strain rate becomes more pronounced at the higher temperatures where the

yield strength is lower.

The general behavior of K as a function of strain rate is
illustrated in Figure 14. While the data shown(23,30) are specific to

mild steel tested at -12 0 F, the basic form of the curve is believed to

be representative of the general behavior of strain rate sensitive materials.
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The data on the left side are estimated values of Klc for initial crack
extension as a function of loading rate. The data on the right are

values of Kic estimated for running cracks in wide plates. Between the

two sets of data the curve is believed to be continuous as indicated by

the dashed portion of the curve. Several rate effect criteria are

provided (Figures 12-14); loading rate K, strain rate ý, and crack velocity.

Referring to the left side of the diagram, Kic is seen to decrease

as the rate is increased, eventually reaching a minimum at a crack velocity

of about 10 ft/sec. After passing through a minimum, the Kc is seen to

increase very rapidly with increased rates. This rapid increase in KIChetn(31) I
is associated with adiabatic heating of the material in the vicinity

of the crack tip. Because the heat being generated by plastic work at

the advancing tip of the crack cannot be dissipated at a fast enough rate,

a local rise in temperature occurs, thereby resulting in an increase of

Kic to a value corresponding to the higher temperature.

In applying Kic data to applications where loading or strain
rates are of concern, but the actual rates are ill defined, it appears

advisaule to use the minimum in the K vs strain rate curve. It should

also be recognized that the minimum operating temperature should also be

considered in conjunction with the minimum in the Kic rate curve.

The temperature dependence of Kic (at a constant strain rate)

for the low strength materials is an area which is currently being inves-
tigated.(32-34i') Some of the available data are shown in Figures 15-17.

Of significance is the fact that all of these materials, ranging from

about 30-110 ksi yield strength, exhibit a significant (2 to 3 times)

increase in Kic with increased temperature.

One of the controversial questions yet to be resolved is whether

or not K undergoes an abrupt transition from low to high values over a

very narrow temperature range, e.g., similar to energy absorption behavior

in a Charpy impact test. The data in Figure 15 for annealed A302B steel

do not indicate an abrupt rise in K i. However, the validity of the Kic

values above about OF are questionable (too high) in view of very recent

changes suggested by ASTM E24 Committee(35); hence the dashed line. On

the other hand, the data for the Ni MoV steel (Figure 16) suggest a rather
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abrupt rise in K between 100 to 2000F. The authors(3 4 " report these

data to be valid Kic measurements at all temperatures. However, as was
the case for the A302B steel, the validity is questionable for the data

at the higher temperatures when considered in terms of the recent sugges-

tions.(35) The 1020 type steel (Figure 17) also suggests a rather abrupt

increase in Kick but these data also are of questionable validity.

The problem of obtaining valid data in these steels at high

temperatures, where the Kic value exceeds the yield strength, is primarily

an experimental one. In order to maintain plane strain conditions very

large test specimens are required. As yet data from very large specimens

are very meager, however, there is considerable work in progress, and the

question of the true Ki temperature dependence of low strength materials

should be resolved in the near future. Until a resolution is forthcoming,

it appears advisable to take a conservative approach where very heavy sections

are involved and assume that the low temperature Kic data can be extrapolated

to high temperatures along a smooth, rather than an abruptly increasing,

curve.

The data currently available on strain rate and temperature

effects, although not fully adequate in some respects, indicate that in

general the lower strength materials can be expected to exhibit a much

more pronounced sensitivity than the high strength materials. However,

when evaluating a specific material for a specific application, it would

be good practice to take both strain rate and temperature effects into

consideration, regardless of the strength level.

6.2.3.2 Metallurgical Variables

The fracture toughness parameter, Kic, is sensitive to variations

in metallurgical factors just as many of the other strength or toughness pro-

perties are. Among the more significant factors are: melting practice,

fabrication, chemistry, impurities, microstructure, heat treatment, service

environment. The embrittling factor which reduces toughness as measured

by other criteria, i.e., Charpy impact, energy or transition temperature,

notched tension, tensile ductility, etc., also reduce K i. Considerable

data are available in the literature citing the effects of metallurgical

variables on iracture, a few examples of which are given in references (3 2, 3 6-44).
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In recent years it has become apparent, that for many materials,

the melting practice can have a considerable effect on toughness. For

example, upgrading from conventional air melting to double slag electric

furnace air melting, to vacuum degassing, and to consumable electrode vacuum

arc remelting, tends to improve toughness for a given material in a given

metallurgical condition. The improvements are attributed to increased

cleanliness (decrease in nonmetallic inclusions) and reductions in impuri-

ties such as hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, and phosphorous.

Similarly, the factors associated with fabrication, i.e., ingot

breakdown, rolling, forging, hot and cold work, welding, etc., can also

result in variations in the fracture toughness. For example, a plate or

forging which has undergone a large amount of work (hot or cold) in one

direction relative to another can be expected to have a significantly lower

toughness in the transverse direction -- that is when the notch or plane

of fracture propagation coincides with the primary working direction.

Fabrication by welding is another example where there can be significant

effects on fracture toughness. While the base metal may exhibit adequate

toughness, the heat-affected-zone and/or the weld metal could have much

lower values of K i. Although this is the general trend, it is also

possible in some instances that the weld metal and heat-affected-zone

toughness may be superior to the base metal.

Heat treatment and the resulting microstructure also have

significant effects on fracture toughness. An example is provided in

Figure 18 for SAE 4340 plate tempered to various yield strengths.(39)

Figure 19 also illustrates the effects of heat treatment and microstructures

on K Ic (32) The quenched and tempered and the annealed heat A material

were taken from the same original large 7' thick plate of A302B steel.

The quenched and tempered B was a large plate from another heat of steel

produced to the same specification. As seen, the annealed Heat A has a

much more coarse microstructure and poorer fracture toughness than Heat

A quenched and tempered. The quenched and tempered microstructure of

Heats A and B were nearly identical and so are their toughness. The yield

strength of all three lots was essentially the same. Thus it is apparent

that large differences in heat treatment and microstructure in a given
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Sec. 6.2 Fig. 18 -The effect of tempering temperature on the yield strength

and toughness of SAE 4340 steel plate. Ref.

material, at a given strength, can result in large differences in tough-

ness -- much more than observed in two different heats that had the same

heat treatment and similar microstructures.

The service or testing environment can also have pronounced

effects on fracture toughness. When tested or used in a hostile environ-

ment, many materials exhibit considerably lower apparent values of fracture

toughness. Most of these effects are related to the influence of stress

corrosion (5-47) on the rate of crack propagation, but other types of
environment such as irradiation (48) can have a direct effect on Kic.

Therefore, environmental effects must be considered, and efforts should

be considered, and efforts should be made to expose test specimens to the

same environment that the component experiences in service.

A dramatic illustration of the effects of metallurgical variables

is provided in Figure 20. This graph contains all of the valid data for

the room temperature Kic of l8, Ni maraging steels which were accumulated

during the literature search task of Phase II of this project. In this

figure, no consideration is given to the metallurgical factors such as

composition, heat treatment, specimen orientation, processing, etc., hence
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the vast amount of scatter in data. When a specific set of data represent-

ing the variation in only one metallurgical factor is extracted from these

data, a much more consistent behavior is observed as seen in Figure 21.

The foregoing example clearly illustrates that the 181%o Ni maraging steel,

or any other material, cannot be expected to have a single unique value

of Kic independent of metallurgical variables. Obviously then, in order

to insure satisfactory measurement of fracture toughness, the test material

should be as nearly identical as possible to that in the component of

interest. Also, the notch orientation in the specimen should coincide with

the direction of the defect known or anticipated in the component.

6.2.4 SUMMARY OF TESTS FOR PLANE STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS

Several types of test specimens have been successfully employed

to measure K or G i. The details of specimen design, preparation, test-

ing, and analysis of test records have been reported in the literature.(49-53)

Therefore, the discussion in this report will be confined to a summary of

the state-of-the-art. As yet, there is no recognized standard for fracture

toughness testing. However, the ASTM Committee E24 on Fracture Testing of

Metals is striving hard to prepare a TRP (Tentative Recommended Practice)

for plane strain fracture toughness testing of high-strength metals.(54)

At the present it appears that a formal TRP may be a year or more away.

6.2.4.1 Types of Specimens

The basic types of specimens that have been described in the

published literature, (49-53) their relative dimensions and the expressions

used to calculate toughness from test results are provided in Figures 22-30.
It must be appreciated that the overall size of each of these types of

specimens is dependent upon the level of toughness of the material being

tested. In order to maintain a plane strain state of stress at the notch

front, and thereby assure a valid measurement of K i, the specimen size

must increase with increased toughness. Table I provides a comparison of

the dimensions required(49,51) for three levels of toughness (KIc = 0.5, 1.0

and 1.6) for several different specimens.
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While the foregoing information is representative of the most

recent published information, (4953) it should be recognized that specimen

design and dimensions may not be optimum. Because of the rapid advance-

ment of the technology of fracture mechanics, changes may become necessary.

For example, recent suggestions 54) are that neither the crack length "a!'

or the thickness "B", should be less than 2.5 (KIc)-2 for any test specimen

to be capable of valid Ki, measurements. Therefore it is possible that

future recommendations will necessitate larger test specimens than those

shown in Table. I. It is also possible that the relative dimensions of

some of the specimen types shown in Figures 22-30 may be modified. Table II

shows some of the new dimensions which have been suggested(54) for some of

the basic types of specimens. For those who are interested in planning

or conducting fracture toughness test programs, it is highly recommended

that thorough consideration be given to the changes in dimension which

are currently being suggested.(54)

6.2.4.2 Calibrations of Specimens

A relation between the stress intensity factor K, the applied

load P, and the specimen dimensions is conventionally referred to as a K

calibration. Precise calibrations which permit a ready calculation of

Kic from test results over a wide range of crack lengths (a/W ratio) are

now available for a number of specimens. The most current and accurate

calibration curves(54,59,65) for several specimen types are given in

Figures 31-36. The simplicity of calculating Kic from the expressions

given in the calibration curves versus those given earlier in Figures 22-30

is readily apparent.

6.2.4.3 Fatigue Cracking of Test Specimens

All of the test specimens require that the notch be extended

by fatigue cracking prior to K testing. Methods of fatigue crackingby ftige cackig piorto ic(49-51,54)

are described in the literature. Precaution must be taken during

fatigue cracking to keep the stresses sufficiently low so as to avoid

influencing the Kic value by virtue of excessive plastic deformation at

the crack tip. As a rule of thumb, the nominal net section stresses
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Dwg., 747A758

Sec. 6.2 Table I -Comparison of Various Fracture Toughness Specimens

Symmetri1
cally Single Edge Notch Surface Notch WOL

Cracked Tension 3pt Bend 4pt Bend Crack Round
-Plate ______ I________

K 1c/ ays* " 0.5IC YS(1X)

W - width or dia (in.) 1.25 1 1 0.875 1.5 1.25 1.44
B - thickness (in.) 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.25 - 1.00
L - length (in.) 5 4 9 8 6 5 1.00

Volume (in. 3) 1 .64 1.44 1.12 2.25 6.15 1.44
P/oys load/yield strength 0.11 0.05 0.009 0.01 0.33 0.7 0.072

KlC/oys*= 1.00
(2T)

W 5.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 6.0 5.0 6.2
B 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 1.0 - 2.0
L 20 16 36 32 24 20 5.0
Volume 65 41.6 94 73 144 392 61.5
P/OYS 1.8 0.8 0.14 0.16 5.4 11.2 0.64

KIC/oYS' 1.6
(4t)

W 12.5 10 10 8.75 15 12.5 12
B 1.'6 1.'6 I 1.6 1.6 2.5 - 4
L 50 40 90 80 60 50 10
Volume 1000 640 1440 1120 2250 . 6150 *476
P/aYS 11.7 1 5.2 0.91 1.00 35 73 2.74

Maximum measurement capacity for plane strain conditions
Dimensions for all specimens except WOL are from Ref. 1,3

SEC. 6.2 o,.. 74•A413

TABLE II-RECOMMENDED MINIMUM SPECIMEN DIMENSIONS AND RATIOS OF REQUIRED LOAD

TO YIELD STRENGTH FOR (KIc /Oys) .

Crack Width Or Specimen Load
Thickness Length Diameter Length Yield Strength

Specimen Type (Inch) (inch) (inch) finch) (souareinch)

Crack-Notched Round Bar --- 2.5 10 40 14.7
(D/2-d/2) (D)

Center-Crack Plate 2. 5 5.0 10 40 7.5
(2a)

Double-Edge-Crack Plate 2.5 2.5 10 40 7.9

Single-Edge-Crack Plate, 2.5 2.5 5 20 1.6
Tension

Single-Edge-Crack Plate, 2.5 2.5 5 41 0.33
4-Point Bend
18: 1:: Span: Depth)
(2: 1:: Minor Span: Depth)

Single-Edge Crack Plate, 2.5 2.5 5 21 0.50
3-Point Bend
(4: 1:: Span: Depth)

Crackline Loaded Plate (WOL) 2.5 (2.5) (5) (5) (0.37)

S(Kic/oys)2, the dimensions should be in proportion to this factor, and the

loads in proportion to its square.)

Data Taken From Reference 6
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Dwg. 748A428

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 22 -Symmetrical center-cracked plate

wY w/V3,W 4w/ 3  -4 W/3

... 2a =W/3
A7

(See Below) - -

5 < W/B < 10
p a1/2  . 2a 2a2  3

K I - - 1.77+0.227 I-W)-0.5 10 (-ý) +2.7 (2)

2a
for rangeL = 0 to 0.7

-Surfaces must be symmetric to specimen center line within W/1000

Specimen loading hole t_
114in. ± 1/32 90 +20 /-0.005-in. rad. max.

diam./

K/

Fatigue _ 1/16 max 0| m
Crack 0.1. 25 min---. . II • .• min

X Y X=Ywithin 0.010in.

2a
0

Fatigue crack starter for center-cracked plate specimens (W> 2 in.)
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Dwg. 748A429

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 23 -Symmetrical edge-cracked plate

W/3 W/3A

0 4 a =W/6 W__1-_ _ _ _ _ _

(See Below) -.. / 7

5 < W/B < 10

P1 BWLO a-~O1(ia) 12  [W ( ira 21 ra 1/2
K t - an 1- + 0. 1 sin---

-Surfaces must be symmetric to specimen center line within W/1000

/-0.005-in. rad. max
/

/

, / ,,-Fatigue crack
/. /

1/16 max
0.1 0iI.1 -
min min

--- a0 .- --

Fatigue crack starter for edge-notched plate specimens
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Dwg. 748A430

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 24 -Single-edge-notched plate (tension)

4W/3 4 W/ 3

W/2 ((See Below) i- a =
W/2 a = 1

* A/ - 'B"

4 < W/B < 8
Sa2 a 2  a 3  4]

K- 1.99- 0.4124 (a) + 18.70 (-) - 38.48 C- +53.85 la)B W [L W W WW
for range 0-= 0to O. 6

-Surfaces must be true to specimen center line within W/1000

1-0. 005- in. rad. max
/

/

/ /Fatigue crack
1/16 max /

0.*1 0.1~'
min min

Fatigue crack starter for edge-notched plate specimens
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Dwg. 7k8A431

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 25 *-Notch bend specimen (three-point loaded)

P

(See Below)-. W- a =

L= 4W L =4W

2<W/B< 86M a]112 2. a_ a 4][1-.96 - 2.75 (,) + 13.66 a1) - 2,8 + 5.282

I B w2  B W W VIW

for - 0 to 0.6w

/-0.005-in. rad. max
/

/

/ ,-Fatigue crack
1/16 max

rain rain
Va0

Fatigue crack starter for edge-notched plate specimens
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Dwg. 748A432

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 26 -Notch bend specimen (four-point loaded)

P/2I IV 2 W -12

l (See Below)-, , a-ao=W/5 W

4W 4 W

K -6M a a2  a 3  a 4
B 99/ - 2.47 + 12f97 -23.17 (-) + 24.80 T)

I B W 2 W WJ

for 0 OtoO.6
W

where M -
2

,-0.005-in. rad. max
/

/

_// -Fatigue crack

1/16 max I0- - .1 0.1
min min

Fatigue crack starter for edge-notched plate specimens
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Sec. 6.2 Fig. 27 -Surface-cracked plate Dwg. 748A417

B

•~~ .0- --. a < B/2P ~ _ w-I,1c0 2c 0 < W/3

2 I.2rP 2Kpao

2p
K 2 20

W B [ 2 0.2 (2-22)

S\W2B (ys2.2

2.6

2. 2 1 0 sin28dO
if c 2

2.2 0 o0

2.0

1.8

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ratio Of Crack Depth To Crack Half-Length (adoc/)
plot of 2
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Dwg. 748A418

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 28 '-Circumferentially notched and fatigue-cracked round bar

K P 1.72 (9) -1.27
K 1 D3/2 Ld

for d/D of 0.5 to O.8

A-surfaces must be concentric to within D/1t000
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Dwg. 748A4i5
Sec. 6.2 Fig. 29 -Symmetrical center notched disc (rotor or spin)

B 2a2a

2a
2a range of O. 1 to O. 3

D/8 D

D

KI =,-/F oo

Where o= nominal fracture stress-tangential stress at the center of a
solid rotor, corresponding to a fracture speed of test rotor,

(similar to use of gross section stress for plates)
Where v= Poissons Ratio

(3 +v) 2 p= Mass Density (lb sec2/in4 )
o 8 0o Ro = Outer Radius (D/2) inches

( = Angular Velocity (rad/sec)

Notch Details R Min. Fatigue Crack R/8

R

450 005"' R Max.

R/4 Max.
Thickness of Slot
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Dwg. 748A416

Sec. 6. 2 Fig. 30-Wedge-opening-loading (WOL type center-line loading)

P

D Iw

v s BW= 2H= 2.0B
a= w D .613

0 mn T 5B
2 TD

For a/W from 0. 25 to 0. 65

IV L 1.25W

12 2 3 4
KI 1 / 39.70-294.2 aW)+ 1118 a a1842 aa)+1159 )

B W W ww

Notch Details

'•-. 003" Max. R B
Fatigue Crack Extension, Min 8

11-a B8

K_ =B130 2
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Curve 577668-A
2.4 1 7

2.3

P = Load
2 B =Thickness

2.2-

2.1 Pa 1/2
K =•• y(2a/W)

y2.0 1 B

Forman & Kobayaski, Ref. 60
Isida &Mendelson Ref.54 '1.9

1.8

1.7

1.6
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

2a
w

Sec. 6. 2 Fig. 31 -K calibration for the center-cracked plate specimen
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Curve 577666-A

W P = Load

B = Thickness
6 a

5

SP' 1/2

3

K =

2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
a
w

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 32 -K calibration for single-edge crack tension specimen. Ref. 61
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3.4 Curve 577667-A

FA

P

2.8 2 6_MV 2

K 2 Y(a/W)I BW2
2.6

Where M Is The Bending Moment
Y B =Thickness

2.4

2. 2
Pure Bendi ng

2.0 _ 3- Point, W A = 8

3- Point, i= 4

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
a
W

Sec. 6. 2 Fig. 33 -K calibrations for bend specimens. Ref. 62, 63
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Curve 577669-A

d
D

30 0.9 0.8 0.707 0.6 0.5

"2.5 D Y ;172-d 1. 27]\ %

-d

2.02.O • P I

y 1 1/2 Y(D/d)

0.5

0

1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4
D
d

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 34 -K calibration for circumferentially crack-notched
round bar
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24 
Curve 577665-A

P

22 F w 12

"H a K _ ..... Y(a/W)

20 a~I B

H

18

P

16,

Y

14

12

10

8 >1.0- 0 " B =Thickness ______

0.2. 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
a
w

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 35 -K calibrations for compact crackline loaded specimens
Ref. 54
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Curve 577698-A

38 I

36-

34-

32- H32 -- H = 0. 485
w

30-

28 - C3 P

26 -- B

o P= Load
24- a = Crack Length

B = Thickness
"E 22-

"0 20--
U,020

.- 18-
E
-3 16-

S14-

12-

10-

8-

6-

4-

.1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8
a 0W Ratio

Sec. 6.2 Fig. 36 -Numerical constant "C3" as a function of the a /W ratio for the "T" type

WOL toughness specimen Ref. 65
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during fatiguting should not exceed 1/2 the yield strength of the material.

In no case should the load for fatiguing exceed that anticipated for

fracture in the Klc test.

6.2.4.14 Instrumentation for K I Testing

Proper instrumentation of the test specimen is essential for

Kic testing. The determination of Kic or Gic requires a knowledge

of the crack length corresponding to the load at the time of fracture in-

stability. There are two possibilities for the onset of fracture instability

during the Kic test. It can occur immediately from the initial crack front,

or some amount of slow crack extension may occur prior to instability.

The instrumentation must be capable of distinguishing which behavior occurs,

and if instability is preceded by some slow crack growth, the length of

the crack at instability must be definable by the instrumentation. The

slow crack growth preceding instability may either be a slow continuous

extension from the original fatigue crack front, or it may occur in the

form of intermittent, discontinuous crack movement.

Several instrumentation techniques have been employed to measure

crack extension. An autographic load-deflection record is commonly used

with all the various type specimens. Ideally, the load-deflection curve

should remain linear until instability occurs. Observations of deviation

from linearity prior to fracture could arise from two sources: extensive

plastic deformation at the crack tip or elsewhere in the specimen, or slow

crack extension. It is also possible that both could occur simultaneously.

Excessive plastic deformation at the crack tip cannot be tolerated in a

plane strain fracture toughness test.* If observed, deviation due to

plastic flow is a good indication that the specimen size that is being

employed is too small for the toughness of the material. On the other

hand, if the deviation can be definitely associated with slow crack

I If the amount of plastic deformation (plastic zone size) at the tip of
the crack is small compared to the total crack •ength and specimen
thickness, it is possible to apply a correction(1 55 (see"Section 6.2.2.8)
which will permit the calculation of the value for KIc. The limitations
regarding the allowable plastic zone size have been discussed in the
literature.J49-51,54, 55)
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extension prior to fracture, it is possible to obtain a valid test result

if the crack length and load at the onset of instability can be determined.

The load and, more particularly, the crack length at instability can be

determined from the autographic load-deflection curve provided a suitable

compliance calibration is available for the specimen. The amount of crack

extension between the original length and that at the time of fracture is

related to the change in compliance of the specimen as signified by the

change in slope of the load deflection curve. Several types of compliance

gages have been used for this purpose.

Other instrumentation, in addition to load-deflection recordings,

are often employed to measure slow crack extension which may occur during

Kic tests. One of these is the electrical potential method.(49,51)" When

a specimen carrying a current contains a crack (discontinuity) there will

be a disturbance of the potential field in the region of the crack. The

potential difference between two fixed points spanning the crack will

increase as the crack extends (total current must remain constant). The

potential change is generally recorded against load on an X-Y recorder.

For any specific geometry, a calibration curve relating crack length to

potential change is required.

Other techniques that have been employed to detect or measure

crack extension are acoustic, photography, and ultrasonics, and discussions

of these techniques may be found in the literature.( 49-51,5 4 56 ,57) Each

of the techniques has its own advantages and limitations. The use of any

one technique depends in large part upon the material, its form and the

type of test specimen being used. When employed in conjunction with the

WOL specimen the ultrasonic technique has been very useful (see sections

7.2, 7.3 and Appendix II).

6.2.4.5 Summary and Comparison of Specimens

Several factors must be considered when selecting a particular

type of specimen for a fracture toughness test program. Foremost among

these are: the expected toughness of the material to be tested, the size

and shape of the available test material, the loading capacity of the

available test facilities, the economical usage of test material, and the

accuracy desired in the toughness measurements.
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K Ic l

As previously discussed, materials with high toughness (-YS
require the use of large, thick specimens as can be seen from Tables I

and II. In this case where material availability and test capacity become

limiting factors, the crack-line-loaded, WOL, or notched bend specimens

are most attractive. Quite often. the type of specimen will be dictated

by the form of the material. Tests of high strength thin sheet are

obviously limited to specimens like the single edge notched plate ore

the symetrical center or edge cracked plates. On the other hand, bar

stock or cylindrical forgings necessitate the use of notched round, WOL,

or notched bend tests. The texture of the material and the orientation

of probable defects relative to the principal stress in the component of

interest also limit the type of specimen which can be employed. In

addition to being limited in the amount of available material, the cost

of the material, e.g., titanium alloys at $6 to $8 a pound, could be an

important consideration. The accuracy of the expressions used with the

various specimens has been discussed in detail( 4 9051,5 8 ) and, in general

is quite satisfactory. The error introduced from the expression is con-

siderably less than the normal scatter inherent in the material and the

possible errors arising from test procedures. If the recommended (49,51,5 4 )

procedures are employed during specimen preparation, testing, and inter-

pretation of the test results, the accuracy of the Kic measurements should

be quite adequate for engineering purposes.

6.2.4.6 Summary

Even though the subject of fracture toughness testing has not

been finalized and standards specified, meaningful data can be obtained

by proper use of the existing testing technology. It is recommended that

a thorough study of the existing information and experience be conducted

before embarking on any large scale test programs.

6.2.5 GENERAL EXPERIENCE IN APPLYING FRACTURE MECHANICS

In recent years considerable progress has been made in applying

fracture mechanics principles, concepts, expressions, and test data to

solutions of practical problems. Although most of the early experience
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with fracture mechanics dealt with materials and applications of interest

to the aerospace industry, the applicability of the approach to other

areas has been recognized and some experience acquired. The concept is

not limited to the high-strength metals of low or intermediate toughness,

but may be applied to any material for which a valid Kic fracture tough-

ness parameter can be determined.

A number of examples of the application of fracture mechanics

to engineering problems are available in the literature. (66-79) By com-

bining fracture mechanics technology and slow crack growth (fatigue)

characteristics, answers to the following type questions have been found.

What type and size of defect can be tolerated under the design load:

Conversely, what stress levels can be tolerated in the presence of some

known defects? What is the maximum size flaw that can be initially accepted

with the assurance that it will not grow to a critical size during the

desired operating life of the component? How do metallurgical variables

affect the maximum allowable initial flaw size, the flaw growth character-

istics, and the critical flaw size for catastrophic failure? What are the

capabilities of the available, practical, non-destructive inspection

techniques relative to these subcritical and critical flaw sizes? If an

unexpected failure should occur during prooftesting or operation of a

structure, what will be the nature of the failure -- a localized rupture

and spitting or a catastrophic bursting with fragmentation? What

fracture toughness and crack growth characteristics are required of the

material employed in specific components, and how are these requirements

spelled-out in material specifications in terms of practical testing and

inspection techniques? Some specific examples of how these questions

can be answered are provided in Section 8 of this report.

6.2.6 LIMITATIONS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

Although linear elastic fracture mechanics is very useful in

material selection and other design considerations, it does have a bounded

area of use. At present the bounds of the areas of application have not

been distinctly determined, but in applying the theory one should be aware

of its general limitations. Most of these limitations have been discussed

previously and will now be reviewed and summarized.
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The stress intensity factor which is used as a single parameter

fracture criterion for sharp cracks is determined (experimentally or ana-

lytically) under elastic conditions. But, of course, the extremely high

stress concentration at the crack tip will cause plastic flow around it.

Therefore, if the stress intensity factor K is to parametrically represent

the plastic flow and eventually fracture conditions at the crack tip, the

size of the plastic zone at fracture must be very small compared to the

area over which K adequately describes the elastic stresses. In other

words, the size of the plastic zone at the crack tip must be small com-

pared to the other dimensions of the body containing the crack. At present

a specific statement as to just how small the plastic zone must be cannot

be made, but some reasonable guidelines can be obtained by using the

experimentally determined restrictions imposed on the various plane strain

fracture mechanics test specimens which were described in Section 6.2.4.2.

These restrictions are usually in terms of keeping the nominal stress in

the plane of the crack at fracture equal to or less than some percent of

the uniaxial yield stress. Such restrictions require that the dimensions

of geometrically similar structures containing flaws, which are proportional

to some other dimension of the structure, be proportional to (Kc/ y5 ) 2 .

This means that both the size of structures and the size of the cracks in

materials having high K and low "ys must be very large before linear elastic

fracture mechanics can be applied. For this reason, the application of

fracture mechanics to high-toughness low-yield-stress materials is very

limited. The use of the plastic zone correction factor extends the use of

the linear elastic stress intensity factor a little further.

As was shown previously (Section 6.1.3.3), the apparent critical

stress intensity factor of a material is a function of the crack tip root

radius. To eliminate this additional variable in material selection and

design considerations, all valid critical stress intensities are now

obtained from specimens whose machined notches are extended by fatigue

crack growth prior to testing, thus giving a zero crack tip root radius.

Therefore, the application of such data to blunt crack tips of finite root

radius may lead to conservative results. But in many cases a crack large

enough to cause catastrophic failure has grown to its critical size by the
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fatigue process, and thus the application of data obtained from fatigue-

cracked test specimens is directly applicable.

The particular value of critical stress intensity used in each

application should correspond to the state of stress at the tip of the

crack under consideration. For plate this means that the K used in eachc

application should be the value corresponding to the plate thickness being

considered. At present most valid critical stress intensity data reported are

for plane strain conditions (K ic). The use of Klc values in design con-

siderations for thicknesses less than those actually required for plane

strain fracture will normally result in a conservative design, the exception

being when the thicknesses become very small. But for material selections

the comparison of the K ic's of materials for uses at thicknesses for which

Kic isn't applicable could easily lead to an improper choice.

As discussed in Section 6.2.2.12, fracture mechanics principles

can also be used in the analysis of slow crack growth caused by cyclic

loading or sustained loading. Here again the use of the linear elastic

fracture mechanics theory must be restricted to cases in which the size

of' the plastic zone is small compared to the other dimensions of the

structure. Although distinct limits of the areas of applicability cannot

be given at present, the following general statements can be made. The

limits of applicability for sustained slow crack growth should be approxi-

mately the same as those considered at the beginning of this section for

the case of fracture due to monotonically increasing loading in which no

slow crack growth occurs prior to catastrophic failure. The area of

applicability for cyclic loading slow crack growth should be even larger

than that for sustained load slow crack growth because of the smaller

crack tip plastic zones for corresponding external loads. These smaller

plastic zones are a result of the strain hardening of the material at the

crack tip caused by strain cycling. Of course the strain hardening may

also have an effect on the Kic of the material and if so this influence

must be taken into account.
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Section 7

PHASE II - DATA COLLECTION

7.1 LITERATURE SURVEY

7..11 INTRODUCTION

During the last five years, an extensive amount of fracture

toughness data have been developed and published for a variety of struc-

tural materials. However, due to recent advances in the state of the

art of fracture toughness testing, much of the published data are presently

considered invalid. Therefore, a literature survey was conducted in order

to establish the availability of valid plane strain fracture toughness

data and to provide a basis for the selection of material for subsequent

investigation. The survey was limited to the review of published data

containing notch toughness properties expressed in terms of fracture

mechanics parameters. The available data were re-evaluated in accordance

with the latest ASTM recommended criteria for valid plane strain tough-

ness testing, and those established as valid are tabulated in handbook

form.

7.1.2 EVALUATION CRITERIA

Several test specimens are available for the determination of

the plane strain fracture toughness parameter, KI. Those encountered

as the result of the literature survey were: notched rounds, single-edge-

notched plates, surface-cracked plates, notched bend bars (3- and 4-point

loading), center-notched plates, and center-line-loaded specimens. Al-

though the available toughness specimens vary considerably in appearance

they are each subject to the same general test requirements. The criteria

used to establish the validity of the reported KIc data were based upon

the latest requirements recommended by the ASTM Special Committee on
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Fracture Testing. ( The general criteria common to each test specimen

require: the extension of machined notches to fatigue crack severity by

low-stress, <0.5 'y.s. (ay S. = 0.2% yield strength), fatigue cycling;

limiting the net section stress ( N) at the onset of fast fracture to

0.8 ay.s. except for notched rounds, slow bend, and center-line-loaded

specimens, in which case aN < 1.1 Y.S.; and satisfactory instrumentation

to evaluate crack behavior (yielding or slow growth) prior to rapid fail-

ure. The recommended minimum specimen size and relative dimension pro-

portions necessary to satisfy the general toughness testing criteria for

the various specimen geometries are sumnarized below. (2,3)

1. Notched round bar where d = diameter at root of notch

D = outside diameter of bar

(~2

D > 4.4 d = 0.707 D Length = 1O D

2. Single-edge-notch plate where a = crack length W = width0

B = thickness L = length

B > (Kc 2 4< W/B< 8 a = W/3 L = 4 W

3. Notch bend (three-point loading)

B >2.1 Ki) 2  2< w/B <8 span = 8W a =W/5

4. Notch bend (four-point loading)

B> 2.1 K-c 2<wB <8 span =8W and 2W ao = W/5

5. Center-Cracked plate specimen

B > 0.75 5 < W/B < 10 L= 4 W a = W/6
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6. Symmetrical edge-cracked plate

(~2

0 >.65 4< w/B< 8 L = 4 w a = w/6

7. Surface-cracked plate

B > 0.85 (Ki.). w/B > 6 crack length 2 C < w/3
- 0

L = 2 W crack depth a < B/2

8. Wedge-opening-loading specimen (X-type geometry)

2

B = a 4 W/B= 1.125 B=L ao/W=0.25 to 0.8O

W = width from centerline of loading

9. Wedge-opening-loading specimen (T-type geometry)

2

B = 2 W/B =2.5 L =2.5 B ao/W =0.25 to 0.80

W = width from centerline of loading

The most stringent requirement for proof of failure under plane

strain conditions involves the evaluation of crack behavior prior to final

failure. Yielding at the crack tip (beyond the established plastic zone)

prior to failure indicates non-plane-strain conditions; therefore, satis-

factory instrumentation for monitoring crack behavior during testing is

required. Those data presented in the literature which indicated specimen

failure prior to deviation of the load displacement curve (pop-in) were

considered valid and no additional instrumentation aside from the displace-

ment gauge was necessary. However, those data which indicated deviation

of the load displacement curve prior to failure were considered invalid

unless some technique was used to attribute the reason for deviation to

slow crack growth rather than plastic yielding.

7.1.3 COMPILATION OF DATA

Approximately 100 references were reviewed during the literature

survey, and 29 were found to contain valid plane strain fracture toughness
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data. Table I lists the materials for which some valid Kc data exist

and also provides an indication of the amount of data available. A

Section 7.1 Table I

MATERIALS FOR WHICH VALID K1c DATA ARE PRESENTED IN APPENDIX I

Strength
Level

0.2% Yield Volume Location
Strength Temperature of in

Material (ksi) Range, OF Data* Appendix I

Ferrous Alloys

18% Ni Maraging Steel 180 - 350 -110 to 650 (A) Table I-A

4340 130 - 300 -110 to 750 (A) Table I-B

D6ac 200 - 260 -200 to 75 (B) Table I-C

H-11 160 - 240 -100 to 300 (B) Table I-D

HP-9-4 140 - 250 -200 to 400 (D) Table I-E

12Ni-5Cr-3Mo 180 - 190 R.T. (D) Table I-F

AM 355 160 - 200 -110 to 650 (D) Table I-G

4335+V 210 -100 to 0 (D) Table I-H

20% Ni Maraging Steel 300 R.T. (D) Table I-I

300 M 230 R.T. (D) Table I-J

PH-13Cr-8Ni 180 - 220 -110 to 400 (D) Table I-K

A302B 50 - 130 -320 to 0 (D) Table I-L

Ni-Mo-V Forging Steel 80 - 140 -320 to 25 (D) Table I-M

Titanium Alloys

Ti-6A1-6V-6Sn 140 - 190 -320 to 400 (B) Table II-A

Ti-6A1-4V 140 - 170 -320 to 300 (C) Table II-B

Beta Titanium 170 -100 to 300 (D) Table II-C

Aluminum Alloys

7075-T6 & T651 70 R.T. (A) Table III-A

7079-T6 70 - 75 to 150 (B) Table III-B

7001-T75 77 R.T. (D) Table III-C

* (A) Extensive data available; (B) Moderate amount of data available;
(C) Little data available; (D) Data very sparse.
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compilation of the valid Kic data as well as the associated material

and test parameters is presented in Appendix I. The materials have been

classified into three categories--ferrous, aluminum, and titanium alloys--

and are presented in order of increasing section size. The data have

been arranged in such a manner as to provide the most efficient tabular

form for both design and fracture mechanics reference information.

The references reviewed during the literature survey are pre-

sented in the bibliography associated with Appendix I. Those references

containing valid K data are presented in that portion of the bibliography

noted as "References Cited." References which do not contain valid data

and also those which do not present sufficient information to permit

evaluation are tabulated in reverse chronological order as "References

Not Cited."

7.1.4 DISCUSSION

As indicated by the results of the literature survey, a limited

amount of published data is available which conforms to the latest require-

ments for valid plane strain fracture toughness testing. In addition,

those data presently considered valid may be modified as the fracture

mechanics concepts associated with toughness testing change with advancing

technology. Fracture toughness testing is a relatively recent development

which requires the testing of rather large, expensive specimens; as a

result, the amount of experimental data available to confirm existing con-

cepts is limited and as more data become available for examination the

recommended testing procedures may become modified. Even at the time of

this writing an ASTM committee (Subcommittee I of ASTM Committee E-24) is

reviewing the recommended procedures for plane strain toughness testing

in order to establish the best approach. (4)

The published toughness data encountered during the literature

survey were limited to relatively high-strength structural materials.

Data are available for ferrous materials in the 0.2% yield strength range

of 50-300 ksi, titanium alloys ranging in yield strength from 130 to

190 ksi, and aluminum alloys with yield strengths of 60 to 90 ksi. The

majority of the data were determined at room temperature; however, a
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considerable amount of data obtained at other test temperatures is

available.

Examination of the data presented in Appendix I clearly illus-

trates the possible variability of constant temperature fracture toughness

measurements for a given material. This variability is further exempli-

fied by the room temperature Kic versus 0.2% yield strength plot for 18% Ni

maraging steel shown in Figure 1. Included in Figure 1 are all of the

room temperature toughness data accumulated for 18% Ni maraging steel with

no consideration given metallurgical parameters such as form, composition,

heat treatment, and test orientation. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the

variation in room temperature Kic with yield strength for 18% Ni maraging

steel where the only metallurgical variables are the percent cold work and

the aging treatment, respectively.(5,6) Although the plane strain stress

intensity factor, Kic, is assumed to be a materials property which varies

inversely with yield strength, it is obvious that this assumption is appli-

cable only to materials of the same metallurgical history. The effect of

metallurgical parameters upon yield strength and other conventional strength

criteria is much less variable than the effect of the same parameters upon

fracture toughness.(7) Yield strength measurements are affected only by

those variables which result in a change in the degree of material yield-

ing, whereas fracture toughness is basically an energy measurement at

fracture instability and is affected by all variables which affect the

micromechanisms of failure. As a result, fracture toughness measurements

must be conducted with test specimens representative of the material to

be used in component fabrication. The chemistry, heat treatment, working

history and test orientation must be nearly identical to that of the com-

ponent in order to ensure satisfactory toughness measurements.

Tabulated Kic data arranged in handbook form for design refer-

ence must provide sufficient information to adequately describe the material

tested. All variables known to affect KIc measurements must be included.

Only then can the data be utilized for the design against brittle failure.
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7.1.5 SUMMARY

A limited amount of published Kc data is available which con-

forms to the latest requirements for valid plane strain fracture toughness

testing. These data are confined to relatively high-strength structural

materials.

The reported toughness of a given material can vary considerably

with various metallurgical parameters; therefore, the material used to

establish toughness data must be nearly identical to that used for com-

ponent fabrication.
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Section 7.2

GENERATION OF KlC DATA

7.2.1 MATERIAL

In order to supplement the fracture toughness data accumulated

as a result of the literature survey, three high-strength forging alloy

systems representative of those materials which appear promising for

future military vehicle applications were selected for further investi-

gation. These materials represent relatively new alloys for which a very

limited amount of valid fracture toughness data are available. The alloys

selected for the experimental program were:

HP-9Ni-4Co-.25C Steel

7079-T6 Aluminum

Ti-6A1-4V Titanium

The HP-9-4-25 steel was selected as representative of the high-

strength, high-alloy martensitic steels presently receiving considerable

attention for many critical applications. The titanium-base alloy,

Ti-6A1-4V, was selected to represent the more commonly used heat-treatable

alpha-beta titanium high-strength alloys; and aluminum alloy 7079-T6 was

selected as representative of the high-strength, heat-treatable aluminum

alloys.

The chemical compositions of each alloy heat involved in the

investigation are given in Table I.

Section 7.2 Table I

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF ALLOYS

C Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo V Co

HP-9-4-25 0.26 0.33 o.008 0.008 0.01 8.41 0.40 0.48 0.07 3.9

Cu Fe Si Mn Mg Zn Cr Ti Al
7079-T6 Al 0 O- - - 0-.10- 0.29- 0377 O.10-

(Nominal) 0.8 0.30 0.37 4.8 0.25 0.10 Bal.

C Fe N Al Va H 02

Ti-6AI-4V 0.023 0.13 0.014 6.3 4.1 0.004 0.17
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The steel (HP-9-4-25) was supplied as two pieces, 18" x 24",

and one piece, 8" x 12", of three-inch-thick consumable electrode vacuum

melted forged plate in the quenched and tempered condition. The heat

treatment involved austenitizing at 1550°F for one hour, oil quenching,

and double tempering two hours at 1000F followed by an air cool.

The 7079-T6 aluminum alloy was supplied as three pieces,

18" x 24", of three-inch-thick forged plate in the solution treated and

aged condition. The heat treatment consisted of solution treating at

830 °F for four hours, water quenching, and aging at room temperature for

five days plus 48 hours at 2400 F.

The titanium (Ti-6A1-4V) was supplied as one piece, 12" x 36",

of three-inch-thick forged plate in the solution treated and aged condition.

Heat treatment involved solution treating at 1750 F for one hour, water

quenching and aging at 1000 0 F for four hours. A summary of the alloy heat

treatments and the resulting room temperature tensile properties are given

in Table II. Figure 1 shows the typical as-received microstructure of

each alloy.

Section 7.2 Table II

HEAT TREATMENT AND ROOM TEMPERATURE TENSILE PROPERTIES

(3"-Thick Forged Plate)

0.2% Ultimate
Yield Tensile

Test Strength Strength

Alloy Heat Treatment Direction psi psi

HP-9-4-25 Austenitized 1 hr - Longitudinal 176,000 184,000
15500 F. Oil quenched, Transverse 177,000 186,000
double tempered 2 hr
l0000F. Air cooled. Short Trans. 175,000 185,000

Ti-6A1-4V Solution treated 1 hr Longitudinal 143,000 150,000
1750 0 F, water quench. Transverse 145,000 154,000
Aged 4 hr 10000 F

A1-7079-T6 Solution treated 4 hr Longitudinal 65,500 76,900
830 0F, water quench. Transverse 62,000 74,000
Aged 5 days 75 0 F plus
48 hr 240°F
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7.2.2 SPECIMEN PREPARATION

The experimental investigation conducted in conjunction with

the overall program involved the determination of the major strength and

toughness parameters for the steel (HP-9-4-25), aluminum (7079-T6), and

titanium (Ti-6Al-4V) alloys described above. The parameters investigated

included the tensile properties, the Charpy V-notch impact properties,

the plane strain fracture toughness and the slow crack growth character-

istics under cyclic loading (Sec. 7.3).

The tensile properties were determined using the smooth tensile

specimens shown in Figure 2. The steel (HP-9-4-25) tensile specimens

were prepared in accordance with Figure 2(a) (0.252" diameter); the titanium

specimens with Figure 2(b) (0.356" diameter) and the aluminum specimens

with Figure 2(c) (0.505" diameter).

All of the Charpy V-notch impact data were determined using the

standard Charpy specimens shown in Figure 3.

In view of the number of fracture toughness specimen designs

available capable of providing satisfactory plane strain toughness data,

it was necessary to review each design as to its relative merits with

respect to the proposed investigation prior to selecting a specimen. The

basic criteria for the selection of the most efficient specimen design

were established as follows: (a) availability of a satisfactory fracture

mechanics analysis; (b) demonstrated capability for valid Kic determina-

tion; (c) minimum volume of material required; and (d) relatively low load

requirements. In addition, some consideration was given to the applica-

bility of the specimen for slow crack growth measurements under cyclic

loading.

A comparison of the available specimen designs resulted in the

selection of the Wedge-Opening-Loading (W.O.L.) type fracture toughness

specimen. This specimen quite adequately satisfies the established speci-

men requirements with no exceptions. Extensive stress analysis, photo-

elastic studies and demonstrated capability ensure the reliability of the

specimen to plane strain fracture toughness testing. 2,3,4,5) The com-

pact geometry of the specimen provides a minimum material volume requirement

along with relatively low loads and the specimen is particularly applicable

to slow crack growth measurement (see Appendix II).
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Two geometries and several sizes of the W.O.L. specimen are

available. Figure 4 shows the "X" type W.O.L. geometry and Figure 5 shows

the "T" geometry.

The specimen size is dictated by the maximum specimen capacity

for plane strain fracture toughness measurement and ultimately by the

properties of the material to be tested. Specimen capacity is represented

by the ratio of the material toughness parameter to the 0.2% yield strength

and is expressed as KIc/aY.S.. As this ratio increases the specimen size

required to satisfy plane strain conditions also increases. The maximum

measurement capacity associated with various W.O.L. specimen sizes is

given in Table III for both the "X" and "T" series geometry. The fracture

toughness specimens used in conjunction with this investigation were of

the "2X", "lT"t and "2T" configurations. The specimens were prepared in

accordance with the drawings shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

The machined notches were extended to fatigue crack severity by

subjecting the specimens to low-stress cyclic loading at room temperature

prior to tension testing. The precracking operation was conducted using

a variety of commercial fatigue testing machines as well as several

specially built 0-25,000-lb. constant deflection machines. Figure 9 shows

the 25,000-lb. crank machine built for precracking the larger ("2X" and

larger) W.0.L. type specimens. Table IV gives the initial nominal stress

at the tip of the machined notch (no fatigue crack) and the maximum cyclic

load involved in precracking the specimens used in this investigation. In

order to facilitate the precracking of the "2T" steel specimens, a com-

pression load equivalent to the maximum cyclic load was applied prior to

precracking.

7.2.3 TEST PROCEDURE

The effect of test direction upon the room temperature tensile

properties and toughness was determined for each alloy system under in-

vestigation. A minimum of three smooth tensile specimens and three "2X"

type W.OoL. toughness specimens were tested in the longitudinal and long

transverse directions. Figure 10 illustrates the orientation of the test

specimens in the as-received three-inch-thick forged plate. (The location

of Charpy bars is also indicated.)
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Sec. 7. 2 Table III-Measurement Capacity Associated With The WOL Fracture Toughness Specimen

Dimensions
Square Design "x" Type Optimum Design*"T" Type

Identification lx 2x 4x IT 2T 3T 4T
B (thickness) 1.0 2.0 4.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0

W (width) 1.44 2.88 5.75 3.2 6.2 9.2 12.0

L (length) 1.0 2.0 4.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 9.9

a (crack length) 0.5 1.0 2.0 0.9 1.8 2.7 3.6

K I-c (measurement capacity) 0.48 0.67 0.95 0.79 1.12 1.37 1.58
0Ys

For: Minimum volume of material required
Where: aN/aY / 50.75

Plastic zone size ry •B/30(plane strain)
No plastic bending in arms at aN 1. 20YS

2'5 500eo

Z 375.

IiI

~b-/.'/T/Ii ±.0/1 AIorcH DEPr- Tro BE eX "•/ADE•o

BY BY,' TGOC 2..V-/A/

/L2LA' . ,iszt .7.-0 -/6 7T91)- C2_ _.3• x. 75-C _2/?

Sec. 7. 2 Fig. 6 W. 0. L. fracture toughness specimen
("2X" geometry)
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Sec. 7.2 Figure 9 - 25,000 lb Westinghouse crank machine for fatigue
cracking fracture specimens
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Section 7.2 Table IV

CYCLIC LOADS USED TO PRECRACK W.0.L. TYPE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SPECIMENS

Cyclic Nominal Stress No. Cycles Required
Specimen Load aN at tip of to Propagate Crack
Geometry (lbs.) Machined Notch "N/•YS to Desired Length

HP-9-4-25 Steel

IT 0- 5,000 18,4oo psi 0.11 70,000 - 100,000

2X o- 6,000 14,000 psi 0.08 180,000 - 68o,ooo

2T o-16,ooo 14,8oo psi 0.08 42,000 - 115,000

Ti-6A1-4V Titanium

IT o- 4,000 14,700 psi 0.10 31,000 - 431,000

2X 0- 5,500 13,000 psi 0.09 128,000-1,500,000

2T o-16,000 14,8oo psi 0.11 21,000 - 50,000

7079-T6 Aluminum

IT 0- 1,300 4,780 psi 0.08 126,000 - 695,000

2X 0- 2,500 5,800 psi 0.09 36,000 - 225,000
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Sec. 7.2 Fig. 10 -Orientation of test specimens in "as-received" forged plate
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The "2X" W.O.L. toughness specimens were tested in direct tension

at a loading rate of 0.040 inch/minute using a 400,O00-lb. maximum load

universal hydraulic test machine. The load-displacement characteristics

of the specimen under test were recorded using the clip gauge instrumenta-

tion shown in Figure 11. The clip gauge was calibrated to hO microinches

of strain per 1 mil (0.001 inch) of displacement and the output fed into

an autographic x-y recorder. The resulting load-displacement curve was

used along with an ultrasonic crack growth detection technique (Appendix II)

to evaluate the validity of the test. The combination of displacement

gauge and ultrasonic instrumentation provided a technique capable of dis-

tinguishing between slow crack growth and general yielding at the fatigue

crack tip prior to rapid failure.

Upon determining the effect of test orientation on the room

temperature toughness, additional test specimens (tensile specimens, Charpy

bars and W.O.L. specimens of various sizes) were prepared in order to

evaluate the effect of temperature upon the strength parameters in that

test direction yielding the lower toughness. This approach was used to

provide a conservative evaluation of each material. Testing was conducted

over a temperature range of -75°F to 150 F (a few specimens were tested

at 200 0 F).

The determination of the toughness parameters for the steel and

titanium alloys at various test temperatures was conducted using "lT" and

"2T" type W.O.L. specimens. The toughness characteristics of the aluminum

alloy were determined using "2X" and "lT" W.O.L. specimens.

7.2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the effect of specimen orientation upon the room

temperature tensile properties and toughness of those alloys under investi-

gation are given in Table V. The toughness data were determined using

"2X" type W.O.L. specimens and the plane strain stress intensity factor

determined using the following method and expressions.
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Sec. 7.2 Figure 11 Clip gage used to establish the load-displacement curves
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(i) Determine nominal. plane strain stress intensity factor

C3P Nominal value of plane strain stress
K - = intensity factor for opening mode of

Va B crack extension
0

C3 = Numerical constant obtained from Figure 12
using appropriate a0/W

P = Load (lbs) from test - the load at fracture instability

a = Original crack length (inches) measured from center
0 line of loading

B = Specimen thickness measured from specimen

(2) Compute plastic zone size

KI2

r 2 I = Plastic zone correction (plane strain)6l = r 2yY

a = 0.2% yield strength

(3) Add plastic zone correction to original crack length and

recalculate KI

KI' = = KI corrected for plastic zone
Va 'B

0

C ' = Numerical constant obtained from Figure 12 using
3 a° /W

a = a + rly = Corrected crack length
0 0
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(4) Apply iteration procedure to obtain Kic - usually one

iteration is sufficient

C " P

K"= = 3 after iteration. a" = a ' + ry
Va "B 0 0

0

"= K" = Plane strain stress intensity factor

If desired KIc can be converted to the critical strain

energy release rate as follows:

2 1- 2)

G = E1  = Critical strain energy release rate
Ic E

1)= Poisson's ratio

E = Young's modulus

Examination of the load-displacement curves and the corresponding

ultrasonic presentation indicated that the Kic values calculated for the

steel and titanium alloys using the "2X" specimens were not entirely

plane strain since the load-displacement curve deviated from linearity

with no indication of crack growth prior to rapid failure. The

aluminum alloy specimens exhibited pronounced "pop-in" prior to devia-

tion indicating the existence of plane strain conditions. Although

the preliminary toughness testing resulted in apparent Kc values for

the steel and titanium, these data were considered satisfactory for

determining the test orientation yielding the lower toughness. Based

upon the preliminary toughness data, additional testing was conducted

in the transverse direction for the steel and titanium alloys and in

the longitudinal test direction for the aluminum alloys.

In view of the inability to obtain plane strain toughness data

for the steel and titanium alloys with the "2X" type W.O.L. specimen it
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was necessary to use test specimens which exhibited a greater toughness

measurement capacity. The theoretical measurement capacity of the "2X"

WOL as expressed by Kic/,YS, is 0.67; that of the "iT" and "2T" is 0.8

and 1.12 respectively. Therefore, the investigation of the HP-9-4-25

steel and Ti-6A1-4V titanium alloys was continued with "lT" and "2T"

WOL specimens. Additional "2X" and "lT" WOL specimens were prepared

from the aluminum in order to establish the temperature dependence of

the critical stress intensity factor.

HP-9-4-25 Steel

The results of the temperature dependence investigation of

HP-9-4-25 alloy steel are presented in Table VI. The tensile data,

Charpy impact data, and toughness at various test temperatures along

with the other pertinent test parameters are tabulated in Tables VI -A,

-B, and -C, respectively. These data were determined in the transverse

test direction. The effects of test temperature upon the 0.2% yield

strength and Charpy impact energy and the corresponding fracture tough-

ness is illustrated in Figure 13.

TI-6A1-4V Titanium

The individual test results generated during the temperature

dependence investigation are presented in Table VII. The pertinent

tensile data, Charpy impact data and fracture toughness characteristics

are presented in Tables VII -A, -B, and -C, respectively. These data

were developed in the transverse test direction. Figure 14 presents the

effect of test temperature upon the KIc' Charpy impact energy, and the

0.2% yield strength for titanium alloy Ti-6A1-4V.

7079-T6 Aluminum

Table VIII presents the results of the temperature dependence

of the strength parameters for 7079-T6 aluminum determined in the longi-

tudinal test direction. The tensile data, Charpy impact data, and

toughness at various test temperatures are tabulated in Tables VIII -A,

-B, and -C. Figure 15 illustrates the temperature dependence of the 0.2%

yield strength and Charpy "V" notch impact energy along with the

corresponding toughness.
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The expressions and method used to determine the critical plane

strain stress intensity factor for the "lT" and "2T" WOL type toughness

specimens were identical to those used for the "2X" specimens with the

exception of the numerical constant, C3 , involved. Due to differences

in the specimen geometry the compliance characteristics vary; as a re-

sult, each geometry requires a different numerical constant versus ao/W

curve. Figure 16 shows the numerical constant curve used to determine

the Kic for the "T" type WOL specimen geometry.

The nominal stress reported in the tabulated data was determined

using the following equation:

S6(a 0 + h/2) + = nominal stress

where: P = load (pounds) at fracture instability

B = specimen thickness

h = ligament length (inches)

a = initial crack length (inches)
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toughness specimen

Figure 17 illustrates the WOL specimen dimensions and corresponding

designations involved in the calculations.

Examination of the load-displacement curves associated with the

fracture toughness testing portion of the temperature dependence investi-

gation indicated that deviation from linearity occurred prior to "pop-in"

or rapid failure for all tests conducted on the steel and titanium alloys.

Ultrasonic examinations of the crack behavior during loading indicated

that the point of deviation on the load-displacement curves corresponded

to slow crack extension; however, the extent of crack growth could not

be accurately measured due to the texture of the cleavage surface

(Appendix II). Figures 18 and 19 illustrate typical load-displacement

curves encountered during the toughness testing of the steel and titanium

alloys. Figure 18 indicates deviation prior to rapid failure and Figure 19

illustrates deviation prior to "pop-in". The load-displacement curves

associated with the toughness testing of the aluminum alloy (7079-T6)

all exhibited distinct "pop-in"; however, in some cases deviation was

encountered prior to "pop-in", resulting in a curve similar to Figure 19.

Figure 20 shows a typical load-displacement curve recorded for 7079-T 6
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Scale: Loa (lbs./div.)- -...... 171.0
Displacement (-0- in./div.)--- TV-3.7

Sec. 7. 2 Fig. 18 -Typical load displacement curve indicating deviation prior to rapid failure
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aluminum in which no deviation occurred prior to "pop-in". In those

cases where deviation did occur the ultrasonic instrumentation indicated

that it was due to slow crack growth. Ultrasonic measurement of the

extent of the slow growth in the aluminum specimens prior to "pop-in"

indicated that the maximum amount of crack extension did not exceed

0.015 inches; therefore, no correction for crack extension was necessary

since a change in the crack length of 0.015 inches had little effect

upon the calculated KIc value at the a /W ratio involved. (aO/W = 0.389
0

versus 0.395.)

In order to establish the significance of the slow crack growth

encountered during the testing of the steel and titanium alloys several

"2T" type WOL specimens were loaded under direct tension until evidence

of crack extension was indicated by the displacement and ultrasonic

instrumentation. The load was then held constant. Crack propagation in

the titanium alloy continued until failure occurred; the time involved

was a matter of seconds. The crack in the steel specimen did not con-

tinue to grow to the critical crack length, but instead grew an undeter-

mined amount and stopped. These test results were indicative of the

crack behavior under continuous loading. The steel (HP-9-4-25) was

more subject to "pop-in" behavior than the titanium.

As defined, the critical stress intensity factor, Kic, describes

the stress intensity at the tip of a crack at fracture instability. This

definition presents a problem as to what crack growth rate corresponds to

fracture instability. The constant load-crack growth experiments indi-

cate that an existing crack can grow to critical size at a constant

load in one cycle. The crack growth rate involved is not equivalent to

that at catastrophic failure; however, the rates are such that no

structure can be used at those stresses since the "slow crack growth" is

quite rapid. Slow crack growth is a relative term and the amount of

time necessary for an existing crack to grow to the critical size at a

given applied load can vary considerably, depending upon the material

and test parameters. Therefore, the actual value of the KIc, described

as the stress intensity at catastrophic failure, may be an unrealistic

design criterion unless the crack growth behavior of the material is

well established.
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In view of the above considerations, the determination of the

critical stress intensity factor for the purpose of this investigation

was based upon the crack length and load at the point of crack extension

(deviation on the load displacement curve). Although the stress inten-

sity determined in this manner may not correspond to the actual Kic, it

does provide a realistic design criterion.

The crack length involved in the stress intensity calculations

was taken as the precrack (fatigue crack) length readily determined by

measuring the extent of the fatigue crack on fractured specimens. Fig-

ures 21, 22, and 23 show the room temperature fracture appearance of

the WOL toughness specimens prepared from HP-9-4-25 steel, Ti-6A1,4V

titanium, and 7079-T6 aluminum, respectively. Note the ease with

which the precrack can be distinguished from the cleavage fracture. In

those cases where the precracking operation produced a concave crack

front, the crack length was measured at the center of the specimen.

Examination of the results of the temperature dependence investi-

gation indicates relatively little effect of test temperature (-750 to

1500 F) upon the strength parameters for those alloys investigated. Test

temperature appears to have the most effect upon the toughness and tensile

properties of the steel and titanium alloys (Figures 13 and 14) and the

least effect upon the aluminum alloy (Figure 15). This behavior is to

be expected, since metals which exhibit a body-centered lattice structure

(steel) and some which exhibit the hexagonal-close-packed structure (alpha

titanium) exhibit a marked increase in their resistance to plastic de-

formation with decreasing temperature.(6) This behavior is much less

pronounced in face-centered-cubic metals (aluminum), and as a result

the effect of test temperature upon the measured strength parameters is

less pronounced. Temperature appears to have the most effect upon the

toughness and tensile properties of the titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) as

compared to the steel and aluminum.

The variation in Kic with yield strength (at various temperature)

for each alloy system investigated illustrates the inverse relationship

generally expected to exist. As the yield strength of a given material

increases, one can expect a corresponding decrease in the measured
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toughness since the controlling stress-relieving mechanism at the tip of

an existing crack approaches new surface formation (cracking) rather than

plastic yielding as the yield strength increases.

The relationship between the Charpy impact energy and the Kic

at various test temperatures as illustrated in Figures 13, 14, and 15

provides the most favorable correlation between toughness and those

strength parameters measured during this investigation. As expected,

the KIc and charpy impact energy exhibit a regular trend since the

material property -- fracture resistance -- is common to both types of

test.

Comparison of the critical stress intensity factors determined

for the steel and titanium alloys using the "lT" and "2T" type WOL

specimens and for the aluminum alloy using "2X" and "lT" specimens

illustrates the consistency and reproducibility of the test results with

variations in specimen size and geometry. The consistency of the test

results at the various test temperatures is evidence that the stress

intensity was determined under plane strain conditions. The plane

strain critical stress intensity factor KIc, is a materials property

which does not vary with specimen size or geometry provided the specimen

is of sufficient size to ensure plane strain conditions. As indicated

earlier, the "2X" type WOL toughness specimen could not be used to deter-

mine the Kic for the steel and titanium alloys since it does not provide

adequate plane strain conditions; as a result, the measured stress inten-

sity is higher than that obtained on specimens with greater measurement

capacity.

7.2.5 SUMMARY

The major strength parameters of three high-strength forging

alloy systems (HP-9-4-25 steel, Ti-6Al-4V titanium, and 7079-T6 aluminum)

were determined over a temperature range of -750 to 150°F in order to

establish the applicability of these alloys for future military vehicle

construction. The strength parameters investigated included the tensile

properties, the Charpy "V" notch properties, and the plane strain
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fracture toughness. Due to the limited amount of toughness data presently

available for these alloys, adequate evaluation of the toughness character-

istics was of primary concern.

All of the toughness testing was conducted with Wedge-Opening-

Loading (WOL) type toughness specimens of various sizes. The KIc was

determined at that load and crack length corresponding to fracture in-

stability as indicated by load-deflection and ultrasonic instrumentation.

A considerable amount of continuous slow crack growth was encountered

prior to "pop-in" or catastrophic failure in the steel and titanium alloys.

Further investigation indicated that this crack growth constituted fracture

instability since once initiated, the crack continued to grow at a con-

stant load.

Test temperature (-75' to 150'F) was found to have relatively

little effect upon the measured strength parameters. The toughness

values exhibited the least temperature dependence.
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Section 7.3

GENERATION OF SLOW CRACK GROWTH DATA

7.3.1 INTRODUCTION.

The relationship between the applied stress and flaw size

necessary to cause catastrophic failure of a structural component is

adequately expressed by the plane strain fracture toughness parameter

Kic* This relationship provides a satisfactory design criterion which

can be used to establish the critical flaw size for catastrophic failure;

however, knowledge of the critical stress intensity does not indicate

the useful life of the component. The component life is dependent upon

the rate of growth of existing subcritical flaws to the critical size.

Therefore, an understanding of the slow crack growth characteristics of

the material under application conditions is essential to satisfactory

design.

Fatigue (slow) crack propagation is a localized phenomenon

dependent upon the temperature, environment and stress conditions at

the crack front. The stress intensity factor "K" provides a desirable

means of describing the stress conditions at the tip of an advancing

crack; as a result, the crack growth is dependent upon the stress in-

tensity at the crack tip. As the crack grown under constant cyclic

loading the stress intensity, expressed as K =f(Oaa), increases due to

the increase in the applied stress a and crack length a. Eventually the

crack grows to a sufficient length such that the stress intensity K in-

creases to a level equivalent to the material characteristic Kic, the

plane strain critical stress intensity factor at fracture instability.

Consideration of the ratio of the initial stress intensity to

the critical stress intensity, Kii/Kic for a given structure provides a

technique for estimating how close conditions are to catastrophic

2o6



failure. Determination of the number of cycles to failure required for

a specimen loaded to a specific Kii/Ki 0 ratio provides a technique

whereby the life of a component can be predicted. Conversely, knowing

the desired life of the component and KIc of the material, the maximum

allowable initial stress intensity, Kui can be determined. It is then

possible to compute either the initial allowable flaw size for a given

stress, or the allowable stress for some given initial size. As a

result, consideration of slow crack growth behavior in terms of the

stress intensity provides a powerful tool for studying and applying

slow crack growth data.

In order to adequately evaluate the materials involved in

this investigation for possible use under severe service conditions

involving cyclic loading, it was desirable to develop additional insight

into the relationship between material toughness and crack characteristics.

7.3.2 MATERIAL AND SPECIMEN PREPARATION

The determination of slow crack growth characteristics as

related to fracture toughness parameters was limited to the investigation

of the steel (HP-9-4-25) and aluminum (7079-T6) alloys. Wedge-opening-

loading type "IT" fracture toughness specimens were prepared from the

as-received 3 inch forged plate (Transverse Direction) as described

earlier in Section 7.2.2. The specimens were side notched (450 included

angle, 0.010" root radius) to a depth of 0.050 inch on each side prior

to precracking in order to ensure crack propagation parallel to the

specimen surface. Side notching was necessary to permit accurate ultra-

sonic measurement of crack extension.

7.3.3 TEST PROCEDURE

The side-notched "IT" WOL toughness specimens were subjected

to sinusoidal cyclic loading and the associated crack propagation con-

tinuously measured and recorded. A constant-load type universal fatigue

machine operating at 1800 cycles per minute was used for cyclic loading

and all tests conducted at room temperature. An ultrasonic flaw
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detection technique involving the use of a 10 MHz, 3/8"-diameter ceramic

transducer was used to measure and record the extent of the fatigue

crack propagation during cyclic loading. The ultrasonic instrumentation

was calibrated to a sensitivity capable of detecting 0.005" of crack

extension. A detailed description of the ultrasonic monitoring technique

is given in Appendix II. Figure 1 shows the equipment used to ultra-

sonically monitor crack growth under cyclic loading conditions.

The toughness specimens were precracked in the same manner as

those used for the conventional Kic tests with the exception that the

extent of the precracking was accurately monitored using the ultrasonic

equipment. Upon inducing e. fatigue crack 0.150 inch long, cyclic loading

was continued to a constant maximum load corresponding to a given initial

stress intensity factor. Since the crack length was accurately known

at all times it was possible to determine the maximum cyclic load necessary

to produce the desired initial stress intensity at the crack tip. Table I

shows the pertinent data associated with the cyclic loading of each

specimen. Cyclic loading (0 to maximum load - 1800 cpm) was continued

until failure and the associated crack extension continuously measured

and recorded against the number of elapsed cycles. The crack growth

rate was determined by dividing the change in crack length 6a by the

Sec. 7.3.3 Figure 1 - Equipment used to ultrasonically monitor crack growth
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change in the number of elapsed cycles, MN at a convenient interval of

crack growth. Continuous monitoring of the crack length made possible

the determination of the stress intensity at any point between the

initial and critical stress intensity as well as the corresponding crack

growth rate.

7.3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The relationship between the slow crack growth characteristics

and the stress intensity factor for the steel (HP.9-4-25) and aluminum

(7079-T6) alloys under investigation is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3

respectively. These data present the basic crack growth behavior under

plane strain conditions and clearly illustrate the dependency of the

crack growth rate on the stress conditions at the tip of the crack.

As the stress intensity approaches the Kic of the material, the crack

growth rate increases accordingly, approaching a maximum at the Kic.

Tha maximum cyclic load appears to have little effect upon

the relationship between the KiC and crack growth rate as indicated by

the consistent data; however, the variations in maximum load involved

in this investigation were relatively small and some effect may be

encountered at higher loads.

In order to more thoroughly evaluate the crack growth data

presented in Figures 2 and 3, the data were replotted on a log-log basis

and are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Presentation of the

data in this form readily provides an evaluation of the crack propagation

power law involved. The general form of the propagation law used to

express cumulative damage under sinusoidal loading is given as(1)

6a C . (tK)n

where A /N is the crack growth rate, inch/cycle; C is a constant which

depends upon the relative mean load, the material, and the frequency;

and AK is the change in stress intensity during cyclic loading which

for the purpose of this investigation is equivalent to KI since the load
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varied from zero to the maximum in one cycle. The exponent "n" readily

describes the linear slope of the log-log plot of the test data and is

the descriptive parameter of the propagation law. The straight lines

drawn through the data points in Figures 4 and 5 correspond to n = 3.0

for the aluminum 7079-T6 and n = 2.5 for HP-9-4-25 steel. Crack pro-

pagation behavior under plane strain conditions expressed in terms of

the power law is reported to yield a constant exponent. (1,2) However,

the reported value of the exponent varies among investigators; Paris(l)

reports n = 4 and Liu(2) reports n = 2. The results of this investigation

yield intermediate values.

Although the data presented in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate

the basic relationship between crack growth rate and stress intensity,

these data do not provide a convenient method of predicting the service

life under cyclic loading. As pointed out earlier, the number of cycles

required for an existing flaw to grow to critical size at a constant

loading rate can be expressed by the relationship between KIi/Klc and N,

the number of cycles to failure. One method to develop this relationship

would be to take a specimen containing a flaw of known size, subject

this to a constant loading rate corresponding to a given initial KI,

continue the cyclic loading until failure, and recording the number of

elapsed cycles. However, this technique would require testing several

specimens at each stress intensity level in order to establish a reliable

Kli/Klc vs. N relationship. A better method, and the one used here, is

to automatically record the crack length and number of elapsed cycles

during cyclic loading; this permits the determination of the stress

intensity and associated number of elapsed cycles at any point during

the test. Therefore, one specimen can be used to establish the Kli/KIc

vs. N curve since the number of cycles to failure corresponding to the

stress intensity at any point during the test is readily determined by

subtracting the number of cycles required to propagate the crack to the

given Kli level from the number of elapsed cycles at catastrophic failure.

This technique was used to establish the KIi/KIc vs. N curves for the

steel and aluminum alloys illustrated in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Crack growth data presented in this form provide a usable technique for

predicting the service life of a component under cyclic loading.
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From the above considerations it is obvious that the crack

growth characteristics of a material under cyclic loading are of utmost

importance for the determination of satisfactory design criteria. The

rate at which a subcritical flaw grows to critical size under cyclic

loading can be of primary concern in the determination of the useful

service life of a structural component.

The stress intensity factors reported in Table I (Section 7.3.3)

were determined from data collected under cyclic loading conditions and

will be referred to as the apparent critical stress intensity. The crack

length and maximum cyclic load at catastrophic failure (failure of the

specimen under cyclic loading) were used to compute the stress intensity.

The apparent KIc determined for the aluminum alloy (7079-T6) based upon

cyclic data corresponds to that determined using the conventional direct

tension continuous loading toughness testing technique. However, the

stress intensity values reported for the steel alloy (HP-9-4-25) as the

result of conventional toughness testing do not correspond with the

values determined under cyclic loading. The apparent discrepancy is

due to the fact that the Klc values reported for the steel as a result

of conventional testing (Section 7.2.4) were determined on the basis of

unstable crack propagation whereas those values established under cyclic

loading conditions were based upon catastrophic failure. The stress in-

tensity at catastrophic failure is not expected to correspond to the

stress intensity at unstable crack propagation if "slow crack growth"

occurs prior to failure. As a result, the stress intensity measured

for the steel at unstable crack growth is lower than the value at

catastrophic failure.

The stress intensity at catastrophic failure can readily be

determined under low-stress cyclic loading at a constant maximum load

since the crack length at failure can easily be measured by examining

the fracture surface - a beach mark clearly indicates the transition

from fatigue failure to cleavage fracture. However, the ability to

determine the stress intensity at unstable crack growth from data

collected under low-stress cyclic loading has not been well established.
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Section 7.3 Table I

CYCLIC LOADING DATA

Apparent
Initial Critical

Maximum Stress Stress *

Specimen Cyclic Intensity_ Intensity Cycles to
Identification Load Kii ksidin Kii ksiJIn Failure

HP-9-4-25 Steel

HP-3T-B13 7000# 41.25 176 23,000

HP-3T-B14 5500# 29.6 142 53,000

HP-3T-B16 9000# 49.5 134 12,100

HP-3T--B20 7000/t 38.0 169 27,500

HP-3T-B21 4500# 27.0 119 73,000

HP-3T-B25 5000# 28.7 146 70,300

7079-T6 Aluminum

All B-13 2040# 11 34.0 63,000

All B-16 4300# 23 34.2 3,500

All B-17 3000# 19 36.2 12,000

All B-21 2700# 15 34.8 18,000

All B-22 2000# Irregular fatigue crack

All B-23 1400f 8 34 210,000

All B-25 4o00# 21.8 34.8 6,400

All B-26 66oo# 34 34 <l00

Apparent value-determined under cyclic loading.
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Cyclic loading induces a specific amount of crack extension per cycle

depending upon the stress intensity at the tip of the crack (Figures

2 and 3). When the stress intensity at the maximum cyclic load approaches

that level at which unstable crack extension normally occurs under direct

tension loading, the amount of crack growth per cycle becomes a function

of both the fatigue characteristics and continuous crack growth. At

this point, the amount of continuous crack growth depends upon the test

frequency since continuous crack growth occurs as long as the stress

intensity at the crack tip is high enough. Therefore, at lower fre-

quencies more crack growth per cycle can be expected. From this con-

sideration, it is reasonable to expect that some indication of the

transition from fatigue crack growth effects to combine fatigue and

continuous growth effects should exist on the stress intensity versus

crack growth rate curve. Examination of the crack growth rate

characteristics established for the steel alloy (Figure 2) indicates

a linear relationship between the stress intensity and the log of the

crack growth rate over a stress intensity range from about 30 to

110 ksiV!h.

The deviation from a linear relationship at a stress intensity

of 30 ksi \1in may represent a threshold level below which fatigue

crack growth does not occur. The upper point of deviation (KI =

110 ksiJhn) corresponds to the average room temperature critical

stress intensity factor at unstable crack propagation determined for

the steel using the conventional toughness testing technique (K ic

105 ksi Vin). The log-log plot of the K vs. A/N data (Figure 4)

also indicates deviation from linearity at a stress intensity of approx-

imately 100 ksixiRn. This deviation may also be caused by the effect

of continuous crack growth.

Examination of the crack growth rate curves established for

the aluminum alloy (Figures 3 and 5), which does not exhibit significant

crack growth prior to "pop-in" or failure, indicates deviation just

prior to the established critical stress intensity factor (Kic = 34 ksifin).

Therefore, it appears that a careful evaluation of the crack growth rate

versus stress intensity curve established for a given material may
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permit determinations of the stress intensity at unstable crack

propagation; however, additional experimental evidence is necessary.

7.3.5 SUMMARY

The slow crack growth characteristics of two high-strength

forging alloys (HP-9-4-25 steel and 7079-T6 aluminum) were determined

at room temperature and the test results expressed in terms of fracture

mechanics parameters. All testing was conducted with "IT" Wedge-Opening-

Loading type toughness specimens under sinusoidal loading. Crack exten-

sion during loading was measured and recorded using the ultrasonic

instrumentation described in Appendix II.

The rate of crack propagation prior to catastrophic failure

is directly related to the stress intensity at the tip of an existing

crack; as a result, the ratio of the initial stress intensity to the

critical stress intensity provides a quantitative method of predicting

component life. As the initial stress intensity approaches KIc the

crack growth rate increases accordingly, approaching a maximum at the

KIc. Expressed in terms of the generalized crack propagation power,6a C ( n
law, 6N= )K)n, n was found to be 2.5 for the HP-9-4-25 alloy steel

and n = 3.0 for the 7079-T6 aluminum.

Variations in the maximum applied cyclic load corresponding to

a given stress intensity appear to have little effect upon the crack

growth rate.

The stress intensity at catastrophic failure as determined

under cyclic loading does not necessarily correspond to the material

property Kic, critical stress intensity at fracture instability, as

determined in a conventional toughness test under direct tension. Tough-

ness testing under cyclic loading conditions does not readily provide a

technique whereby the stress intensity at unstable crack propagation

(crack growth at a constant load) can be detected since continuous

crack growth is essentially masked by the cyclic nature of the applied

load.

The relationship between linear elastic fracture mechanics

and slow crack growth characteristics as demonstrated by the results
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of this investigation provides a quantitative basis for evaluating life

expectancy under cyclic loading.

Section 7.3 References

1. P. C. Paris, "The Fracture Mechanics Approach to Fatigue," Fatigue -

An Interdisciplinary Apmroach. Proceedings of the 10th Sagamore

Army Materials Research Conference, 1964, p. 117.

2. Ibid., H. W. Liu, Discussion, p. 127.
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Section 8

PHASE III - APPLICATION OF FRACTURE MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY

8.1 INTRODUCTION

To educe the utmost performance from available or contemplated

materials requires an intimate knowledge of their capabilities and

limitations as well as the application of that knowledge in design,

testing, and specifications. In designing against fracture and

selecting appropriate materials, the fracture mechanics or "fracture

toughness" approach provides the needed knowledge and permits its

application in situations involving plane strain or nearly plane strain

conditions. Appropriate fracture mechanics data for both the slow

growth and catastrophic propagation phases of fracture, and the proper

consideration of these data can be successfully applied in the following

areas: quantitative evaluations of the brittle fracture potential of

components and structures in specific situations; the design of com-

ponents or structures, including the selection of appropriate materials

to provide the desired reliability against fracture; evaluation of

pertinent nondestructive inspection procedures; predictions of life

expectancy of components under sustained or cyclic loading conditions;

and the establishment of quantitative material specifications and

associated realistic standards for inspection and acceptance that will

assure the desired degree of immunity from brittle failure for the

desired life of the component.

8.1.1 GENERALIZED DESCRIPTION OF THE USE OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

TECHNOLOGY

A detailed discussion of fracture mechanics technology was

provided in previous section (6.2). However, a brief review of the
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approach would appear to be helpful before delving into the application

features in detail.

8.1.1.1 Brittle Fracture During Static Loading

The basis of the concept is that for essentially plane strain

conditions the fracture toughness of a material can be expressed as a

material parameter*, analogous to yield strength. This parameter is

usually described in terms of "Ic" (critical crack extension force,

in-lbs/in 2) or K c (critical stress intensity factor, psi -in.). Either

Glc or Klc are comonly referred to as "fracture toughness"**. Being

a material parameter the fracture toughness, once properly determined

under one set of conditions, is applicable to other conditions, i.e.,

geometry, flaw size, and loading conditions. The values for Glc or

KIc must be determined experimentally, and several types of specimens

and loading conditions have been successfully employed to obtain these

measurements of fracture toughness (Section 6.2.4). Considerable data

are available from the literature (Section 7.1). For a given application,

temperatures and strain rates equivalent to the service use should be

employed in the fracture toughness determinations. Once properly de-

termined the fracture toughness parameters, used in conjunction with

appropriate mathematical expressions relating toughness, defect size,

applied stress, and a geometrical factor for the relative geometries

of the defect and component, can be employed to make quantitative

determinations of the effects of specific defects in specific situations.

Detailed examples will be provided in subsequent sections.

*The evidence to date substantiates that the fracture toughness, when

properly measured, can be considered as a material constant for
practical engineering purposes.

**There are many subscripts used to denote various aspects of GIc or
Kic, and therefore an intimate knowledge of this terminology is
essential to the proper use of these parameters (Section 6.2.2).
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Expressions relating the fracture toughness and the load

bearing capacity of defect containing structures or components are

available for a number of geometries, loading conditions, and types

of defects. Such expressions nearly always involve the following terms:

the fracture toughness, the applied stress, the elastic molulus, the

yield strength of the material, a linear dimension of the crack or

defect, and a proportionality term dependent only on the manner of

loading and the relative geometry of the defect and structural com-

ponent. The expressions which are available for many types of defects

and loading conditions are provided in Section 8.2.4.

The implementation of the fracture toughness approach for

determining load bearing capacity is rather straightforward. Knowing

the fracture toughness of the material in question for the temperature

range of interest, and the size of the defects from a nondestructive

evaluation, it is possible to evaluate the load bearing capacity of

the structure by inserting the Glc or Kc and defect size numbers in

the appropriate expressions and solving for the critical value of the

stress which will cause catastrophic fracture. Conversely, knowing

the toughness and applied stress, it is possible to estimate the

critical defect sizes that are required for catastrophic failure.

These, in turn, can be compared with performance capabilities of the

nondestructive test techniques that may be employed to detect flaws.

For a given level of toughness, the applied stress that is required

for catastrophic fracture decreases as the crack size increases; the

stress is proportional to the inverse square root of the defect size.

For a given defect size, a decrease in toughness results in a lower

applied stress for fracture. Thus an estimate of the critical com-

bination of defect size and applied stress that is required for fracture

may be readily determined if one knows the toughness of the material

and either one of the other two variables. Figure 1 provides a graphical

illustration of the relationships of stress, defect size, and toughness

for the case of a small disk shaped crack imbedded in a large tensile

stress field.
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fracture toughness

8.1.1.2 Slow Crack Growth During Cyclic Loading

While the termination of the life of a structure or component

may be based on the critical flaw size for catastrophic failure, it must

be recognized that the total useful life of a cyclic-loaded component

is dependent upon the rate of growth of flaws from a sub-critical size

to a critical size. Therefore, both an understanding of the critical

combination of stress and defect size for catastrophic fracture, and

the measurement of crack growth characteristics of the material under

application conditions are essential to determining the useful life of

a component.

Fatigue (slow) crack propagation is a localized phenomenon

dependent upon the temperature, environment, and stress conditions at

the crack front. The stress intensity factor "K" provides one of the

best means available for describing the stress conditions at the tip of

the advancing crack. For a given geometry (flaw and component) and given

loading conditions, the crack growth rate is dependent upon the stress

intensity at the tip of the crack, as shown schematically in Figure 2.
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For given conditions, the stress intensity factor K is a function of

the applied load (stress) and the crack length "al; that is, K = fI&aA

As the crack grows under constant load cycling the stress intensity

increases since both "a" and a are increasing. Eventually the crack

grows to a sufficient length that the stress intensity K increases to

a level equivalent to the material characteristic Kic, the critical

stress intensity factor. At this point, brittle fracture (rapid crack

propagation) occurs.

Consideration of the ratio Kii cI (where K•i is the initial

stress intensity factor) provides a technique for estimating how close

conditions are to fracture. The data are quite useful when shown in

the form illustrated schematically in Figure 3. For example, knowing

the ratio •i to Ksc' the number of cycles to failure can be predicted.

Conversely, knowing the desired life of the component and K ic of the

material, the maximum allowable initial stress intensity K, can be

determined. Since K:i is a function of the applied stress and the flaw

size, it is then possible to compute either the initial allowable flaw

size for a given stress or, conversely, the allowable stress for some

given initial flaw size.

Clearly, consideration of slow crack growth behavior in terms

of the stress intensity K provides a powerful tool for studying and

applying slow crack growth. Much recent progress has been made using

the stress intensity concept (1,2,3) and a good agreement between labora-

tory and full-scale tests has been obtained. 4 ',5) The subject of sub-

critical crack growth is described in more detail in Sections 8.2 and

8.3.

8.1.1.3 Summa ry

It should be realized that the foregoing discussion is

intended only to provide a general idea of the application of the

fracture toughness approach, and to emphasize the interplay between

toughness and defect size in determining the load bearing capacity of

a structure. For a precise evaluation of any specific situation, more
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detailed information is required regarding: the temperature dependence

of the fracture toughness (Klc or Glc) in the temperature and strain

rate range of interest; the location, size, shape, orientation, and

type of defect; the direction and magnitude of the applied (plus

possible residual) stresses acting on the defect; the slow growth

characteristics of a sub-critical size flaw under sustained or cyclic

loading at the application temperatures; the relative geometry of the

structural member and the defect; and the proper criterion of fracture

toughness to be employed. At the present, the application of the

technology is limited to those materials for which valid fracture

toughness (Klc or Glc) parameters can be determined, and to applications

where sufficient section size and restraint prevail so that an essen-

tially plane strain state of stress exists in the region of the defect.

In those situations where gross plastic deformation occurs in the region

of the defect prior to fracture because of extremely high temperature

and/or thin sections, further developments are required before the

technology can be successfully applied.
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Section 8.2

INFORMATION REQUIRED IN UTILIZING
FRACTURE MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY

The successful employment of fracture mechanics technology is

dependent upon having adequate basic information concerning material

properties, existing defects and stresses. In addition, an appropriate

expression, relating these factors for the prevailing loading conditions

and the relative geometries of the defect and structural component,

must be available in order to utilize the information. The following

sections discuss these areas of required information.

8.2.1 MATERIAL PROPERTIES INFORMATION REQUIRED

The following material properties are necessary for various

aspects of fracture mechanics considerations.

(1) KIc or G Ic - the inherent fracture toughness

(2) aYS - the conventional tensile yield strength, generally
the 0.2% offset criterion

(3) E - Young's modulus of elasticity

(4) - - Poisson's ratio

(5) a - the crack growth rate (increase in length per cycle)
as a function of the stress intensity K1 during
cyclic loading

(6) - crack growth rates as a function of KI during sustained
loading

The basic material parameter of K1c or Gic is essential in

all considerations, from a simple comparison of materials to complex

calculations of allowable defect sizes. It should be recognized that

while K is a basic material parameter, it is dependent upon certain

mechanical and metallurgical variables as discussed in Section 6.2.3.

Strain rate and temperature effects are the most significant mechanical
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variables which require consideration. For materials which have a

strong strain rate and temperature sensitivity, Kc generally decreases

with decreased temperature and increased strain or loading rate. In

the specific application of these kinds of materials, caution should

be taken to use Kc or Gic values corresponding to those prevailing

in the application. Similar considerations are necessary with respect

to metallurgical variables such as heat treatment, microstructure,

rolling (working) texture, steel making practice, impurities, etc.

It must be realized that the KIc fracture toughness of a given type of

metal or alloy can vary markedly as a result of the effect of metal-

lurgical variables. Therefore, it is essential that the designer or

materials engineer be certain that the test material condition and

notch orientation employed in the fracture toughness measurements

correspond with that of the component of interest. Also sufficient

Klc tests should be conducted to provide a basis for allowance of data

scatter due to material inhomogenities.

The conventional engineering yield strength, ays, (0.2% offset

tensile yield strength) is another material parameter which is commonly

involved in fracture toughness considerations and calculations. It

appears as one of the terms in many of the expressions relating tough-

ness, defect size, and stresses. The ratio of Klc is often used as aays

convenient method of expressing and comparing the relative toughness of

materials. For example, if two candidate materials have the same yieldKlc
strength,, the one with the higher c- ratio is obviously the more tough.

The -Y ratio is also employed as a criterion for selecting an appro-

priate specimen size for Klc testing. The most recent suggestion'l' is

that for any type of test specimen the minimum crack length "a" and

minimum thickness "B" be 2.5 (C-•) . In setting up a test program, an

estimate of K1c is made and the test specimen size is chosen accordingly.

For initial tests it is usually expedient to assume a Klc value repre-

senting the high side of the estimated range.

The conventional 0.2% offset tensile yield strength as

determined in a standard test is generally adequate for most fracture

mechanics considerations. However, as was the case for KIc measurements,
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the ays should be determined using the temperature and strain rate, and

the material condition, corresponding to the intended application.

Young's modulus E appears as a term in the expression in-

volving the Glc parameter, defect size and stress. It is also a term

used in converting from GIC to Kc and vice versa, Kc2 = GIc E/(P1-),

where D is Poisson's ratio. Handbook values for E and D are generally

sufficiently accurate for most purposes, so long as the temperature is

considered.

In cyclic loaded applications, the crack growth rate

change in length per cycle) characteristic is another material parameter

of concern as apparent from the discussion in Sections 6.2, 7.3 and 8.3.

The crack growth rate of a given material under given conditions can be

described in terms of the driving force, KI (the stress intensity

factor), the particular growth rate at any cycle being related to the

K1 at that cycle. For a given value of KI, different material can

exhibit considerable differences in growth rates. Similarly, a given

type of material can have a different growth rate at a given KI de-

pending upon the metallurgical condition, the plane of crack extension,

the texture, the cleanliness (non-metallic inclusions and impurities),

etc. Mechanical variables of temperature, environment, and cyclic

spectrum also affect the growth rate in a given material at a given

value of K. Therefore, these factors must be considered when deter-

mining growth rate as a function of K, and conditions (metallurgical

and mechanical) corresponding to practice should be employed.

In making preliminary judgments of the relative crack growth

rates of various materials, it is convenient to consider the material

in terms of their relative Kic values. For any given stress intensity,

KI, the material with the lower fracture resistance, KI' can be

expected to have the faster crack growth rate. For specific applications,

the crack growth rate should be determined as a function if KI over the

range from the initial stress intensity factor envisioned (Ki) to

where K1 is equivalent to the material fracture toughness parameter,

Kic. Having these basic data, it is then possible to make quantitative

evaluations of life expectancy as will be described in detail in Section 8.3.
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In some applications it is also necessary to have crack growth

rate data for sustained loading conditions, particularly if a hostile

environment is present. The most convenient form of data is a plot of
Kli
K as a function of time to failure. These data are employed in the
KIc

same manner as the data for cyclic loading. For complex loading

spectrums, it is possible that both cyclic and sustained loading con-

ditions will prevail, and appropriate materials data will be required.

8.2. 2 STRESS INFORMATION

From a fracture mechanics viewpoint the stress analysis of a

structure must result in a relationship between the external loads

applied to the structure and the stress intensity, K, at the tips of

cracks known or hypothesized to exist in the structure. Due to

mathematical difficulty exact expressions for crack tip stress intensity

factors are known only for a limited number of geometries. For this

reason various approximations may have to be made in obtaining a re-

lationship between external loads and crack tip stress intensity

factors in complex structures.

In general an approximation of the desired relationship can

be obtained by means of a two-step procedure. In the first step the

presence of a crack or cracks in the structure is ignored, and a typical

stress analysis in which the principles of force equilibrium and dis-

placement compatibility are applied is carried out. As a result of this

step a reasonable estimate of the relation between the externally applied

loads and the nominal stresses in any part of the structure will have

been obtained. Next, it is assumed that the stresses at a moderate

distance from each crack are unaffected by the presence of that crack

or other cracks. That is, it is assumed that the stresses at a moderate

distance from the crack are equal to those calculated for the case in

which the cracks were ignored. The second step is then to find the

existing stress intensity solution (8.2.4) which best resembles the

actual situation with respect to (a) geometric boundaries near the

crack and (b) stress distribution at a moderate distance away from the

crack. By use of this existing solution an approximate relation
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between the stress field local to the crack and the stress intensity

of the crack tip can be obtained. Finally, by combining the relations

obtained in the two steps, a mathematical relation between the external

loads and the crack tip stress intensities can be obtained.

In using this method of analysis a reasonable amount of

judgment must be used in determining whether the local stress field

of the crack which was determined in step one by ignoring the presence

of the crack is significantly affected by the actual presence of the

crack. In tough materials in which the size of non-critical cracks

can become significant, the presence of the crack could affect the

general flexibility of the structure and thus in turn affect the stress

distribution at moderate distances from the crack. This situation

would made the accuracy of the above procedure questionable. An example

of such a situation is a thin cylindrical vessel containing a longitudinal

crack. From step one of the above procedure the conclusion would be

reached that in effect the crack is subject to a plane biaxial uniform

stress field. But actually, if the crack is large enough, bulging of

the cylinder wall will occur in the vicinity of the crack, thus sub-

jecting the crack to additional bending stresses. (2)

In general the non-critical crack sizes in materials for which

the fracture mechanics principles are valid will be small enough such

that the two-step procedure described above will give a valid estimate

of the relation between external loads and the stress intensity factors

of the cracks in the body. As in any stress analysis the effects of

thermal stresses and residual stresses must also be taken into account.

The relation between these additional stresses and the crack stress

intensity factors can be obtained by using the same two-step procedure

described above for external loads.

8.2.3 DEFECT CHARACTERIZATION

The detection, description, and dimensional measurements of

defects is another area essential to the proper utilization of fracture

mechanics technology. Information concerning the location, size, shape,

orientation, and distribution of defects is vital to all considerations
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and computations of critical or allowable stresses for either the slow

crack growth or catastrophic stages of fracture. Expressions relating

toughness, stress, and defect size are available for a number of types

of defects, loading conditions, and relative geometries of the defect

and the component. These are described in detail in the next section

(8.2.4). A knowledge of the location and shape of the defect is

essential to the choice of the appropriate expression. The orientation

of the defect relative to the stresses which prevail in the application

will define the principle stress of concern. All of the expressions

for various geometries and loading conditions contain a term involving

some linear dimension of the defect; hence, the defect dimensions must

be known. This basic information relative to the shape, orientation,

and size of the defect, coupled with a knowledge of the KC fracture

toughness, then permits the selection of an appropriate expression and

the calculation of the critical applied stress for fracture.

The above discussion is pertinent to the situation of estab-

lishing allowable stresses for known defects. In many instances the

toughness of the material and the applied stresses are fixed, and the

situation is then one of determining what size, shape and orientation

of defects are critical. By inserting the toughness and stress into the

appropriate expressions it is possible to calculate the critical size

defects for various shapes and orientations. The problem then reduces

to being able to detect and describe the defects that may exist in the

component, and subsequently relating these observed defects to the

calculated critical conditions.

The distribution of defects is of concern both the catas-

trophic and slow crack growth phases of fracture. If the neighboring

defects are sufficiently close to one another; i.e., a cluster of non-

metallic inclusions, pores, cracks, etc., so that there is an interaction

between them,(3-5) it may be necessary to treat the whole cluster as a

single defect. This would apply to either catastrophic or slow crack

growth considerations. On the other hand, if the defects are sufficiently

far apart, they would be treated as individual defects for catastrophic

fracture evaluations. However, it is possible that in this latter
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situation, the neighboring defects would have an effect on the slow

crack growth rates, particularly if the defects were aligned in the

same plane. The growth rate through a region of relatively small.,

neighboring, planer defects could be substantially greater than that

for a clean region in the same material.

In many cases., particularly in large, heavy sections produced

from large ingots or in large weldments, there may be relatively large

areas of segregates, foreign matter,, or non-metallic inclusions. The

inherent fracture toughness of the material in the region associated

with these defects may be considerably less than that of clean areas.

Therefore to properly assess these kinds of defects the effective KIc
and crack growth rate values should be representative of the material

in the regions adjacent to the defects. Otherwise the effectiveness

of the defects in causing fracture may be underestimated. In situations

involving more isolated defects, it may not be possible to obtain K-1.

and growth rate data representative of the material immediately

adjacent to the defects. In this case, some extra conservatism should

be employed to protect against possible lower, local toughness in the

surrounding material.

The following section (8.3) will illustrate how the matter of

defects is handled in practical situations. The present discussion is

intended only to emphasize that defect detection and description is a

vital part of the basic information required in the application of

fracture mechanics. The important defect characteristics that require

definition are location, shape, size, orientation, and distribution.

Acuity of the tip of the defect does not require definition since the

use of fracture mechanics incorporates the basic assumption that all

defects have an acuity (sharpness) equivalent to a crack. In so far

as actual defects may be blunter than a crack,, the calculated allowable

stress will be on the conservative side.

8.2.4 EXPRESSIONS APPROPRIATE TO GEOMETRY AND LOADING CONDITIONS

The number of geometries and loading conditions for which

solutions for the stress-intensity factors is known is rather limited.
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But there are a sufficient number of solutions available to cover a

great many design configurations, and the number of available solutions

is rapidly increasing. These solutions are obtained by both analytic

and experimantal methods.

The experimental method of determining K consists of

determining the energy release rate G first and then determining K by

use of the relationship between the two quantities. The method was

originally proposed by Irwin and Kies 6) and is described in detail in

Reference 7. In brief, the compliance ?ý (deflection/unit load) of the

body is determined as a function of crack length, a, by experimentally

determining the compliance at a number of different crack lengths. The

energy release rate is then determined by use of the relation

G =-

where P represents the load applied to the structure and the partial

derivative is evaluated by holding the displacement, 8, of the external

load constant.

The analytic methods for determining K can be subdivided into

exact methods and approximate methods. In the exact methods the necessary

partial differential equations and boundary conditions of elasticity

theory are exactly satisfied. In the approximate method 8',9) the partial

differential equations are satisfied exactly, but the boundary conditions

are satisfied only approximately. Due to the mathematical rigor involved

in an exact solution, the boundary conditions must usually be rather

simple, and, thus, in many cases the solutions do not represent practical

situations. Due to the versatility of the approximate methods, they can

be applied to many practical geometries and loading conditions.

An excellent collection of available solutions for stress

intensity factors has been given by Paris and Si.(I0) Many of the

solutions listed in their paper which are applicable to Mode I design

are presented in Figures 1 through 13 of this section. Further infor-

mation on these solutions can be obtained from the references indicated
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on the figures or in the Paris and Sih paper. The Paris and Sih paper

also contains a number of Mode II and II solutions. The stress-

intensity solutions given for the various fracture mechanics specimens

in (6.2.4.3) are also very useful in design considerations and can be

used to approximate the stress-intensity factors of cracks in many

standard design configurations.

As stated in (8.2.2), it is desirable to find an available

solution which resembles as closely as possible the geometry and loading

conditions of the actual physical situation under consideration. In

many cases the difference between the actual conditions of interest and

the closest conditions for which a solution exists is significant. For

example, the crack front shapes may be different or the proximity of

free surfaces to the crack may differ. If these differences are not

appreciable it is possible to modify the existing solutions by means of

correction factors so that they become more nearly applicable to the

actual conditions. A number of simple methods for modifying these

solutions are discussed by Paris and Sih in Reference 5.

The interaction of the crack tip stress fields of adjacent

cracks is an additional situation which may complicate the determination

of stress intensity factors. As the tips of adjacent cracks approach

each other, the influence of the geometry of each crack on the crack

tip stress intensity of the other crack increases. Only a limited

number of solutions for the interaction of cracks are available. One

such solution is shown in Figure 14. This approximate solution for two

embedded coplanar elliptical flaws subject to a nuiform normal stress

field was determined by Hall and Kobayashi. (21) As is observed there

is little interaction for the larger values of b/a until the cracks

are quite close to each other. This same solution is used by Tiffany

and Masters(22) for the case of two coplanar elliptical surface flaws

in a plate. Some other solutions for the interaction of cracks are

shown in Figure 10 and 11.

Besides the difficulty in determining the magnitude of the

stress intensity factors, the interaction of adjacent flaws causes

additional difficulties. As the distance between two adjacent cracks
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Dwg. 851A674

KI = 7o(a) 11 2

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 1 -A crack in an infinite sheet with
uniform normal stress at infinity

(ira)

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 2 -A crack in an infinite sheet subject
to centrally applied wedge forces
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Sec. 8.2 Fig. 3 -An infinite sheet with a semi-infinite crack subject
to a concentrated force (1)

KI = P- 221/2 (Left Crack Tip)
1/2• 2(ira) I2(c-a)

c2 21/K P (c2-a
---------K 112 (Right Crack Tip)

2(OT a) (c+ a)

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 4 -An infinite sheet with colinear semi-infinite cracks
with a concentrated force (1)

fP

P 2Moo
aa IKI 1/2 + 7 1/2 a 3/2

M (OTP Right Crack Tip)

ooj)

Sec. 8. 2 Fig. 5 -An infinite sheet with load transmitted across a neck
between two semi-infinite colinear cracks (2)
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Sec. 8.2 Fig. 6 -Semi-infinite notch approaching the free edge of a half
plane (2, 3)

KI=1. 12 o('ra) 112

Sec. 8. 2 Fig. 7 -An edge crack in a semi-infinite sheet subject to
tension (4)
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Io = (b2Da sin e d1

Where 4 is the Elliptic Integral

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 8 -An elliptical crack in an infinite body subjected to
uniform normal tension (5)
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is + s1• 2
a 2
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Sec. 8.2 Fig. 9 -Concentrated forces applied to the axis of a circular
disk crack in an infinite body
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S~~~Where k=[ ab2 /
= 1- (a/b2] 1/2 is the modulus

G of the complete elliptic integrals E(k) and K( k)of the first and second kind, respectively

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 10 -Two equal colinear cracks in an infinite sheet subject
to uniform normal stress (6, 7)
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(At Crack Tips at Ends Denoted by e)

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 11 -An infinite array of colinear cracks in an infinite
sheet (8, 9)
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G
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a :a
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*i

K =a (7Ta) 1/2 [2b tan 7Ta1/2 h

h (a/b)

a/b L/b= 1.00 L/b= 3.00 L/b oo

0.1 1.13 1.12 1.12
0.2 1.13 1.11 1.10
0.3 1.14 1.09 1.09

0.4 1.16 I.06 1.06
0.5 1.14 1.02 1.02
0.6 1 10 1.01 1.01
0.7 1.02 1.00 1.00
0.8 1.01 1.00 1.00
0.9 1 .00 1 .00 1.00

Sec. 8.2 Fig. 12 -Double-symmetric
edge cracks in strip of infinite length

subject to uniform tension (20)
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0

K aO (iL)I12 F(L/r)

F(L/r), One Crack F(L/r), Two Cracks
L/r .

(uniaxial (biaxial (uniaxial (biaxial
stress) stress) stress) stress)

0.00 3.39 2.26 3.39 2.26
0.10 2.73 1.98 2.73 1.98
0.20 2.30 1.82 2.41 1.83
0.30 2.04 1.67 2.15 1.70
0.40 1.86 1.58 1.96 1.61
0.50 1 .73 1 .49 1 .83 1 .57
0.60 1.64 1.42 1.71 1.52
0.80 1.47 1.32 1.58 1.43
1.0 1.37 1.22 1.45 1.38
1.5 1.18 1.06 1.29 1.26
2.0 1.06 1.01 1.21 1.20

3.0 0.94 0.93 1.14 1.13
5.0 0.81 0.81 1.07 1.06

10.0 0.75 0.75 1.03 1.03
00 0.707 0.707 1.00 1.00

Sec. 8. 2 Fig. 13 -A crack (or cracks) emanating
from a circular hole in a sheet (16)
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Sec. 8.2 Fig. 14 -Stress intensity factor K at center of the approaching edge of two adjacent

coplanar elliptical flaws subject to a uniform normal stress field (6)
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decreases the stress intensity at the approaching edges of the cracks

becomes significantly greater than at the remote edges and therefore

initial fracture will occur across the ligament between the cracks.

Now if the size of the large crack produced by the joining of the

smaller cracks is significantly smaller than the theoretically calculated

critical size for the applied loads then catastrophic questionable.

The difficulty in determining whether or not the crack will continue

growing or not after the ligament has fractured is related to the

fact that the stress intensity required to sustain a running crack

can be smaller than that required for initial crack extension. This

is particularly true for temperature and strain rate sensitive materials.

At present the understanding of this effect has not progressed to the

point where it can be used in design considerations.

8.2.5 TYPE OF LOADING

A reasonable approximation of the expected time-history of

the external loads on a structure must be available if the life of the

structure is to be estimated. Combining this information with (1)

information of initial crack sizes and locations obtained from in-

spection or proof testing (8.2.3), and (2) the relationship between

external loads and crack tip stress intensities (8.2.2), the time-

history of the stress intensity factors of cracks in the structure can

be estimated. From a knowledge of the variation of the crack tip stress-

intensity with time and by use of slow crack growth information the size

of the crack can be predicted as a function of time (8.3.4). And, of

course, a knowledge of Kc or Kc makes it possible to determine-when

failure can be expected.

If the external load is cyclic, the mean loads, range of

loading, and length of cycle must be known. In cases where the

material is susceptible to slow crack growth under sustained loading,

the time periods at various loads must be considered in the life cal-

culations. When strain rate sensitive materials are used the time rate

of load application becomes a significant factor.
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The expected thermal time history of the structure should also

be known. The variation of the crack tip stress intensities due to

thermal stresses contributes to crack growth and failure to the same

degree as variation caused by external loads. In addition, since the

crack growth rates and critical stress intensities are functions of

material temperature, the expected temperature history around known

and suspected cracks must be considered when life estimates are being

made.
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Section 8.3

APPLICATION OF INFORMATION, PROCEDURES AND DATA

The preceeding sections 8.1. and 8.2. have described the gen-

eral use of fracture mechanics technology and the type of information

which is necessary for its application. In this section attention will

be centered on the application of the technology in the various areas

which must be considered when designing and selecting a material against

fracture. The areas of consideration are as follows:

1. Basic design features and requirements

2. Evaluation and selection of materials

3. Establishment of specifications and quality

control criteria

4. Performance and life expectancy evaluations

The interreaction of the considerations in these various areas

are emphasized.

8.3.1 DESIGN CONSIDERATION

In general the resulting shape and size of an engineered

structure is a function of the intended functional purpose of the struc-

ture, available materials, means of fabricating, available inspection

technique, and cost. Fracture considerations play a role in each of

these interrelated design considerations. The degree of the role played

by fracture considerations, of course, varies greatly from case to case

but a few typical situations will be mentioned. If a relatively brittle

material must be used for a component, then one fabricating process may

be preferred over another because of the relative size of defects which

may be produced by the respective fabricating procedure. If the shape

of the structure must be such that specific areas can't be properly
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inspected, then some balance must be obtained between toughness of

material and minimizing size of initial cracks produced in fabrication.

The toughness of the material used will also depend upon the degree to

which failures can be tolerated. Similarly, the life requirements of

the structure will influence the crack growth rate requirements of the

material used. These and many other examples of the influence of the

fracture considerations can be given, but of course each design situa-

tion must be uniquely considered.

The use of fracture mechanics concepts in design makes it

possible to handle fracture considerations in a quantitative manner

whereas most other methods are very qualitative. Some specific illus-

trations are provided in the sections which follow.

8.3.2 EVAUJATION AND SELECTION OF MATERIALS

One of the most fruitful areas in which fracture mechanics

technology can and is being employed concerns the comparison, evalua-

tion and selection of materials. The technology provides the materials

engineer and designer with a tool for making direct, quantitative assess-

ments of the relative merits of various materials in terms of resistance

to catastrophic fracture, resistance to slow (fatigue) crack propagation,

tolerance for defects, applicability for inspection, and overall costs

of acquiring a satisfactory component.

8.5.2.1 Evaluating Resistance to Catastrophic Fracture (KIc) for Static

Loading

a. Acquiring Basic Design Information and Material Requirements

Evaluation of the resistance to catastrophic brittle fracture

(Kic) require the consideration of several factors. The first step in-

volves cooperation between the materials engineer and designer. Before

the materials engineer plans an evaluation program he must obtain basic

information from the designer relative to the size and shape of the com-

ponent, the type of loading involved, the magnitude and orientation of

the primary stresses, environmental conditions, etc. From this informa-

tion the materials engineer can make judgments about how the component
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will be fabricated, i.e., rolled, forged, welded, etc., and what the

final condition of the material will be. Then it is possible to es-

timate what type, size, shape and orientation of defects are likely to

be present, i.e., inclusion stringers, weld cracks, fatigue cracks which

may develop during operation, etc. The anticipated defects and their

orientation relative to the primary stresses can then be established.

b. Selection of the Basic Type of Fracture Toughness Specimen

The next step is to select the type of fracture toughness

(Kic) test specimen that will be employed in the evaluation program.

The basic form of the material as it is used in the component (sheet,

plate, bar stock, forgings, etc.) will in most cases dictate the type

of specimen that can be employed. Consideration must also be given to

the type of defect to be employed with the specimen; i.e., edge cracks,

center cracks, internal defects, surface defects, etc. In some of the

basic specimen forms, the type of notch configuration is fixed, e.g.,

notched round. However, in others there is some option, for example,

sheet or plate specimens can have edge, center, internal or surface

types of notches. Wherever possible the type of notch to be employed

should correspond to that envisioned in service. The test specimen

should be oriented such that the plane of the notch in the specimen

corresponds to that of the most likely defect in the component. Con-

sideration must also be given to the relative orientations of the stress-

es and the notches in the test specimen and component. In situations

when there may be some conflict of these considerations, it is good

general practice to use the worst possible combination of conditions

and thereby produce conservative data.

c. Selection of Size of Test Specimen and Testing for KIc

After the basic form of test specimen notch and orientation

have been determined, the next problem is deciding how large the specimen

should be. The most current general rule(1) that can be used in esti-

mating the minimum size of specimen that will provide plane strain condi-

tions is that the thickness "W and crack length "0 should be
KIc 2

- 2.5 (•sC)2. Once "a" and "a' are determined the rest of the specimen
ys
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dimensions are also established since the other dimensions are in direct

proportion to "all or "B". For mostKmaterials it is generally possible

to make an approxim ate estimate of I-., and for the preliminary tests it

is advisable to choose a value on the high side of the anticipated range.

If, after the preliminary tests have established the KIc level, it is

seen that the estimate was too high an appropriate reduction in specimen

size can be made for subsequent tests. After the optimum specimen size

has been established for each of the materials being evaluated, the test

program can proceed. Proper test procedures and techniques, as described

in Section 6.2.4, should be employed to insure the attainment of valid

KIc data at the temperature, strain rate and environment of interest.

A sufficient number of tests should be conducted to establish the scatter

due to material inhomogeneities, and to define the minimum KIc level

that could be expected in the material.

d. Evaluation of Materials Based on KIc Data and Design Requirements

The remaining task is to evaluate the materials based on the

data accumulated from the test program. This can best be illustrated

by the use of a hypothetical example. Three materials--a steel, a

titanium and an aluminum alloy -- are initially selected as potential

candidate materials for an application where one of the foremost design

considerations is minimum weight. The yield strength of each is chosen

so that the three materials have nearly equivalent strength/weight ratios.

The yield strengths and the KIc values from the test programs are as

follows:
Alloy Density a 0 /Density KIc

#/in 3  ksi xlOOO in ksiVin.

Steel .284 250 880 100

Aluminum .098 85 870 30

Titanium .163 140 860 80

The most deleterious type of defect that could prevail in the application

is judged to be a semi-elliptical surface flaw with a depth "a" to length

"c" ratio of 0.2. (Other depth to length ratios can be handled most
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conveniently using the flaw shape parameter "Q" described in reference

2.) It is located in a thick plate loaded in tension. From the initial

design consideration the average applied stress normal to the defect is

1/2 of the yield strength in the case of each material. Now the mater-

ials engineers must decide which material provides the most fracture

resistance. One way to approach this question is to establish which

material requires the largest critical flaw size for catastrophic frac-

ture for the prevailing conditions. As a result of the design and the

materials test program the following factors are known.

Steel Ti Al

1. KIc value of each material (ksi gin) 100 80 30

2. ays of each material (ksi) 250 140 85

3. Type defect-semi-elliptical surface
flaw whose depth is 1/5 of its length

4. Loading - tension (static)

5. Applied Stress - 1/2 Oys (ksi) 125 70 42.5

6. Equation for this type of flaw and loading geometry as illustrated in
Figure I

KIc 2 [02 " .212 (as)21

cr 1.21 * a2

a = unknown critical crack depth-inches

= 1.3 (for ao/c° = .4 from graph Figure ) (same for each material)

0 = applied stress = 1/2 yield strength for each material (ksi)

a = 0.2% yield strength each material (ksi)ys

Klc = fracture toughness each material (ksi 4in.)

By inserting the appropriate numbers for ays, a and K into the equation,

the critical crack depth can be determined for each material. The results

are as follows:
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Depth (inches) Length (inches)
a 2ccr

Steel .212 .o06

Al .165 o.83

Ti .432 2.16

Thus, it is apparent that for the conditions imposed, the titanium alloy

is most fracture resistant in terms of requiring the largest critical

size defect for catastrophic fracture.

This conclusion could also have been reached by a less tedious

method by considering the KIC/aYS ratios for the various materials which

are as follows:

Ki__c (Kic) 2

Steel .4oo .160

Aluminum .353 .125

Titanium .572 .327

The titanium, having the highest KIc ratio, could be expected to be theays
most tough material for the given application. Since the applied stress

isaJixed percentage of the yield strength in all materials, the criti-

cal defect size will be proportional to the ratio of KIc 2 This is

apparent if one considers the terms in the equation used above.
02 and .. are constants for all three materials. The a in the denomin-

UYS
ator is fixed at ays,/2 for each material. Therefore acr is proportional

to K c So long as the applied stress is fixed at a given percen-

tage ofye yield strength for each material, the ratio of (#) will

provide an accurate index of the relative critical defect sizes.

The resistance to catastrophic fracture could also be evaluated

by calculating the maximum allowable applied stress for equivalent defects

in each material. The defect chosen for these calculations should

correspond to the worst possible combination of type, shape, orientation

and size, and to the minimum size that could readily be found with the

available nondestructive inspection techniques. While it is obvious

that the same ranking of the fracture resistance of the materials will
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be maintained, there are some additional benefits that can be derived

from these computations.

Again the most harmful type of defect is envisioned as a

semi-elliptical surface flaw with a depth to length ratio of 0.2. Based

on considerations of the practical capability of available nondestructive

inspection tools, the minimum detectable flaw is 0.15 deep by 0.75 long.

The same basic equation is employed to calculate the critical applied

stress for fracture.

K1 2  ? .212 ( 2]
0I = l2n

1.21 A a

a = 0.15" the assumed crack depth, with a length 0.75". The critical

fracture stresses for the various materials are shown below.

Material a Critical Stress

ksi

Steel 144

Aluminum 43

Titanium 112

With this information the designer can now re-evaluate his

original choice of a design stress equivalent to 1/2 of the yield strength.

Having assurance that a defect of the type and size used in the calculations

of fracture stress (semi-elliptical surface flaw 0.15" deep by 0.75" long)

can consistently and reliably be detected in the component, the designer

can proceed to establish the safety factor in his design. At first

appearance, it may seem that the steel is the best material since it

requires the highest stress for fracture in the presence of the given

defect. However, to properly assess the safety factor, it is necessary to

consider the ratio of the fracture stress to the design stress (1/2 of

yield strength). The pertinent data for the three materials for the given

type and size of defect are shown below:
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Yield Strength Design Stress Fracture Safety
aYS .5ay YStress a Factor

Material ksi ksi ksi a/'5ays

Steel 250 125 144 1.15

Aluminum 85 42.5 43 1.01

Titanium 140 70 112 1.60

From these data it is readily apparent that the titanium provided the

greatest safety factor and resistance to fracture. The steel and aluminum

alloys would be quite marginal since their fracture strengths do not

exceed the design stress by any significant amount. At this point the

designer could alter his design stress for each of the materials to

provide whatever safety factor is desired. However, it must be recognized

that any decrease in design stress to raise the safety factor would

necessitate an undesirable increase in weight (one of the original re-

quirements was minimum weight.)

Economic considerations are also an important factor in the

final evaluation of the fracture resistance of candidate materials for a

given application. In the previous example the titanium alloy exhibited

a marked superiority over the steel and aluminum alloys. However, the

cost of the titanium alloy is approximately twice that of steel and six

times that of the aluminum alloy. Thus, costs would have to be factored

into the overall design and material selection consideration. The frac-

ture toughness data (Kic), used in conjunction with appropriate information

concerning design stresses and defects and costs thus provides the basis

for quantitative considerations of all of the factors involved.

e. Summary

The type of fracture toughness evaluations for plane strain

failure under static loading that were described in the preceding para-

graphs can be applied equally as well to various types of applications,

materials, loading, geometry, and defect types and sizes. The same type

of logic and the same sequence of considerations are necessary as summar-

ized below.
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1. Obtain basic information

a. Design requirements

b. Methods of fabrication and metallurgical condition

c. Anticipated types of defects

2. Select basic type of fracture toughness specimen

3. Select the absolute size of the specimens
.4. Obtain the necessary Kic fracture toughness data

5. Evaluate the materials based on KiC data and the design

requirements

a. Calculations of critical size defects for given

design stresses

b. Calculations of critical fracture stresses for various

types and sizes of defects

c. Relationship of defects to nondestructive inspection

capabilities

d. Establishing safety factors for various given conditions

e. Re-evaluation of original design stipulations

f. Modifications based on composite considerations of all

factors involved including economics

6. Finalize design and material selection

8.3.2.2 Evaluation and Selection of Materials for Resistance to Fracture

Under Cyclic or Sustained Loading Conditions

If an application involves cyclic or sustained loading, some

additional steps must be taken when evaluating materials resistance to

fracture. These involve consideration of the crack growth rate

characteristics of the materials. While the Kic data facilitate a

quantitative assessment of the critical combinations of defects and

stresses for catastrophic failure, the useful life of a component under

cyclic loading is governed by the rate of growth of defects from a

sub-critical to critical size. As discussed in earlier sections (7.3.1

and 6.2.2.12) the cracks growth rates are related to K, the stress in-

tensity factor at the crack tip. Therefore, a comparison of the crack
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growth rates of materials in terms of K provides a convenient method of

assessing their relative resistance to the propagation of cracks. In

evaluating materials for a specific application, the relative crack growth

rates must be considered in conjunction with other factors; i.e., the size

of the defects initially present in the material, the critical defect size

for catastrophic fracture, the applied stresses, nondestructive inspection

capabilities, environmental effects, type of loading, cycle spectrum, etc.

These aspects are discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

a. Obtaining Crack Growth Rate Data

The selection of a suitable test specimen for acquiring crack

growth rate data for the purpose of comparing materials involves many

of the same considerations as were necessary in selecting a specimen

for KIc testing. The material should be in the same metallurgical con-

dition as it is in the component. The orientation of the starting defect

and the plane of crack propagation should coincide with those anticipated

in service. In testing, the environment, loads, and cyclic spectrum

should simulate insofar as possible those of the application. Any of

the KIc fracture toughness specimens, whose basic shape is suitable to the

form of the available test material, and to the defect and component

geometry, can be employed to obtain crack growth rate data so long as a

precise analysis for the variation of K with crack length is available

for a suitable range of crack lengths. Instrumentation capable of measur-

ing the crack length as a function of number of cycles (or time for sus-

tained loading) is also essential.

Knowing the maximum load, the crack length, and the total num-

ber of cycles for any given point during the test, and having an ex-

pression describing K, it is possible to construct curves of the basic

crack growth rates from test results. Some examples of data obtained

from tests conducted in Phase II of this project (Section 7.3) are shown

in Figs. 1 and 2.

b. Evaluating Crack Growth Rate Data

One's first reaction is that these data (Figs. 1 and 2) provide

a basis for comparing the crack growth rates of the two materials at
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equivalent values of K. For example, at a KI value of 30 ksi Vin., the

relative crack growth rates are aluminum 0.12 mils/cycle and steel

0.008 mils/cycle. Thus, one might conclude the steel is obviously the

most fracture resistant material since its growth rate at a given K is

only 7% of that for the aluminum.

However, a comparison based on the growth rates at an equivalent

K value is not a very realistic way to evaluate materials, particularly

those having drastic differences in strength and fracture toughness. In

any specific application it is very unlikely that the two materials

would be exposed to equivalent K's since the design stresses would un-

doubtedly be considerably different; e.g., assuming a design stress of

1/2 the yield strength for both materials, the steel is subjected to

87,500 psi and the aluminum to 32,500 psi. Therefore, in order to have

an equivalent KI in each material, the size of a given type of defect

would have to be much larger in the aluminum because of the lower stress.

A more realistic and practical approach for comparing materials

is to evaluate their crack growth characteristics under given application

conditions. As a hypothetical example, let us consider the steel and

aluminum alloys for which the data are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The

component of interest is a thick plate cyclic loaded in tension. The

cyclic loading is sinusoidal, and the stress varies from zero to maximum

tension during each cycle. The design fixes Umax as 1/2 the yield

strength for each material: 88 ksi for steel and 32 ksi for aluminum.

The worst possible type of flaw that is envisioned is a semi-elliptical

surface flaw with a depth to length ratio of 0.2. The minimum size flaw

that could be detected in either material by available nondestructive

inspection techniques is 0.15" deep by 0.75" long. Therefore, each

material is assumed to contain a flaw of this size at the beginning of

life. Under these prevailing circumstances, which material has the

longest life?

Solution:

Step 1. The first step is to compute the value of the initial stress

intensity, Kii, for each material for the prevailing conditions of defect
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Sec. 8.3 Fig. 2 -Crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity factor for 7079-T6 aluminum as
determined on the "IT" WOL fracture toughness specimen
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size and stress. The appropriate expression for Kui for the stipulated

defect and component geometry is:

Kl 2 = 1.2 x a [.2 1 2

10-0.2 12 (2..Y.)I

where: a = crack = 0.15" = specified

a = applied stress (max during cycle) = 1/2 ays each material

steel = 88 ksi aluminum = 32 ksi

ayS = yield strength, steel = 175 ksi, aluminum = 65 ksi

S= 1.3 for specified flaw geometry

The calculations reveal the following:

Steel

K 2 1.2 , (.15) (88,000)2
Kli = (~~ 2

1.3- .212 (18802

Kli = 59,000 psi Vin.

Aluminum

2 1.21f (.15) (32,000)2

1.3 - .212 (3 
2 0Q)

Kli = 21,500 psi Vin.

The crack growth rates for the two materials at the beginning of life

can now be determined from Figs. 1 and 2 using their respective KI values

for the imposed conditions. The results are as follows:
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KI (psi Vin.) Crack Growth Rate (mils/cycle)
Steel 59,900 .035

Aluminum 21,500 .030

However, a knowledge of the crack growth rates at the beginning of life

is not sufficient to determine the respective life expectancy of each

material. One must consider the change in K, and the associated change in

crack growth rates for each material as the crack grows during service.

Step 2. Growth rate data illustrated in the form shown in Figs. 3 and 4

provide a convenient method for evaluating life expectancy without be-

coming intimately involved with changes in KIc and growth rates. Figures

3 and 4 are constructed from the same basic test data as used to construct

Figs. 1 and 2. To utilize Figs. 3 and 4 it is necessary to know the ratio

of Kui to KIc. The previous calculations in Step 1 showed that Kui is

59 ksi Vin. for steel and 21.5 ksi Vin. for aluminum. Since the KIc

values for each material were known from static fracture toughness tests,

the !Iiratios are readily determined.
KIc

Steel KIi 59000 .41
KIc

Aluminum KIi 21 500 = .63
KIc

The cyclic life corresponding to these Ki values may be determined di-

rectly from Figs. 3 and 4 - steel 1800 cycles and aluminum 4000 cycles.

Thus, for this specific example where both materials contained

the same given size and type of defect, and were both stressed to 1/2

their yield strengths, the aluminum has the greatest life expectancy.

It should be emphasized at this point that the result of this

example cannot be used to generalize the relative behavior of the two

materials. For other conditions of initial defect sizes and/or applied

stresses, it is possible that the steel could have the greater life
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expectancy. This is demonstrated in the following table which shows the

life expectancy of the two materials for a wide range of initial defect

sizes and for a constant applied stress of cYs/ 2 .

Initial Stress
Initial Intensity Factor
Defect Kli Kli Cycles to Failure
Depth Nai (ksi Vin.) KIc (Life Expectancy)

(inches) Steel Aluminum Steel Aluminum Steel Aluminum

3 3
•.05 19.6 7.2 .136 .210 »>300 x 103 300 x 103

.07 27.5 10.1 .191 .297 >100 x l10 100 x 103

.10 39.4 14.3 .274 .420 30 x lO3 21 x l03

.15 59.0 21.5 .410 .632 1.8 x 103 4 x 103

.20 78.8 28.7 .540 .845 .37 x 103 1.5 x 103

.25 98.4 35.9 .683 >1. .25 x 103 ---

From the table it may be seen that when the initial defect depth is

0.15 inches or larger, the aluminum will have the longer life N. How-

ever, when the initial defect depth is 0.10 inches or smaller, the steel

will have the greater life expectancy. Although the steel has the larger

absolute value of fracture toughness, KIc, and therefore has the largest

critical crack size for catastrophic failure, it also has a greater crack

growth rate for a given change in K as seen from the differences in slope

of the growth rate curves shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Therefore, it is

possible to have a "cross-over" situation between the life expectancies

of steel and aluminum, as noted in the table.

The materials could also be compared in another manner by using

the data provided in Figs. 3 and 4 to answer the question of which mater-

ial could tolerate the largest initial defect (of a given type) that

would not grow to a critical size during some given minimum lifetime for

the component.

Example

Known Information

Plate cyclic loaded (sinusoidal) in tension

Required life 50,000 cycles
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Applied stress (max stress during cycle) = 1/2 yield strength

Steel = 88,ooo psi

Aluminum = 32,000 psi

Type Defect - semi-elliptical surface flaw with a/c = .4

Fracture toughness, Kic

Steel = 144,000 psi Vin.

Aluminum = 34,000 psi Vin.

Unknown

Which material can tolerate the largest initial defect?

Solution

Step 1. From Figs. 3 and 4 find the KIi ratio corresponding to the

desired life of 50,000 cycles

Steel KIi at 50,000 cycles = 0.25
Kic

Aluminum Ii at 50,000 cycles = 0.34
KIc

Step 2. Knowing Kic and -Ii ratio corresponding to 50,000 cycles solveKIcfor Kn.

Steel Kli = 0.25 Klc= 0.25 (144,000 psiVin.) = 36,000 psi V in.

Aluminum Kli = 0.34 K = 0.34 (34,000 psi Vin.) = 11,500 psi V in.

Step 3. Since Kui is dependent upon stress and defect size, it is now

possible to solve for defect size knowing stress. For semi-elliptical

surface defect with a/c = 0.4 the following expression is appropriate

Kli 2 [D2 - 0.212 (yas)2]

1.21 it a
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Steel 2(36,000)2 .3 - 0.212.(1 885o00 2

a. 1.2 a, (88,000)2

a. = 0.056"

defect = 0.056" deep by 0.28" long
Aluminum2 32 O %2

Alm(11, 500) 2 13 - 0.212 - 210
1 1.21 v (32,000)2

a. = 0.043"

defect = 0.043" deep by 0.215" long

Thus, it is apparent that for the conditions imposed the steel

could tolerate a slightly larger initial defect than could the aluminum.

Since the difference in the maximum allowable initial defect size is not

great, the ultimate choice of a material for this situation may depend

more heavily on other comparative factors; i.e., the applicability and

capability of nondestructive inspection techniques, the type and size

of insidious defects as related to the maximum allowable initial defect

size, availability, ease of fabrication, costs, etc.

c. Summary of Possible Crack Growth Behaviors

In many cases involving cyclic loading, the choice of the best

material for a particular application is not only dependent on critical

stress intensity, cyclic stress level, crack growth rate, and desired

cyclic life, but also on the size of the maximum possible expected initial

flaws. This situation was demonstrated in one of the examples given in

the previous section (8.3.2.2.b). Some understanding of the interaction

of all these effects can be gained by studying an idealized analytic

solution for a particular crack growth situation. By assuming a simple

crack growth rate law, an analytic relation can be obtained between

initial crack size, applied cyclic load, critical stress intensity,

crack growth rate parameters, and expected life.
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For cyclic conditions in which the applied stress level varies

between zero and a positive value most slow crack growth data, obtained

to date under conditions for which fracture mechanics concepts apply,

can be reasonably represented by a growth law of the form

dA Kn
C o K (1)

where K is the range of the magnitude of stress intensity at the crack

tip and C and n are material constants. This type of law usually fits0

experimental data well over a wide range of K for each material, but

normally deviation occurs at relatively low K's and at K's approaching Kic.

To obtain the desired analytic relationship between the

parameters influencing cyclic life, the relation between applied stress,

crack size, and crack tip, stress intensity must be known. It will be

assumed that the relation has the form

K -- a (2)

where for the cases to be considered in this analysis M is a constant.

For the case of a through crack of length 2a in an infinite plate subject

to a uniform stress field a perpendicular to the plane of the crack, M

is equal to W. For the example considered in Section 8.3.2.2.c (semi-

elliptical surface flaw with depth to length ratio of 0.2) M equals 3.0,

and a is flaw depth.

If the expression for K given by equation (2) is substituted

into equation (1) and the necessary integration

acrN
r an/2 daC an Mn/2 f dN (3)

a. 0
1
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is performed between the initial crack size, ai, at zero cycles, and

crack size, acr, at fracture, the resulting expression for cyclic life

N becomes

N2 1(i 1 n for n 2

N= (n-2) Co'/ 2 #n [ - (a)o2

(4)
1a cr

N l n-- for n = 2
CM a 2  a.1
0

In obtaining these equations, it is assumed that the range of the cyclic

applied stress a remains constant through the life of the structure.

If the design stress, a, is established as a fracture, m, of the yield

stress (m = a/a ys) and use is again made of equation (2), then the

equation for cyclic life can be put in the following convenient form.

n-2 '
N = 2(K Ic/a YS) (KIc/aYS)_2  1 -Ic CoS -2 ljorn2

(n-2)M 2M CK{[ m 2M a.~

(5)

2 F(K ca~ 2

N 1 Cn 1 71c/ Y for n =2

m2M C a J Ma

These equations show the relationship between initial crack size, critical

stress intensity, cyclic stress level, crack growth rate parameters, and

expected cyclic life for the assumed conditions.

By use of equation (5), it will be beneficial to consider the

effect of the variation of crack growth parameters (C ,n) and initial

crack size on the choice between two materials having specific plane

strain critical stress intensities and yield stresses. The nominal stress

level in both materials is assumed to be one-half of the yield stress

(m = 0.5), and the presence of a semi-elliptical surface crack having a
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depth to length ratio of 0.2 is assumed (M = 3.0). The toughness and

yield strengths of the two materials considered are:

Material KIc aYS (KIc/aYS)

A 30,000 psi Vin. 60,000 psi 0.50 Vin.

B 100,000 psi ýin. 125,000 psi 0.80 Vin.

For the indicated stress levels the critical crack depth are a = 0.333cr

in. for material A and a = 0.852 in. for material B. The curves ofcr

cyclic life vs. initial crack depth for the two materials will be com-

pared for three different combination of cyclic slow crack growth

parameters. The growth parameters for the three cases are given in

the following table.

Material A Material B

C C
Case n o n o

1 4.0 i.6t x 10-22 in7/lb4  3.0 0.78 x 0- 18 in 5 "5 /lb 3

2 4.0 1.67 x 10-22 in7 /lb 4.0 0.69 x lo-18 in7/lb4
O-22 47 25 l-18 7 4

3 2.5 1.20 x in 475/lb2 4.0 1.47 x 10 in /lb4

The comparisons for the three cases are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 9.

As shown in Fig. 7, the assumed growth rates for case 1 result

in a "cross-over" of the cyclic life curves at an initial crack depth

ai = 0.15 in. and a cyclic life of N = 3000 cycles. It can be concluded,

that for this case, material A will have a greater cyclic life for initial

crack depths less than ai = 0.15 in., and material B will have a greater

life for initial crack depths greater than this value. Or from a

different viewpoint, larger surface flaws can be tolerated in material

A than material B for each value of expected life greater than N = 3000

cycles, whereas the opposite is true for values of N less than 3000 cycles.

Therefore, in this case, the choice of the better material from a cyclic

life point of view is not only dependent on the material properties but

also on the maximum size of initially expected flaws.
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The resulting cyclic life vs. initial crack depth curves for

the crack growth properties assumed for case .2 are shown in Fig. 8. As

is observed, the two curves do not "cross-over" and for any initial

crack depth the life of material B is always greater than that of A.

Therefore, for the same size initial crack in the two materials, material

B would always be the most desirable material from a cyclic life point

of view. Of course, the comparison is not as simple as demonstrated in

this somewhat idealized case since we can't expect the same size of

maximum initial flaw in the two materials because of the differences

in means of production and metallurgical make-up.

The case 3 cyclic life vs. initial crack depth curves for ma-

terial A and B are shown in Fig. 9. In this case the curves "cross-over"

twice. The cyclic life of material B is greater than that of material

Curve 577891-A

n____ Case 3 C
In e CO

_ _ _

Material A 2.5 1.20x 10-2 in. 4 "75 /b 2lb 52

MaterialB 4.0 1.47x 10" in.7/4

104

Material A

0 0.05 0.10 0. 15  0.20 0.3 0.30 0.35

Initial Crack Length, ai (in.)

Sec. 8.3 Fig. 9 -Cyclic life as a function of initial crack length for
Materials A and B (Case 3)
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A for all initial crack lengths except those in the interval ai = 0.07 in.

to ai = 0.20 in. In this range the cyclic life of material A is slightly

greater than that of material B. Again as in case 1, the better material

from a cyclic life point of view is a function of initial crack size, but

in this case there are three distinct regions instead of two. But for

practical engineering purposes it can be stated that material B has an

equal or greater life than material A for all initial crack size. It

should be realized that for some conditions the cyclic life difference

between two materials for initial cracks lengths between two "cross-over"

points could be appreciable.

These three examples demonstrate that the selection of the

material which will have the greater cyclic life is not only dependent

on the crack growth properties, critical stress intensity factor, and

cyclic stress level, but also in many cases on the maximum initial flaw

size which can be expected in the structure. In addition equation 5

or equations similar to it but applicable to other geometric conditions

can be used to estimate expected cyclic life when the crack grow rate

can be represented by the power law of the form of equation 1.

8.3.3 QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTION AND SPECIFICATIONS

Many of the preliminary considerations leading to the estab-

lishment of quality control inspection techniques and the development of

acceptance standards have been described in the preceeding section.

These considerations involve parameters developed as the result of frac-

ture toughness determinations and include the types and sizes of defects

which lead to brittle fracture, the maximum allowable initial defect size

for cyclic or sustained loading, and crack growth characteristics. In

addition to the above considerations, knowledge of the capabilities of

the available nondestructive inspection techniques is necessary to per-

mit the development of realistic inspection specifications. Since the

determination of the factors related to toughness parameters have already

been discussed in considerable detail, this section will be confined to a

summary of the applications of the knowledge to quality control consider-

ations.
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8.3.3.1 Inspection and Quality Control

in order to adequately employ fracture mechanics technology,

nondestructive inspection techniques capable of detecting and describing

existing defects which affect the fracture behavior of a material under

service conditions are necessary. A knowledge of the KIc fracture tough-

ness of the material combined with a knowledge of the prevailing stresses,

permits the calculation of the size of defect which will cause catastrophic

brittle fracture. Such predictions are possible for a wide assortment of

defect types and shapes, loading conditions, and relative geometric re-

lationships between the defect and the component. To utilize any struc-

tural material it must be possible to locate and describe defects which

are smaller than those established as critical. The required detectable

defect size will depend upon the critical size for failure and the applied

design safety factor. For example, the maximum allowable initial defect

size may be set at 1/2 the critical size; therefore, the inspection

procedure must be capable of detecting this size flaw. In those loading

situations where crack growth is encountered prior to catastrophic failure,

the inspection requirements become much more rigorous since it now be-

comes necessary to detect those flaws which can grow to critical size

under service conditions. As an example, consider the case of a semi-

elliptical surface defect in the steel (HP-9-4-25) and aluminum (7079-T6)

alloys under cyclic loading described in Section 8.2.2.2.b. The pertinent

flaw size data are given below.

Maximum Allowable
Defect Size at the Critical Defect Size

Material Start of Life at Catastrophic Failure

Aluminum Alloy 0.0043" deep 0.372" deep
(7079-T6) 0.215" long 1.860" deep

Steel Alloy 0.056" deep 0.882" deep
(HP-9-4-25) 0.280" long 4.400" long

The critical defect size for catastrophic failure is relatively large

for each material and the detection of such flaws is very likely within

available inspection capabilities even if a safety factor of 1/2 were

employed. However, the maximum allowable initial defect sizes are
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relatively small, particularly if a safety factor is employed, and such

flaw sensitivity may not be within the capabilities of available inspec-

tion techniques. Assuming that such defects cannot be reliably detected,

what alternatives are available for consideration by the designer or

materials engineer? The applied stresses could be lowered to a level

which would permit a maximum allowable initial defect size that is within

the inspection capabilities. Another material with more resistance to

slow crack growth, hence a larger allowable initial defect size, could

be substituted for the steel or aluminum.

Considering this same example, it is also possible that one

material could be more readily inspected than the other. For example,

the steel would lend itself to magnetic particle inspection for the semi-

elliptical surface crack, whereas the aluminum would not. Considerations

such as this may then strongly influence the final selection of a material.

Consideration of inspection techniques should not be limited to

those applicable to the in-plant inspection of structural components

prior to service application. Field inspection capability must also be

considered. It is not always possible to disassemble a large, complex

structure to remove the component of interest such that it can be shipped

to a suitable inspection facility; therefore, "on-site" inspection

capable of detecting defects or increases in defect size incurred during

service are necessary. Considerations may involve such aspects as deter-

mining when a major overhaul or repair is necessary, the removal of a

component from service, unusual flaw growth characteristics, trouble

shooting, field failures, etc.

The nondestructive inspection techniques to be used in conjunc-

tion with the fracture mechanics approach to component design must

exhibit certain capabilites. The general shape and size (all three

dimensions) of a defect must be defined. The location and orientation

of the flaw relative to the dimensions of the component is equally im-

portant. In the case of multiple defects, the location of one defect

to another and the distance between them should be known. In some

instances, the change in flaw size with increased service time must also

be definable. The inspection capability must extend from the case of
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very tight cracks to spherical voids. The ability to determine the acuity

at the tip of defects is not required, since all defects are assumed to

have a crack-like sharpness, thus providing a conservative approach to the

effect of discontinuities upon fracture behavior.

Each nondestructive test has certain advantages and disadvantages;

some are particularly applicable to certain materials and others are in-

sensitive to special types of defects. The various methods are com-

plementary rather than competitive and it is advantageous for the engineer

to have some knowledge of the limitations of all methods available. It

is very unlikely that any one inspection technique has the capability

to meet all of the requirements. In most situations, two or more

supplementary techniques are required to obtain all of the required in-

formation. For example, radiography may be capable of providing a two-

dimensional picture of an internal defect, however, ultrasonic inspection

may be necessary to locate the depth and to establish the orientation

of the flaw with respect to the test surface. Similarly, magnetic par-

ticle inspection can be used to reveal the length of a surface flaw in

a ferromagnetic material, but radiography or ultrasonics may be necessary

to establish its depth. The sensitivity requirements for the inspection

technique will naturally depend upon the particular situation and the

safety factor involved. In a questionable situation it is good practice

to favor the direction which will introduce conservatism into the

application.

8.3.3.2 Quality Control Specifications

Incorporation of fracture toughness considerations into material

acceptance specifications requires a thorough understanding of the stresses

involved under the proposed service conditions and the corresponding

toughness properties necessary to satisfy these conditions. Once these

data have been well established, satisfactory acceptance criteria can

be developed in terms of a quality control specification. Knowledge of

the critical defect size determined from fracture toughness testing pro-

vides a basis for the maximum acceptable defect size which may be en-

countered in "as-received" material. In addition, toughness testing
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conducted in various test directions limits the acceptable defect size

with respect to orientation. The nondestructive inspection technique

used to evaluate the "as-received" material must be capable of reliably

detecting flaws equivalent to the maximum acceptable limit in the test

direction in question. A typical acceptance specification established

for a forged plate to be used in a direct tension static loading situa-

tion would require, in addition to the conventional acceptance criteria-

chemical analysis, tensile properties, etc; a minimum Klc fracture

toughness value as determined on a series of toughness specimens removed

from a predetermined location within the plate and the nondestructive

inspection of the plate using a technique and sensitivity level capable

of detecting the presence of defects larger than the maximum allowable

size. Some distinction must also be made regarding the location of

the flaws in the "as-received" plate since an internal flaw which is

located near the surface of the plate may be uncovered during fabrication

resulting in a more detrimental stress situation.

Material to be used for cyclic loading conditions would require

similar acceptance criteria based upon toughness testing and slow crack

growth characteristics. The inspection technique would be required to

detect the presence of those defects larger than the initial acceptable

flaw size which will not grow to critical size under cyclic loading

conditions.

8.3.3.3 Summary

With proper consideration of all of the factors described above,

fracture mechanics technology can provide a sound basis for the establish-

ment of realistic inspection procedures and standards that can be used

for specification, inspection, and quality control. The effects of types,

sizes, shapes, location, and orientation of defects can be determined in

a quantitative fashion. These results can subsequently be translated

into terms of those defects which can be tolerated and those which are

unacceptable for the materials and application in question. Then meaning-

ful standards for specifications, inspection, and quality control can be
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established and applied to production. Careful coordination of the

inspection considerations with the early stages of the design and selec-

tion of a material is very desirable, and can be very helpful in achiev-

ing a satisfactory product in an efficient and effective manner.

8.3.4 PERFORMANCE AND LIFE EXPECTANCY EVALUATION

Fracture mechanics concepts can be used to estimate the ex-

pected life of a structure. By using crack growth rate data expressed

as a function of crack tip stress-intensity and similarly expressed

fracture toughness data, the time history of the crack size up to criti-

cal size can be determined. The use of fracture mechanics principles

presupposes the existance of cracks or defects which may behave as cracks

in the body. Sometimes small cracks are initially present due to

metallurgical imperfections, or fabrication. If such initial cracks are

not present then the subject of crack initiation must be considered.

The subject of crack initiation will not be covered in this text, but it

is extensively covered in available literature. For the purposes of

this discussion it will be assumed that either a crack of known size

is initially present or that some upper bound on possible initial crack

size is known. If the actual initial crack size is known then an es-

timate of the actual life of the structure can be calculated. If an upper

bound of crack size is used in the calculation then the life calculated

will be an estimate of a lower limit of the life of the structure.

In estimating expected life by the fracture mechanics approach

the general limitations of fracture mechanics must not be exceeded. The

limitations of fracture mechanics with respect to predicting catastrophic

failure were considered in Sec. 6.2.6. The limitations with respect to

cyclic slow crack growth rates are less severe. If conditions are such

that fracture mechanics concepts can be used to predict the fracture

load, then the fracture mechanic cyclic growth rate concepts can be

validly applied since the area of applicability of fracture mechanics

to cyclic crack growth is greater. This is true since the size of the

plastic zone connected with the fatigue process is much smaller than that
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connected with the fracture process due to the lower stress intensities

associate with fatigue and due to the decrease in plastic zone size

caused by strain hardening.

8.3.4.1 Information Needed to Make Life Evaluation(3)

The following information is needed to estimate the expected

life of a structure by the fracture mechanics approach.

1. A knowledge of the critical stress intensity of the material

is necessary. The value used should be representative of the actual

conditions with respect to mechanical variables, metallurgical variables,

and environmental conditions.

2. An estimate of the initial sizes of the cracks present in

the structure or an estimate of the size of the largest possible crack

present in the structure should be available. Under some conditions

the actual size, shape, and orientation of cracks can be determined by

the various nondestructive inspection techniques. In some cases the

inspection techniques are not sufficient to determine actual crack sizes

but they can be used to obtain an upper bound of crack sizes.

Besides the use of inspection techniques, the proof test

method is also a means of determining an upper bound of crack sizes in

a structure. In a proof test the structure is initially subject to a

single cycle load higher in magnitude than the normal operating load.

If failure doesn't occur at this load, the maximum possible flaw size in

various locations of the structure can be determined from a knowledge of

the stress distribution. For example if a large thick plate of known

toughness, KIc) is subject to a uniaxial proof stress, ap, and failure

by catastropic fracture does not occur, then it will be known that any

through the thickness cracks present in the plate cannot have a length

greater than approximately (K ic/ap ) 2/. For more complex structures the
estimation of maximum possible crack size by proof testing becomes more

difficult and involves many of the considerations presented in (8.2.2).

3. The relationship between external load, P, and the stress

intensity factors, K, of detected cracks of known size and shape or of
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cracks of assumed size and shape (based on proof testing, etc.) must be

known as a function of crack length, K = F(a) P. If thermal stresses

are a significant factor, then the relation between the thermal stresses

and stress-intensity factors must be known. This subject was considered

in (8.2.2).

4. The expected time history of the external loads and thermal

conditions must be available (8.2.5).

5. The cyclic crack growth rate of the material as a function

of cyclic variation of the crack tip stress intensity must be available.

At present the relation between crack growth rate and cyclic stress

intensity must be determined experimentally. Normally the crack growth

data are obtained for conditions of sinusoidal variation in stress in-

tensity. The most convenient parameters for describing the sinusoidal

variation of stress intensity are the range of fluxuation 6K = Kmax - Kmin

and the relative mean of the 7 = K mean/6K where Kmean is the mean value

of the stress intensity. By use of these two parameters the crack growth

rate data can be plotted as a function of MK for various fixed values of

y as schematically shown in Figure 10. For most materials such a plot

indicates that y has only a secondary effect on the crack growth rate(4)

if its variation is not too great and, therefore, for such materials the

growth rate is a function of M( only for most engineering purposes.

The growth data can be obtained from any of the specimens

described in Section 6.2.4 by cycling the applied loads to produce the

desired variation in the crack tip stress intensity and by closely

monitoring the crack length (Section 7.3.3). It is desirable to obtain

the data from specimens whose thickness (or state stress at the crack

tip) is the same as that of the structural component to which the data

will be applied. At present the effect of thickness on slow crack growth

rate due to cyclic loading has not been rigorously determined. But for

most materials it would appear that for conditions in which the cyclic

Kmax is somewhat less than K c, the growth rate is independent of thick-

ness, but for cyclic conditions in which Kmax approaches Kic (or for thin

sheet, exceeds K c) the rate will be dependent on plate thickness.
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8.3.4.2 Procedure for Estimating Life Under Cyclic Loading Conditions

After the above (8.3.4.1) information has been accumulated an

estimate of the expected life of the component can be made. In the

procedure used for estimating life, crack growth is considered to be

quasi-static with respect to time compared to the variation of the

external load. That is, if the relationship between stress intensity,

crack length and load under static conditions is K = F(a)> P then for

conditions varying with time over some local time interval in which

crack length doesn't change appreciably with respect to time the relation

is considered to have the functional form K(t) = F(a) P(t).
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The cyclic life can be estimated by use of a procedure in which

the total number of applied cycles is analytically divided up into a

number of small cyclic increments. The number of cycles in each incre-

ment must be small enough such that both the relative change in the

magnitude of the function F(a) due to change in crack length during the

increment and the change in the mean and range of the external loading

during the increment is very small. For each such cyclic increment

the following three step procedure, described for the n-th increment,

is carried out.

1. Using the crack length, a n, present at the beginning of

the n-th cyclic increment and the expected sinusoidal variations in

external load, APn and 4AP/P mean, during the increment, the values of

AK and a acting on the crack tip during the increment are determinedn n

from the relations K n=F(a)AP anda = M/K = nP/P mean.

2. From the curves based on experimental data the crack growth

rate, (da/dN), corresponding to &Kn and an is obtained.

3. The change in crack length 6an during the n-th incrementn

is then calculated as 6n = (da/dN)n (M n ) where 6N is the number cycles

in the n-th increment. The crack length at the end of the n-th increment

and therefore at the beginning of the (n + 1)th increment is an+l = an + an"

Steps (1) through (3) are again carried out for the (n + 1)th time inter-

val. This cyclic procedure is carried out until the analytically

determine crack size has grown to the critical length were K = K .

The total number of cycles accumulated to this point then is the estimated

cyclic life of the body.

The crack size used in the calculations during the first time

increment is that which has actually been detected or some upper limit

of the size of possible cracks. The upper limit can be determined by

proof testing or by some detection technique. In the case where the upper

limit of crack size is used in the calculations the resulting calculated

life is an estimate of the minimum possible life of the structure.
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8.3.4.3 Limitations of Procedure

In general the life estimating procedure described in (8.3.4.2)

should give reasonable results if fracture mechanics concepts can be

validly applied (Section 6.2.2) and if the mean and amplitude of the

applied loads vary in a continuous and reasonably smooth manner as demon-

strated in Figures 11(a) and 11(b). If the variation of external load

with respect to time is random as shown in Figure 11(c), then the above
procedure cannot be used. Work is presently being done on methods for
predicting slow crack growth due to random loading by use of growth data
obtained for sinusoidal loading conditions.(3,5) But at present the
proposed methods for handling random loading have not been experimentally

verified.

One aspect of this procedure which should be studied further
is the effect of crack growth at high stress intensitives on the critical
stress intensity. In the method presented above failure is predicted
when the maximum stress intensity reaches a magnitude equal to that of
the critical stress intensity determined from a test in which the load
was monotonically increased until failure occurred. In a structure which
is subject to cyclic loading and fails when the crack has grown to critical
size, the crack has actually been subject to alternating stress intensities
of large magnitude prior to failure. Some test results(1) indicate that
alternating stress intensities of high magnitude have a significant effect
on the critical stress intensity factor. But results so far indicate that
use of monotonic loading critical stress intensity factors in predicting
life expenctancy under cyclic loading conditions will give conservative
results.
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8.3.4.4 Simplified Method for Predicting Cyclic Life

Under somewhat restricted conditions cyclic life can be quickly

estimated for plane strain fracture conditions by use of curves similar

to that shown in Figure 12 instead of going through the tedious procedure

described in (8.3.4.2). From this type of a plot cyclic life can be

determined as a function of K i/Kic where Kic is the plane strain critical

stress intensity of the material and Kii is initial maximum stress in-

tensity. The initial maximum stress intensity is calculated from the

initial crack size and from the maximum external load. The Boeing

Company, Aero-Space Division, makes extensive use of plots similar to

that shown in Figure 12 and the method is considered in detail in

Reference 6.

Curves like the one shown in Figure 12 can only be used to

estimate cyclic life of structures whose pattern of loading history is

somewhat similar to that used on the laboratory test specimens used to

obtain the curves. Normally these curves are obtained by cycling

specimens under a load of constant mean and amplitude through out the

life of the specimen. Therefore, curves obtained under such conditions

can only be expected to apply to structures subject to a similar loading

pattern. The method described in (8.3.4.2) for estimating cyclic life

has a distinct advantage over this method in that it is also directly

applicable to conditions in which the cyclic mean and amplitude of the

external load vary with time in a smooth manner.

The functional relation between cyclic life and the ratio

Kii /c as shown in Figure 12 is dependent on cyclic stress level and

the geometry of the structure containing the crack. Therefore a curve

of this type should be constructed for conditions close to those actually

existing in the stucture to which it will be applied.

Curves of this type can be constructed directly from experi-

mental data as demonstrated by Figure 13, or indirectly from fundamental

crack growth rate data by the method presented in (8.3.4.2).
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Sec. 8.3 Fig. 13 -Combined cyclic flaw growth data for 7079-T6 aluminum plate
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Sec. 8.3 Fig. 14 -Schematic representation of sustained stress flaw growth

Curve 577895-A
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Sec. 8.3 Fig. 15 -Sustained stress data for room-temperature
tests of 17-7PH Steel (Ref. 6)
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A curve which expresses cyclic life as a function of KIi/KIc

can be used in a number of ways. For example, if the initial crack

size is known, then the Kii can be determined and the expected life can

be quickly obtained for the corresponding ratio of KIi/KIc. Also if an

upper bound on crack size is known then the same procedure can be carried

out to give a lower limit on expected life. Finally, for a particular

life requirement, the maximum value of Kii necessary to give this life

can be easily determined from such a curve. Once the maximum allowable

value of K, is known the maximum tolerable crack size can be determined.

8.3.4.5 Life Predictions When Slow Crack Growth Occurs Under Sustained

Loading

If conditions are such that slow crack growth will occur under

sustained loading, the estimated time to failure can be calculated by

procedures analogous to those used in the case of slow crack growth due

to cyclic loading. For cases in which a rather estimate of life is

desired or in which the magnitude of the sustained load varies with time,

the procedure used is analogous to that described in (8.3.4.2). When

the sustained load remains constant throughout the life of the structure

and an estimate of the life is required, curves analogous to those con-

sidered in (8.3.4.4) for cyclic growth conditions can be constructed

and used.

When the procedure analogous to that presented in (8.3.4.2) is

used to determine the life expectancy of a structure subject to sustained

load crack growth, the information necessary to make the estimate is the

similar to that listed in (8.3.4.1). The only difference is that an

experimentally determined curve expressing crack growth rate, da/dt, as

a function of crack tip stress intensity K is used (Figure 11, Section 6.2)

instead of one expressing cyclic crack growth rate da/dN as function MC.

Also incremental time intervals At are now considered instead of cyclic

intervals MN. The length of each incremental time interval is chosen

small enough such that the relative change in the crack tip stress in-

tensity due to crack growth and change in external load during each
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interval is small. The three step numerical procedure described next for

the n-th time increment is carried out for each increment.

1. Using the crack length, a n, present at the beginning of

the n-th increment and the average external load acting during the in-

crement, the average stress intensity acting at the crack tip during

the increment is calculated.

2. From the curve showing da/dt as a function K, the crack.

growth rate (da/dt) ncorresponding to the stress intensity ca.lculated in

(1) is determined.

3. The change in crack length, a n , during the n-th increment

is then calculated as 6a = (da/dt) n t nwhere At n is the length of the

time increment. The crack length at the end of the n-th increment and

at the beginning of the (n + l)-th increment is an+,1 = a n+ t~a n. This

procedure is now carried out for the (n + l)-th time interval and for

each succeeding interval until the analytical calculated crack length

has increased to critical size. The crack length used during the first

increment is either the length of an actually detected crack or an upper

bound of possible crack length.

If the external load remains constant, the life of a structure

can be simply estimated by the use of a curve similar to that shown

in Figure 14. Here the time to failure is given as a function of the

ratio K Ii/K Icwhere K is the stress intensity present at the crack

tip at zero time. As with the corresponding type of approach to cyclic

life predictions, this technique is extensively used by the Boing

Company. ()Also, as is the case in cyclic life estimates, the curves

can be constructed directly from experimental data as indicated in

Figure 15-or indirectly from experimental data which is given in the

form of crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity. As stated

,-in Section 8.3.4.4 curves of this type are a function of stress level

and geometry, and therefore should be constructed for conditions similar

to those to which they will be applied.
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8.3.5 SUMMARY

The preceeding sections have demonstrated the complexities

and interactions between design, materials, fabrication, inspection

and per+,formance consiaerations. It is apparent that the use of a

modern technology, such as fracture mechanics, and an advanced design

philosophy no longer permit each of the areas of consideration to be

treated as separate identities. Rather, the considerations in each

area must be carefully evaluated with respect to the possible effects

on other areas, and optimum compromises must be established in any

conflicting areas. Ultimately, this type of approach will result in a

product of the desired level of integrity, and it will be produced in

an effective and efficient manner.
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Section 8.4

APPLICATION OF FRACTURE MECHANICS TECHNOLOGY,
IN A HYPOTHETICAL PRESSURE VESSEL

The application of fracture mechanics concepts, expressions

and data are most readily illustrated by solving realistic problems

associated with a hypothetical situation which involves consideration

of all of the interrelated aspects. The areas involved in the consid-

erations and application of fracture mechanics are:

(1) Operational requirements and initial design

(2) Selecting a material

(3) Establishing criteria for specifications and inspection

(4) Quality control during fabrication

(5) Evaluating finished product

(6) Proof testing

(7) Final evaluation of expected performance characteristics

To illustrate the use of fracture mechanics a realistic

hypothetical example is selected, and the detailed considerations in

each of the areas are described. The example is a thin-walled, cyclic-

loaded pressure vessel used to contain hydraulic fluid at high pres-

sures. A total of 2000 high integrity units are required.

8.4.1 OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS AND INITIAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The following requirements are involved in the application:

(1) High pressure, 10,000 psig maximum operating pressure

(2) Hydrostatic proof test at 15% of operating pressure,

for 60 minutes holding time

(3) Minimum cyclic life, 40,000 cycles to maximum operation

pressure
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(4) Environment, internal-hydraulic fluid, external-moist air

(5) Minimum weight consistent with requirements (maximum for

vessel, 350 lbs.)

(6) Minimum size consitent with requirements (maximum avail-

able space 18" square by 42" long)

(7) operating temperature range, -20 F to 1000F

(8) Minimum volume of hydraulic fluid consistent with

requirements.

The initial design considerations indicate that a simple cylindrical vessel

with hemispherical heads is the most satisfactory geometry. The internal

dimensions required for the necessary volume of fluid are 12.5" ID by

36.5" overall length. The design is such that bending stresses at the

intersection of the heads with the cylindrical body, or elsewhere in

the vessel, are less than 10% of the nominal stresses. Two small

diameter openings for attachment of lines are provided at each end of

the vessel. For the stipulated conditinns, the wall thicknesses and

weight of the vessel are naturally dependent upon the material and the

design stresses which are allowed. The designer chooses 1/2 of the yield

strength of the material as an initial selection of an operating stress

(maximum stress-hoop stress in cylindrical section). In cooperation with

a materials engineer, the initial materials considerations are directed

to four materials:

(a) Maraging steel at 300,000 psi yield strength

(b) A quenched and tempered steel at 200,000 psi yield strength

(c) A titanium alloy at 140,000 psi yield strength

(d) An aluminum alloy at 70,000 psi yield strength

The corresponding wall thickness, weight and approximate overall

dimensions are determined as follows:

PD
2T
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o = hoop stress in cylindrical section = 1/2 ays of material

P = pressure

D = diameter of vessel

T = wall thickness*

And the results given in Table I.

Section 8.4 Table I

MATERIALS INITIALLY CONSIDERED

Total Total
Wall Outside Total Length Weight

Thickness Diameter of Vessel Vessel
Material "YS (ksi) (inches) (inches) (inches) Panels

Steel A 300 .42 13.4 37.3 192

Steel B 200 .63 13.8 37.8 284

Titanium C 140 .90 14.3 38.3 281
Aluminum D 70 1.80 16.1 40.1 287

As may be seen, all of the materials are capable of producing a vessel

which will fit into the allotted space requirements of 18" square by 42"

long. Because of its greater strength, Steel A provides the most desir-

able combination of minimum weight and size.

The nominal stresses in the vessels for the various materials

are given in Table II.

* For convenience, the required wall thickness of the heads and the
cylindrical sections are assumed to be equivalent.

** For the purpose of this example, it is assumed that the design is such
that the stresses in the head sections are smaller than those in the
cylindrical section. The joint between the heads and the cylinder is
assumed to have the same stresses as the cylinder.
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Section 8.4 Table II

STRESSES IN THE PRESSURE VESSEL FOR VARIOUS MATERIALS

Cylindrical Section

Transverse (Hoop) Longitudinal (Axial)
Stress ksi Stress ksi

Material aH "A

Operational Proof Operational Proof

A 150 225 75 112.5

B 100 150 50 75

C 70 105 35 52.5

D 35 52.5 17.5 26.2

At this point the basic shape and size of the vessel have been

determined, and first approximation of design stresses has been established

for four candidate materials. The next step in the considerations

involves a more thorough evaluation of the potential of these materials.

8.4.2 EVALUATION AND SELECTION OF A MATERIAL

8.4.2.1 Consideration of Fabrication Techniques

One of the first factors which must be considered concerns how

the vessel is to be fabricated. The most economic approach would be to

roll the cylinder from plate and weld with one longitudinal seam as seen

in Figure 1. The hemispherical heads could be hot spun, pressed or forged.

The entry ports in each head could be welded inserts. The hemispherical

ends would be welded to the cylinder with a single girth weld at each

end. Alternatively, to minimize welding, the cylinder could be made as

a one piece forging or extrusion; the hemispherescould be forged with

the entry port as an integral part, and the heads welded to the cylinder.

Bolting of the heads to the cylinder would necessitate large flanges,

adding to the weight and complicating the entire structure. Thus, it

appears that rolling and welding is the most convenient and economic method

of fabrication. The final heat treatment could be performed before or

after welding depending upon the base material and weldment considerations.
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D.9.851A644

Nozzle / -Girth Welds

Hemispherical Longitudinal Weld Nozzle To Head
Head Weld

Cylinder with Hemispherical Heads

Cylinder
Inside Diameter 12. 5"
Inside Length 24.0"

Head
Inside Radius 6.25"

Outside dimensions dependent on material and design stress

Sec. 8.4 Fig. 1 - Hypothetical pressure vessel

Materials A and D (Table I) would require post weld heat treatment to

bring the weld strength up to that of the base material. Materials B

and C could be used either way, but a post weld stress relief to remove

residual stresses appears desirable.

8.4.2.2 Initial Evaluation of Materials

The next step in the material considerations involves obtain-

ing basic fracture mechanics data for the materials. Ultimately, both

Kic and slow crack growth data are required. However, Kic data will

suffice for initial evaluations. In addition to these fracture tough-

ness parameters, some preliminary judgments concerning the type and size

of anticipated defects are necessary. Since this is a welded application

it must also be remembered that the required data and defect considerations

should include base metal, heat-affected-zone and weld metal. If used

in the as-welded condition, the residual stresses must also be considered

in addition to the applied stresses.

It is very unlikely that the literature will contain sufficient

Kic and slow crack growth data for all of the materials and for the
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conditions of temperature, strain rate, heat treatment, environment and

cyclic conditions specific to the application. To obtain all of these

data for all of the materials would require an extensive testing program.

However, the preliminary material evaluations do not require extensive

data. Kic data for each material are sufficient to obtain an initial

estimate of the defect tolerance of the materials in terms of the critical

defect size for catastrophic failure upon one cycle of loading. For the

problem at hand, the Kic data available from the literature or from a

modest test program are shown in Table III. Also shown in Table III are

the various types of possible defects that are envisioned in the pressure

vessel. Type I is a relatively short, deep semi-elliptical surface flaw

characteristic of a transverse weld crack or a crack occurring during heat

treatment. Type II is long, shallow surface defect that could be a

longitudinal weld or heat treatment crack in the weld-heat affected zone,

or it could be a gouge, seam or lap in the base material. A spherical

internal defect, Type III, represents a pore in a weld, an inclusion such

as a tungsten globule from the welding electrode, or a nonmetallic inclusion

Type IV, an elliptical internal flaw represents the envelope which could

be drawn around a cluster of small inclusions, pores, etc., which are

sufficiently close to one another to have an interaction, or around a

single, irregular shaped flaw. This type is most conveniently handled

by considering it as one large flaw represented by the envelope.

a. Critical Defect Sizes'for Failure During.Proof Testing

Using the Kic data for the materials and the envisioned types

of flaws, the critical defect size which would cause failure during the

150% over pressure proof test (a = .75 ays) can be calculated. The

worst condition is envisioned; that is, the defect is located in the

the cylindrical section and is oriented normal to the largest (hoop) stress,

and is located in the region of the weldment having the lowest Kic value.

The results are shown in Table III, and the expressions used in the calcu-

lations are shown below.

Type I Short, deep surface crack(c = 2a)

KIc 2  2 212 2

a =
cr 2

1.21 2
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S&c.LI &4abl III -Criftcal Iia Sizes forCatastropic Fracture durirng Pro Tests for Various Merials and
types of Detects (Hypothtietcal Pressure Vessel)

MAterial Yield Strength K ic Critical Detect Size
16511 lksi YO)i (inches)

Type!I Type 11 Type!II! Type IV
Minor Major

Depth Length, Depth Length Dianmeter Axis Axis".a., 12c" "a" 112C. 2a=2c " a ' c
A, MaragIng Steel

Wael Me.a IM) n 1

tmattced-zone I KAZl 4D .0!! .044 .0773 >.073 .048 .026 .02
fW~tn and AgoEI

B, Quench and Temper Steel
BM 1 0
WM 210D 90
HAZ 70 .076 .304 .05 X>50 .330 .184 .368

(We"d and Stress
Retieved)

C, Titanium Alloy
BM 70
WM4 .051 .2D4 .034 >.34 .220 .124 .24

lWetded and Stress

D, Aluminum Alloy
BM 21
WM 79 15 .029 .116 .019 X.19 .124 .070 .140
HAZ 20

lWelded and Aged)I I

DInni Types
1t 1111 IV

Sorface Crack ( Short) Surface Crack f ony) Internal Sphenrical Internal Elllptcal
2 c-- Defect Defect

c " 2a c > 103a~ 
c = 2a

Dthec is located in a longitudinal weld and is oriented normal In the hoop (primary) stress. The troop stress during
tepottest equals .750 YSfr each materiel

K Ic= for appropriate region of' weidment for each material

a = .75 ays - stress during over pressure proof' test

a YS= yield strength

2
ID= 1.4+5 for defect geometry (from Figure 2)

Type II Long, shallow surface crack (c "> l~a)

Same as Type I except

o2 1 (from Figure 2)

Type III Internal sphere (C a)

K 2 I 2 .212 (0)2]

a =2
cr11

2
2.5 (from Figure 2)
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C-1- 577913-B
2.6

2 .2

e 2.0

1.8

1.6 -- -

0 1.4

1.2

1.0 J
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Ratio of Crack Depth to Crack Half-Length (a o/co)

Sec. 8.4 Fig. 2 -Graphical solution for 0 2 for
use with elliptical shaped defects

Type IV Internal elliptical defect (c = 2a)

Same as Type III

2
0 = 1.45 (from Figure 2)

As apparent from Table III, the surface defects (Types I and II) are the

most crucial in that the critical defect size is the smallest in these

types. For any given type and size of defect the fracture resistance of

the four materials decreases in the following order: material B, C, D, A.

b. Nondestructive Inspection Capabilities

It is now necessary to consider these flaw sizes in terms of

the inspection capability. The critical flaw sizes in the poorest material
"A" are quite small, and the detection of such flaws would require non-

destructive test capabilities which do not currently exist. The situation

becomes even more realistic when a flaw detection safety factor is considered.

The critical flaw sizes associated with material "B" (the toughest material

of the group) are also quite small, and the detection of such flaws would

tax the available nondestructive test techniques beyond these capabilities.
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An ultrasonic inspection technique may be capable of detecting internal

void similar in size and type to that shown in Table III (Type III and

IV) however, such a technique would not permit the reliable detection of

shallow surface flaws (Type I and II). Radiographic inspection would

also be severely limited for the detection of surface cracks due to the

proposed orientation and width (hair line cracks) of the flaws. Magnetic

particle inspection could adequately reveal surface cracks over 1/8,' in

length but would provide no indication of the crack depth. As a result,

a satisfactory nondestructive inspection procedure based upon the proposed

critical flaw sizes shown in Table III could not be established for the

materials under consideration.

A satisfactory inspection technique requires the capability of

detecting the type of flaw which exhibits the smallest critical dimensions

as well as the other type flaws which may be encountered in the structure.

In view of this consideration it is obvious that a combination of inspection

techniques may be required to adequately evaluate the structure. Prior

to selecting the inspection technique. and subsequent inspection specifica-

tions, a careful evaluation of the type and possible orientation of the

flaws which may exist must be conducted. Once this is done the available

inspection techniques can be evaluated as to the maximum flaw sensitivity

based upon flaw type and testing orientation. The maximum flaw sensitivity

can then be established and a limit set for the flaw size which can be

reliably detected.

Considering the design and fabrication of the pressure vessel

described above, the minimum critical flaw size which can be detected

with a maximum degree of assurance using available nondestructive inspection

techniques would be established as follows. The most critical flaw type

and orientation would be a long shallow surface flaw (Type II) oriented

with the length parallel to the major axis of the vessel. The most

economical approach to the inspection of this vessel, provided it were

fabricated from a ferromagnetic material, would be magnetic particle

inspection. However, this inspection technique would be limited to the

detection of the length of existing surface defects and would provide no

indication of the depth. Another approach to consider would be radiographic
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inspection but again this technique is limited. Radiography is capable

of detecting flaws to a thickness sensitivity of 2% in the direction the

x-ray beam is traveling. Assuming a vessel wall thickness of 3/41, this

would mean a sensitivity capable of detecting a flaw 0.015' deep provided

of course that the flaw was oriented parallel to the x-ray beam. Slight

variations in orientation would reduce the sensitivity considerably. The

apparent radiographic sensitivity appears quite adequate; however, no

consideration of flaw cross-section with respect to the x-ray beam has

been considered. The most stringent radiographic standards are limited

to the detection of flaws which exhibit a width equivalent to twice the

thickness sensitivity. Thus, a surface crack (Type II) would have to be

about O.030'wide regardless of its length to be detected. Since hair

line type surface cracks (< < 0.03C' wide) can occur during the welding

operation radiography cannot be used to accurately detect surface crack.

However, the sensitivity to internal voids and inclusion similar to

Types III and IV is quite adequate. Another alternative inspection pro-

cedure involves ultrasonic inspection. In order to detect surface cracks

using an ultrasonic inspection techniques an angle beam test procedure

is required. Sensitivities capable of detecting flaws which exhibit

reflecting areas on the order of 0.005 sq. in. are normally readily

obtainable when testing on flat surfaces.

However, considering the relatively small diameter of the pres-

sure vessel under consideration (13' diameter) transducer contact problems

result in a reduction in maximum senstivity. A realistic detection

capability to surface flaws would be limited to flaws about 0.045" deep

and 0.180' long (reflecting area 0.008 sq. in.). As the flaws become

deeper the length requirement would obviously decrease. In addition,

ultrasonic inspection is limited in that it reveals the reflecting area

of a flaw and not the flaw shape. As a result, ultrasonic inspection alone

would not be sufficient to evaluate an existing surface flaw as to its

critical nature. Ultrasonic inspection is also unable to detect tungsten

inclusions which may exist in the weld.

Based upon the above considerations it is obvious that the non-

destructive inspection specifications used to evaluate the vessel must
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include a combination of inspection techniques. Ultrasonic and magnetic

particle (dye-penetrant test in the case of non-magnetic materials)

inspection could be used to evaluate surface flaws since the magnetic

particle examination would reveal the crack length and ultrasonics would

reveal the reflecting area (based upon a known notch-size reference

standard) as a result, the crack depth could be determined. A radiographic

examination would also be required to permit the detection of tungsten

inclusions.

The maximum sensitivity of the combined inspection procedure

would be limited to the detection of surface cracks larger than 0.045"

deep and O.18C' long and internal flaws approximately 0.03' in diameter.

c. Considerations of Cyclic Life and Initial Flaw Sizes

In vew of the NDT capabilities, it is apparent that none of the

four materials would be-satisfactory for the application and the initial

design requirements which were imposed. This is most apparent when the

cyclic life is considered., Detailed data on the slow crack growth

characteristics of the materials under the specific application conditions

are not available in the literature. However, for the situation of con-

cern specific data for quantitative consideration are not required since

it can be stated without doubt that the allowable size of an initial defect

at the start of life will be much smaller than the critical flaw sizes

for catastrophic failure during proof testing that are shown in Table III.

Therefore, since the capability of the available NDT techniques to detect

flaws of the critical size is questionable, it is certain. that the much

smaller initial size defects that would not grow to a critical size could

not be found.

This conclusion can be substantiated by considering the situation

for the case of the Aluminum alloy and the Type I defect. Although no

crack growth data specific to the application conditions exist for the

alloy, there are some data available (Figure 3) for the alloy for similar

conditions. These will suffice for a qualitative estimate of the allow-

able size for the initial defect.
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I I I •I

Hypothetical Data
70 ksi Yield Strength Aluminum Alloy

Weld Metal, Kic= 0 5 ksi Gin

Data for Pressure Vessel
Operating Conditions

1.0

.9-

.7-

.6-

.5-

.4-

KIi Initial Stress Intensity Factor
K Ic Critical Stress Intensity Factor

.2-

.1-

1 2 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100 200 400
N, no. cycles to failure xlO00

Sec. 8.4 Fig. 3 -Cyclic flaw growth data for aluminum alloy

Referring to the original design conditions the following

information is known:

(1) Required minimum life 40,000 cycles

(2) Maximum stress in a cycle 1/2 ays = 35,000 psi

(3) KIc of material (weld metal = 15,000 psi in.

(4) Semi-elliptical surface defect (length 4x depth)

From Figure 2, the KII ratio corresponding to 40,000 cycles of life is

0.36. The initial stress intensity can now be determined

Kli/Klc = .36 =K
15,000 psi in.

KIi = .36 (15,000 psi in.) = 5400 psi in.

Knowing the design stress of 35,000 psi and the expression of the type

of defect, it is now possible to find the defect size corresponding to

a K1i of 5400 psi in.
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The approach now is to reduce the design stress to a level so

that the initial allowable defect size for a Type II defect is no less than

the minimum detectable depth of 0.045" plus a detection safety factor

arbitrarily set at 1.5. The operating stress for cyclic loading to a

minimum life of 40,000 cycles with this initial flaw size (ai = 0.67")

can be computed as follows: the Kii/KIc ratio for material B for 40,000

cycles is 0.38 from Figure 4.

Kii = .38 Kic = .38 (70,000 psi 'in.) - 26,600 psi vn.

Substituting into the proper expression for the semi-elliptical surface

flaw and solving for a:

K12  22]

a.l
21.21 na

(26,600)2 [.0 - .212 (200,000)2l
.067 = 2

1.21 i(a

a = 55,500 psi

Therefore, a reduction in the operating stress from 100,000 to 55,500 psi

would make it possible for Steel B to tolerate an initial defect of

0.067' deep. If a larger safety factor is deemed necessary for detection

of this size flaw, the design stress would have to be further reduced.

The size and weight of the vessel based on this design stress of

55,500 psi are:

Total Outside Diameter = 14.?'

Total Outside Length = 38. ?'

Total Weight of Vessel = 4 98 lbs.
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Although the overall dimensions are within the allotted space requirements,

the weight of the vessel is unacceptably high. Thus, material B is eliminated

from any further consideration.

8.4.2.4 Using a Lower-Strength, Higher-Toughness Steel

a. Critical Defect Sizes for Failure

The other alternative of using a lower strength but higher tough-

ness material must now be considered. Considerations of potential lower

strength materials reveal that a quenched and tempered steel called HY150

(Material E) can develop high toughness at a yield strength of 150,000 psi.

No aluminum or titanium alloys with a satisfactory combination of strength

and toughness were found to be available. The following fracture tough-

ness data are available from the supplier for this steel E in the welded

and stress relieved condition.

KIc (psi VI)

Base Metal 150,000
Weld Metal 140,000

Heat Affected Zone 120,000

A limited test program using the application conditions is conducted and

confirms the supplier's data given above. Slow crack growth information

are also generated for both cyclic and sustained loading with the results

shown in Figures 5 and 6.

With these data it is now possible to quantitatively evaluate

the potential of this new material "E". Using the same design conditions

as employed for the other materials (A-D) and Type II defect, the critical

flaw sizes for catastrophic failure during proof testing or operation are

calculated in the same manner previously illustrated. The critical defect

sizes are found to be:

for operating stress of .5 ays, depth 0.63" length > 12.8"

for proof test stress of .75 aY., depth 0.26T' length > 5.34"

These flaw sizes are well within the inspection capability. Combinations
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The approach now is to reduce the design stress to a level so

that the initial allowable defect size for a Type II defect is no less than

the minimum detectable depth of 0.045" plus a detection safety factor

arbitrarily set at 1.5. The operating stress for cyclic loading to a

minimum life of 40,000 cycles with this initial flaw size (ai = 0.67")

can be computed as follows: the KIi/KIc ratio for material B for 40,000

cycles is 0.38 from Figure 4.

K Ii =3 8 KIc `.38 (70,000 psi Vin) - 26,600 psi vii.

Substituting into the proper expression for the semi-elliptical surface

flaw and solving for a:

K1 2  , 2 _- .212 (_.,_5)2]

a Ii 1ys a
a.- 2

1.21 Ica

(26,600) 2 [0- .212 ( 200 00)2]

.067 = 2
1.21 ir

a = 55,500 psi

Therefore, a reduction in the operating stress from 100,000 to 55,500 psi

would make it possible for Steel B to tolerate an initial defect of

0.067' deep. If a larger safety factor is deemed necessary for detection

of this size flaw, the design stress would have to be further reduced.

The size and weight of the vessel based on this design stress of

55,500 psi are:

Total Outside Diameter = 14.7('

Total Outside Length = 38. 7'

Total Weight of Vessel = 498 lbs.
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Although the overall dimensions are within the allotted space requirements,

the weight of the vessel is unacceptably high. Thus, material B is eliminated

from any further consideration.

8.4.2.4 Using a Lower-Strength, Higher-Toughness Steel

a. Critical Defect Sizes for Failure

The other alternative of using a lower strength but higher tough-

ness material must now be considered. Considerations of potential lower

strength materials reveal that a quenched and tempered steel called HY150

(Material E) can develop high toughness at a yield strength of 150,000 psi.

No aluminum or titanium alloys with a satisfactory combination of strength

and toughness were found to be available. The following fracture tough-

ness data are available from the supplier for this steel E in the welded

and stress relieved condition.

KIC (psi Vfnh.)

Base Metal 150,000

Weld Metal 140,000

Heat Affected Zone 120,000

A limited test program using the application conditions is conducted and

confirms the supplier's data given above. Slow crack growth information

are also generated for both cyclic and sustained loading with the results

shown in Figures 5 and 6.
With these data it is now possible to quantitatively evaluate

the potential of this new material "E". Using the same design conditions

as employed for the other materials (A-D) and Type II defect, the critical

flaw sizes for catastrophic failure during proof testing or operation are

calculated in the same manner previously illustrated. The critical defect

sizes are found to be:

for operating stress of .5 ays, depth 0.63" length > 12.8"

for proof test stress of .75 aYS' depth 0.267' length > 5.34"

These flaw sizes are well within the inspection capability. Combinations
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Cu- 5779T6-B

I II tI Il , I

Hypothetical Data HY150 Steel

1 Heat Affected Zone, K = 120 ksi ,/i._

Data for Pressure Vessel Operating Conditions

.8

.7-

2.6

.5

KIi Initial Stress Intensity Factor
SKIc Critical Stress Intensity Factor .

1 2 4 6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100 200 400 600 8001000
N, no. cycles to failure x1000

Sec. 8.4 Fig. 5 -Cyclic flaw growth data for material E, a 150 ksi yield strength steel I HY 150)

Curve 577854-B

1.3 1 1 I

Hypothetical Data For Crack Growth Under Sustained Loading
HY1SO Steel

1.2 Heat-Affected- Zone

oys 150,000 psi

K = 120, 000 psi ,/in.
1. 1 Data For Proof Test Conditions

Long Shallow Surface Crack

1.0

.90

.80
"7Threshold For Crack Growth Under Sustained Loading

.60

6 8 10 20 40 60 80 100
Time To Failure, minutes

Sec. 8.4 Fig. 6 -Crack growth and failure times under sustained loading
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of shorter, deeper flaws could also be critical, but these also would be

within detection limits because their depth will always be increasing

beyond the already detectable limit represented by the shallow flaw.

b. Cyclic and Sustained Loading Crack Growth

In considering the cyclic behavior the critical initial defect

size (Type II) is found in the manner described below using the data from

Figure 5 and the known values of Klc and operating stress of .5ays.

Determining the maximum allowable initial defect size fromKlu

Figure 5 • at 40,000 cycles = 0.5
KIc

Ki= 5 Klc = 60 ksi in.

Kii[D2- ( 2]

ai 2c
a. 1.21 T a 2

(60,000)2 1.0 - .212 (750000• ]
a. 15000

1.21 v (75000)2

a. = .160

For steel E the maximum allowable initial defect size (Type II) which

will not grow to a critical size in 40,000 cycles is 0.16" deep by 3.2"

long. Again other combinations of shorter and deeper flaws could result

in the same cyclic life. However, since the most shallow flaw represented

by Type II already has a depth of 0.16" which is greater than the detection

limit of > .045", all of the initial size defects for shorter, deeper crackes

which would grow to a critical size are within detection limits.

It is also necessary to determine the size of defect which can

initially exist and not grow to a critical size under sustained loading

during the proof test. Again considerations will be confined to the worst

case, a long shallow surface flaw in the heat-affected-zone of the longitudinal

weld, thus normal to the hoop stress. Data (Figure 6) for the heat-affected-zone
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and other conditions appropriate to the hydro test conditions, e.g. a water

environment, are available from a test program. These data indicate that

the threshold for slow crack growth under sustained loading is Kii/Kic = 0.8.

The holding time specified in the proof test is 60 minutes and the pressure

is 150% of the operating pressure. Based on the data (Figure 6) the

vessel will not fail during proof test so long as the defect size at the

beginning of the test did not exceed a value corresponding to a K1i greater

than 0.8 K i. It is possible to determine this defect size using the worst

case of a long shallow surface crack

K1 2 [2-.212 ()]
a- 2]a i = 2

i 1.21 no

8(120,00] 0 - .212 (112500)2]

1.21 g (112,500)2

a. = .170 length = 3.40'

This defect size is well within the inspection capability,

therefore the material is adequate from the proof test viewpoint.

It is also necessary to determine the weight and size of the

pressure vessel made from this steel. Using the same procedure as employed

previously for the other materials, the following results are obtained:

Wall Thickness = 0.58"

Total Outside Diameter = 14.2"

Total Outside Length = 38.2"

Total Weight of Vessel = 378 pounds

c. Reducing the Weight of the Vessel

The size of this pressure vessel would permit its use in the

allotted space. However, the weight is undesirably high. In view of the

good toughness and the associated large defects for a design stress of

•5 aYS, it may be possible to reduce weight by increasing the design stress

to a higher level, thereby reducing the necessary wall thickness.
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The best way to determine how much the design stress can be raised

is to center attention on the smallest defect of concern, which is the

initial allowable defect. The maximum allowable initial size for the severe

Type II defect that would not grow to a critical size during the desired

life olf the vessel was 0. 16a' deep and 3.2" long for a design stress of

1/2 aYS" The minimum size defect that could be consistently detected is

0.045" deep by 0. 18T' long. This allows a safety factor of nearly 4 in

terms of the available detection capability for depth and a much larger factor

for length. After thorough consideration of the inspection techniques it

is decided that such a large safety factor is too conservative, and that a

factor of 2 based on depth would be quite adequate to allow for any uncer-

tainties in inspection procedures. Applying a safety factor of 2 to the
detection limits of 0.045 deep raises the maximum allowable initial defect

size to O.09C' deep.

It is now possible to compute the allowable stress for th is depth
KIi

of initial defect. From the crack growth data of Figure 5, the =• ratio
for a life of 40,000 cycles is 0.5. Ki, is 0.5 Kic or .5 (120 ksi in.)=

60 ksi ýin. The allowable stress is determined using the expression

Ki,2 [Z2 _- . 1 ( " )2

1.21 7ty

by substituting the appropriate numbers and solving for a.

a i = 0.0O9a,

K,. 60 ksi in.
a YS = 150 ksi

2) 1.0O for limiting case flaw geometry where c > 10a

The calculated value of a is 98,000 psi.

Now it is necessary to determine the critical flaw depths for

catastrophic failure for this operating stress and its corresponding

proof stress. Using KIc 2 2 212 ") 2] the critical

defect depths are: a -r - 0 2 1Y
cr ~1.21 n
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"a = 0.14" deep for proof test pressurecr

"a = 0.36' deep for operating pressurecr

The critical defect size for catastrophic failure during cyclic operation

or proof testing must obviously be larger than the initial defect size

that will not grow to be critical in 40,000 cycles. As seen above, their

respective values for defect depth are well in excess of the initial allow-

able depth of .090'.

The initial defect depth which will not grow to a critical size

for failure on 1 cycle of loading during the 150% overpressure proof test

must also be larger than the allowable initial defect in order to prevent

premature failure during proof test. This defect size is calculated in

the same manner as used above for the critical size for catastrophic failure,

but the K value used must be reduced to .8 K to be below the threshold

for crack growth under sustained loading (Figure 6). The resulting depth

is 0.112", which is larger than the .090" initial depth so there are no

problems in this area. Therefore, all of the defects of concern, both

the initial and critical for operating stress of 98,000 psi, and the initial

and critical for the proof test at 147,000 psi, are sufficiently large to

be within the detection capability of 0.045 deep by 0.180' long.

The foregoing data indicate that from the fracture viewpoint a

design stress of 98,000 psi could be employed for operation. Similarly the

stress of 147,000 psi during the 150% overpressure proof test could

also be tolerated with a flaw considerably larger than the minimum detectable

size. However, the proof stress of 147,000 psi is working too close to the

yield strength of the material (150,000 psi) and could cause trouble from

a plastic deformation viewpoint. Therefore a conservation design stress

of 90,000 psi with a corresponding proof stress of 135,000 is deemed more

reasonable. The design stress is now fixed at .6 aYS and the proof stress

at .9 a YS

It is now possible to determine the size and weight of the vessel

based on use of this steel (Material E) and a new design stress of 90,000

psi. The wall thickness is determined from the conventional expression:

T PD (10,000 psig) (12.0")

2a 2 (90,000 psi)
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T = .694 or .70"

The vessel dimensions are:

Inside Diameter = 12.5"

Outside Diameter = 13.9'

Wall Thickness = O.T'

Overall Length = 37. T

The weight of the vessel is 306 pounds and represents a considerable

reduction from the 378 pounds required if the lower design stress of

75,000 psi were used.

8.4.2.5 Summary of Final Selection of a Material

The material and design considerations have now reached essentially

optimum conditions. With the available materials no further weight

reductions are possible without jeopardizing the integrity of the pressure

vessel. Based on the previous considerations, the HY150 steel (E) used

in conjunction with an operating stress of 0.6 a has adequate toughness

and crack growth resistance to provide a high degree of assurance against

brittle fracture. All of the allowable defect sizes are well within

inspection capabilities. While a higher operating stress could be tolerated

from the fracture viewpoint, it would result in proof test stresses in

excess of the yield strength. Therefore, the limiting criterion for the

use of this steel is now related to preventing plastic distortion during

the 150% overpressure proof test.

The pertinent information for the material and the application

conditions are summarized below.

A. Material properties under application conditions

(1) KIc - base material = 150,000 psi i1n.

- weld metal = 140,000 psiJ"n.

- heat-affected zone = 120,000 psiVin.

(2) cys - yield strength = 150,000 psi

(lower limit for either base, weld, or heat-affect zone)

(3) Slow crack growth characteristics as per Figure 5 (Material E)

(Upper limit for growth rate)
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B. Maximum stresses at any location in the vessel

(Hoop stress in the cylindrical section)

a - operating = 90,000 psi = 0.6 "YS

S- proof test 135,000 psi = 0.9 "YS

C. Critical defect sizes for most detrimental defects*

(1) Semi-elliptical surface defect where c > lOa (limiting case for

shallow defect)

Operating Conditions (a = 90,000 psi) Proof Test (a - 135,000)

Depth "a" Length "2c" Depth "a" Length "2c"
(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)

Initial 0.11 2.20

Critical o.44 9.00 o.18 3.6o

(2) Semi-circular surface defect where c = a (limiting case for short,

deep defect)

Operating Conditions (a = 90,000 psi) Proof Test (a = 135,000)

Depth "a" Length "2c" Depth "a" Length "2c"
(inches) (inches) (inches) (inches)

Initial 0.28 O.56

Critical 1.11 2.22 0.48 0.97

D. Minimum detectable size of surface defects is 0.045" deep and 0.180"

long.

(1) All of the defect sizes shown above for the most detrimental

case are well within the inspection capability.

(2) There is a more than adequate difference in size between detectable

and critical flaws to permit the use of a generous safety factor

in establishing allowable flaw sizes.

* Most detrimental because:
Defect geometry is the most critical type
Defect is located in the region of poorest toughness (heat-affect-zone)
Defect is located in the region of highest stress (longitudinal weld of

cylinder
Defect is oriented normal to the highest (hoop) stress
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Based on all of the foregoing considerations the HY150 quenched

and tempered steel (Material E) has the capability of providing the desired

assurance against brittle failure. It is therefore selected as the optimum

material for use in the pressure vessels.

The material "E" (HY150) steel was chosen as a hypothetical

material to use in this example. For the sake of clearity and brevity

no other materials of lower strength-higher toughness were considered

in this problem. In a real situation, there may be several alternative

materials that should be considered. However, the procedures that

would be employed would be the same as used for HY150 in the foregoing

example.

8.4.3 ESTABLISHING SPECIFICATION, INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

Once the application and design requirements have been well

established and a satisfactory material selected, it becomes necessary

to incorporate the pertinent acceptance criteria into quality control

specifications. In terms of material requirements, the HY150 plate and

spun heads supplied for vessel fabrication must exhibit tensile and

toughness properties equivalent to those used for design purposes. In

addition, the supplied material must satisfy the conventional acceptance

criteria associated with chemistry, heat treatment, hardness, etc. Since

the vessels in questions are to be fabricated using welding techniques,

acceptance criteria must also be established for the weld and heat-

affected zone. Therefore, material acceptance testing must be conducted

on weld-prepared samples fabricated in the same manner as the proposed

vessels using full thickness plate. Testing must be conducted under the

environmental service conditions (temperature, atmosphere, etc.) most

likely to induce brittle failure.

Although the allowable flaw size criteria are based upon the

lowest toughness expected to be incountered in the fabricated vessel
(Kic = 120 ksi iEI. for heat-affected-zone), the minimum allowable tough-

ness prior to fabrication must also be considered. Assuming that the

welding operation degrades the plate toughness (HAZ), the acceptance criterion

for the "as-received' plate must require sufficient toughness to permit the
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allowable degradation. For the purpose of this example assume that the

base plate (and spun heads) must exhibit a Kic of 150 ksi V1-n. prior to

welding in order to yield a K of 120 ksi i,/Th. in the heat-affected-zone.

As a result, the material acceptance specifications for the 0.750' thick

HY150 plate and hot sup heads to be used for vessel fabrication should

stipulate the following requirements:

1. The supplied HY150 alloy steel (both plate and heads) must

exhibit a minimum 0.2% off-set yield strength of 150,000 psi

in the temperature range of -20°F to 1000F.

2. The minimum plane strain fracture toughness, KI must be

150 ksi V\/. at any temperature from -20 and 100°F.

Provided the parent material satisfies the yield strength and

toughness criteria as well as other related criteria (heat treatment,

chemistry, etc.), weldment specimens must then be prepared and evaluated

against the following criteria.

1. The 0.2% yield strength of the stress-relieved weldments

(weld metal and heat-affected-tone) must exhibit a minimum

value of 150,000 psi at any temperature from -20 and 1000F.

2. The minimum Kic value exhibited by the weldment over the

temperature range of -20°F to 100°F must be 120 ksi

Once it has been established that the supplied material and

resulting weld structure exhibit the required yield strength and toughness

criteria it is then necessary to provide adequate inspection specifications.

The nondestructive inspection specifications must require

inspection techniques which are capable of evaluating the material or

structure at any point during fabrication from the inspection of the "as-

received!' material to the inspection of a vessel removed from service.

The critical flaw sizes associated with failure under both static

and cyclic loading conditions have been defined earlier during the preliminary

design considerations involving the selection of HY150 as a satisfactory

fabrication material. It was also shown that these flaw sizes were well

within the detection capability of available inspection techniques. Knowledge

of the minimum flaw sizes which can result in failure provides the basis for

determining the nondestructive inspection acceptance criteria. Since the
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fabricated pressure vessels are required to exhibit a life expectancy

of 40,000 cycles at a stress of.90,000 psi, the existing flaw size at

the beginning of life (initial size) which can grow to critical size in

40,000 cycles becomes the limiting flaw detectability consideration.

Both surface flaws and internal flaws of geometric extremes (long shallow

flaws to circular flaws) must be considered since the geometry of the

flaw as well as its size determines is critical nature. In addition,

the flaws must be considered to exist within the most highly stressed

portion of the vessel, in this case, in the body cylinder of the vessel

with the major flaw axis parallel to the seam weld. Figure 7 shows the

size (length and depth) associated with the minimum initial surface flaw

which will result in catastrophic failure in 40,000 cycles. Figure 8

presents similar information for internal defects. Considering the

limitations of the available nondestructive test techniques described

earlier (Section 8.4.2.2.b)--minimum detectable surface flaw depth 0.045",

length 0.180", minimum detectable internal flaw 0.030" diameter--it is

obvious that detection capabilities are well within the acceptance limits

as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. It now becomes necessary to establish

a realistic limit for the maximum acceptable flaw size which becomes the

basis for the acceptance-rejection inspection criteria.

The most critical inspection criterion is the evaluation of

surface flaw depth since the minimum depth for failure (0.110") is the

flaw dimensions nearest the limits of detectability (0.045"). The

minimum rejectable surface flaw depth was selected as 0.060" since this

provides a safety factor of realistic magnitude (0.050"). The rejectable

limits involving the surface flaw length as well as the length and depth

of internal flaws were established using a safety factor of 1.5. The

limits of acceptable flaw sizes are also illustrated in Figures 7 and 8
for surface flaws and internal flaws respectively. In addition, in estab-

lishing the rejection level, the mathematical limits of the expressions

used to determine the critical flaw sizes must be considered. These

expressions are reliable provided the flaw depths involved do not exceed

one-half the plate thickness. Therefore, any flaw which exhibits a depth

greater than one-half the plate thickness must be rejected. Based upon
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Figures 7 and 8, such a limitation also provides assurance that an

existing flaw will not grow through the vessel wall resulting in leakage.

The acceptable flaw size curves illustrated in Figures 7 and 8

must be used to evaluate the critical nature of each flaw detected as the

result of nondestructive inspection. These curves apply equally well to

the inspection of the "as-received" plate and at any stage of fabrication

or service.

As pointed out in Section 8.4.1.2, a combination of magnetic

particle, ultrasonic, and radiographic inspection techniques are required

to provide an adequate inspection procedure. Magnetic particle and ultra-

sonic inspection of the supplied plate and heads in accordance with the

flaw size acceptance criteria in Figures 7 and 8 would be sufficient for

material acceptance criteria. However, radiographic inspection in addition

to ultrasonics and magnetic particle inspection is required to evaluate

the welds associated with vessel fabrication.

Summarizing the pertinent specifications and acceptance criteria

it is obvious that the yield strength, toughness, and allowable flaw sizes

provide the basic information required to permit the use of the fracture

mechanic approach to design. The minimum allowable yield strength asso-

ciated with any portion of the vessel including the weldments is 150,000

psi at any temperature within the operating range of -20 to 1000F. The

acceptable KIc toughness level corresponding to the 150,000 psi yield

strength is 150 ksi VIn for the plate and heads, and 120 ksi vin for the

weldment. The allowable defect sizes are adequately defined in Figures 7

and 8 and a sufficient safety factor included. This safety factor should

take into account those possible flaw geometries and types not considered.

Only when each of these factors are adequately considered can fracture

mechanics provide a reliable quantitative basis to the design against

brittle failure.

8.4.4 PROOF TESTING AND LIFE EXPECTANCY EVALUATION

8.4.4.1 Proof Testing

Proof testing of pressure vessels has been a common practice

that has been employed for many years to demonstrate the integrity of the

finished product. In effect it could be considered as a 100% inspection
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Curve 577926-0

Stress Intensity K = 60 ksi Vii
.35-. 0. 27I Yield Strength yys = 150 ksi
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Sec. 8.4 Fig. 7 -Acceptable external flaw sizes
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Curve 577927-B

Stress Intensity Kii = 60 ksi i,-

0. 2% Yield Strength ays = 150 ksi
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Sec. 8.4 Fig. 8 -Acceptable internal flaw sizes
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technique. Fracture mechanics technology has made it possible to obtain

even more quantitative information pertaining to the integrity and expected

performance characteristics of pressure vessels from proof testing.

With respect to the example pressure vessel, surviving the proof

test at 150% of operating pressure for a 60-minute holding period, provides

assurance that any defects that may exist anywhere in the vessel are

smaller than the critical size for failure at the proof stress. Naturally,

the critical size for any given defect is dependent upon not only the

material toughness but also upon the type of defect, its location or

orientation, and the stresses prevailing in the section of the vessel

where it is located. For purposes of this example, considerations will

be confined primarily to the worst case, a long shallow surface flaw in

the heat affected zone of the longitudinal weld and normal to the hoop

stress. The same considerations that will be given to this defect will

apply equally as well to other types of flaws and/or other locations

within the vessel.

a. Crack Growth Under Sustained Loading

Slow crack growth under sustained loading during the proof test

must be considered. One situation that can be envisioned concerns the

possibility that an undetected flaw could grow to a critical size during

the 60-minute sustained loading period and cause failure during the proof

test. Another possibility is that a known defect of an initially acceptable

size could grow to an unacceptable size for subsequent operating conditions

or even to a critical size during proof testing. Let us consider these

possibilities in more detail.

To properly assess the situation, data on the slow crack growth

characteristics under sustained loading for the hydro test environment are

required. A convenient form of these data is IKi/K1c vs time to failure.

Data (Figure 6) for the poorest material condition (heat-affected-zone) and

the other conditions appropriate to the application are available from the

test program conducted during the initial evaluation of material E (Section

8.4.2.4.b). These data indicate that the threshold for slow crack growth

under sustained loading in a water environment simulating the hydro test

condition is Kii/Kc = 0.8. The holding time specified in the proof test

is 60 minutes. Based on the data in Figure 6, the vessel would not fail
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during proof test so long as the defect size at the beginning of the test

did not exceed a value corresponding to a Ki greater than .8 Kc. It is

possible to determine this defect size for various types of flaws. For

an example, consider the case of a long shallow surface crack.

Ki 2 [02 - .212 (a)2]

a.i = 1.21 T a2  Y I

[8(120,000)]2[l.0 - .212 (135000)2]

a. ---

11.21 v (155,000)2

a. = 0.110" length = 2.20"
1

If an undetected flaw of this size or larger in either dimension would

be present at the start of the 60 minute proof test, the vessel would

fail during test. However, in view of the detection capability of .045"

deep by 0.180" long, it would appear unlikely that such a defect could

go undetected, and the probability of an unexpected failure during proof

testing is quite low.

Now consider the case where a known defect of an acceptable

size for operating conditions exists prior to proof testing. The

maximum allowable size flaw (for the type being used in this example)

is .060" deep by 2.5" long as may be seen in Figure 7. This size is

considerably smaller than the 0.110" by 2.2" flaw size which must prevail

initially in order to grow to the critical size necessary to cause failure

in the proof test. Viewed in other terms, the Ki for the specified

maximum allowable defect size (for operating conditions) at the proof

test stress is .59 Ic" As seen in Figure 6 this is considerably below

the threshold level of .8 Kc tnat is required for crack growth during

the proof test. Therefore a defect of an initially acceptable size

(Figure 7) would not grow at all during the proof test. Hence, there is

no possibility during proof testing that a defect of an initially

acceptable size will grow to an unacceptable size for subsequent

operating condition.
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b. Leak or Failure During Proof Testing

Fracture mechanics can also be employed to consider the

question of leak before failure during proof testing. If an unexpected

defect existed or developed during the proof test (hydrostatic) what

would be the nature of the failure--a local rupture and leakage, or

catastrophic failure with extensive splitting and/or fragmentation?

Consideration of the critical size defect for failure provides the basis

for answering this question. If for the prevailing proof test conditions

the material has sufficient toughness to tolerate a defect large enough to

extend through the wall thickness without failure, there is a possibility

of leak before failure. On the other hand if the critical flaw size

for failure is less than the wall thickness, catastrophic failure is

almost a certainty. For the example pressure vessel, the critical size

for the various defects envisioned are as follows:

(For heat affected zone of longitudinal weld and

normal to hoop stress)

1. Semi-circular surface defect

0.40' deep by 0.9f" long

2. Long semi-elliptical surface defect

________0.18' deep by 5.6' long

3. Disk-shaped internal defect

1.15" diameter

,' -

4. Long elliptical internal defect

S- 0.42' by 4.15' long
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When compared to the wall thickness of the pressure vessel which is 0.7d',

all of the types of defects shown above would result in catastrophic

failure except possibly the disk shaped internal defect. Its critical

diameter is greater than the wall thickness. Therefore, it would now

have to be considered a through-the-thickness defect and a corresponding

critical crack length determined.

For through-the-thickness defect:

a KIc 2 [1 5( aa) 2]2

where a = 1/2 the critical crack length

a = 0.15, or acr = 2(.15) = 0.30

Therefore, if a disk shaped flaw did extend through the wall thickness

and was .3d' long, the failure would still be catastrophic in nature.

Therefore, if a failure does occur during the proof test of the

pressure vessel it can be expected to be of the catastrophic type.

8.4.4.2 Evaluations of Life Expectancy

a Minimum Life Resulting from Undetected Flaws

The proof test also provides a means of estimating the minimum

life expectancy of the pressure vessel. As previously cited the critical

size of defect for catastrophic failure during the proof test is 0.18'

deep by 3.6d' long for the case of a shallow surface crack. It is

possible, although not probable, that an undetected defect just slightly

smaller than this critical size could have existed at the termination of

the proof test, and the vessel would have survived the test. If this

defect still remains undetected in the post-proof test inspection, the

vessel could be put into service and begin its life with a defect 0.179Y

deep by 3.6W' long. Under the operating stress this initial defect would

have to grow to the critical size of .445W deep by 9" long (Table 3,
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Section 8.4.1.2) before failure would occur. The life expectancy will

be determined by the number of cycles that are required to grow the crack

from the initial to critical size. This cyclic life is determined as

follows:

Step 1 Determine Ki for the initial size flaw and the

operating stress

2 ai (1.21) A (a2) = .179 (1.21) A (90,000)2
Kui 2 -212 ( a ) 2  -21 (90000 ) 21Y.21 150000

Ki= 77000 psi in.

S77000

Step 2 Determine ratio of = 120000 - .64

Step 3 From cyclic data of Figure 5 determine life for - = .64
KIc

N-cycles to failure = 8500

This is the minimum cyclic life that could be expected in the pressure

vessel under the worst possible circumstances. That is, the vessel starts

its life with an undetected defect which is just slightly smaller than

the critical size for failure during proof test. The possibility of

failing to detect a 0.179" deep by 3.60" long defect in the pre and post-

proof test inspection is quite remote, considering that the detection

capability is good to .045" deep by .18d' and that the defect would tend

to open up during proof testing making it more readily detectable in the

post-test inspection. However, the existence of this remote possibility

of premature failure in service must be acknowledged, and the probability

of this situation occurring in the production of 2,000 units would have

to be considered.

b. Maximum Life for no Detectable Flaws

Let us now examine the case which will yield the most optimistic

life expectancy. Inspection after proof testing indicates that there

are no defects of a detectable size in terms of either depth or length.
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The life expectancy is then based on an initial flaw size just under

the detectable limits of 0.045" deep by O.18d' long. Following the same

steps previously used, the estimated life expectancy is greater than

1,000,000 cycles. The probability of obtaining vessels in this category

will depend upon the material and the processes used in fabrication and

inspection.

c. Realistic Life Expectancy Based on Maximum Allowable Size Flaws

Now that both extremes of life expectancy have been determined,

let us consider the more realistic situations based on the allowable

defect sizes which are cited in the specifications, Figures 7 and 8.

The lower curve in Figure 7 defines the maximum allowable flaw sizes for

the case of a surface defect with a geometry variation from short, deep

flaws to long, shallow flaws. The life expectancy can be computed for

any point along this curve, and since these represent the maximum allowable

initial flaw sizes, the corresponding life-times would be the minimum

expected (assuming there are no larger, undetected flaws). The basis

for the establishment of this curve depended heavily on safety factors

related to the non-destructive inspection capabilities as described

previously in Section 8.4.3.

Considering the left-hand side of the minimum flaw size curve

(Figure 7) for the region of short deep flaws, the life expectancy averages

about 80,000 cycles. Moving to the right-hand side towards the long,

shallow type of defect the life expectancy increases to a maximum of
about 240,000 cycles. Interpreted in terms of safety factors predicted

l 40, ~requiredlife•

1ife, the short deep type of crack has a factor of 2 and this increases

to 6 for the long, shallow crack. The larger safety factor for the

shallow crack is consistent with the greater difficulty in measuring

small differences in the depth during inspection (Section 8.4.3). Thus

the minimum life expectancy that is assured by the specified maximum

allowable flaw sizes varies from 80,000 to 240,000 cycles depending upon

the geometry of the surface crack. Actually, the mean life expectancies

would be greater since the defects would generally always be smaller than

the maximum allowable sizes that are specified as upper limits.
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The same type of considerations also apply to the internal

defects, Figure 8. As defined by the curve for maximum allowable defect

sizes, the minimum life expectancy ranges from 70,000 cycles for the

spherical hole to 150,000 cycles for the long, internal elliptical defect.

Again the average life expectancy would be greater than these minimum

values since the vessels are not likely to contain defects of a maximum

allowable size. On the average it is reasonable to expect that the actual

defect sizes will lie between the detectable limits and the maximum accept-

able size.

The life expectancy of each vessel could be determined using

the same procedures as employed in these example cases in conjunction

with specific information concerning the prevailing defects as estab-

lished from the post-proof test inspection. Any vessels containing

defects of a border line type (with reference to the specified maximum

allowable size) could be subjected to periodic inspections during service

to provide assurance that these initial defects were not approaching the

critical size for catastrophic failure. If any abnormal growth is

detected, the vessel should be removed from service and repaired or

replaced.

8.4.5 SUMMARY

In the foregoing example of a hypothetical pressure vessel,

an attempt has been made to illustrate the usefulness of fracture

mechanics technology for design and the selection of materials against

fracture. The interactions of considerations in the areas of design,

evaluation of materials, selection of a material, establishment of

specifications and acceptance criteria, proof testing and life expectancy

evaluations were demonstrated by solving various problems which develop

in these areas. For convenience of illustration some simplifications

were made, particularly in the areas concerning the design and stresses

in the vessel. However, the procedures, technique and data which were

employed are just as applicable to the situation where more precise

information would be available concerning the stresses in the various
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regions of the vessel. Similarly, the technology employed in this

example of a pressure vessel can be applied to other types of structures

and components, so long as all of the basic information that is required

for the use of fracture mechanics is available.
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APPENDIX I

TABULATION OF PLANE STRAIN FRACTURE TOUGHNESS DATA

Tables I-A through III-C of this Appendix include a tabulation

of the plane strain fracture toughness data accumulated as the result

of an extensive literature survey and also that data generated during

this investigation. Tables IV through VI give the chemical composition

(wt. %) of the alloys involved. The materials for which valid toughness

data exist have been classified into three categories - Ferrous Alloys,

Table I; Titanium Alloys, Table II; and Aluminum Alloys, Table III - and

the data presented in order of increasing form size. The validity of the

reported toughness data encountered during the literature survey was

established in accordance with the latest ASTM criteria for toughness

testing.* The tabulated data include the measured Kic values as well as

the pertinent material and test parameters. The references from which

the Kic data were obtained are presented in the Bibliography as "References

Cited." Those references reviewed which do not contain Kic data estab-

lished in accordance with the latest ASTM criteria and also those which

do not contain sufficient information for evaluation are presented in the

Bibliography as "References Not Cited."

*"Progress in Measuring Fracture Toughness and Using Fracture Mechanics,"
Fifth Report of the ASTM Special Committee on Fracture Testing of High-
Strength Materials, Materials Research and Standards, March 1964, p. 115.
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MATERIALS FOR WHICH VALID Kic DATA ARE PRESENTED IN APPENDIX I

Strength Level
0.2% Yield
Strength Temperature Volume Location In

Material (ksi) -Range, OF Of Data* Appendix I

Ferrous Alloys

18% Ni Maraging Steel 180 - 350 -110 to 650 (A) Table I-A

454o 130 - 300 -110 to 750 (A) Table I-B

D6ac 200 - 260 -200 to 75 (B) Table I-C

H-11 160 - 240 -100 to 300 (B) Table I-D
HP-9-4 14o - 250 -200 to 400 (D) Table I-E

12Ni-5Cr-2Mo 180 - 190 R.T. (D) Table I-F
AM 355 160 - 200 -110 to 650 (D) Table I-G
4335+V 210 -100 to 0 (D) Table I-H

20% Ni Maraging Steel 300 R.T. (D) Table I-I
300 M 230 R.T. (D) Table I-J
PH-15Cr-8Ni 180 - 220 -11o to 4o00 (D) Table I-K
A502 B 50 - 130 -320 to 0 (D) Table I-L
Ni-Mo-V Forging Steel 80 - 140 -320 to 25 (D) Table I-M

Titanium Alloys

Ti-6A1-6V-6Sn 140 - 190 -320 to 4oo (B) Table II-A
Ti-6A1-4V 140 - 170 -320 to 500 (C) Table II-B
Beta Titanium 170 -100 to 300 (D) Table II-C

Aluminum Alloys

7075-T6 & T651 70 R.T. (A) Table III-A
7079-T6 70 - 75 to 150 (B) Table III-B
7001-T75 77 R.T. (D) Table III-C

* (A) Extensive data available; (B) Moderate amount of data available;
(C) Little data available; (D) Data very sparse.
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APPENDIX II

ULTRASONIC DETECTION OF FRACTURE INITIATION AND EXTENSION
IN THE WOL TYPE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS SPECIMEN*

Introduction

The linear elastic fracture mechanics approach to the design

against brittle failure of structural metals provides a technique whereby

criteria are established for fracture instability. The essence of the

approach is to relate the applied stress and material properties to the

size of a defect which can result in failure at a given temperature.(1)

The established criteria are related in terms of the fracture toughness

parameter K (stress intensity) which describes the stress conditions at

the tip of an existing crack.

Presently, several laboratory test specimens are available for

the determination of fracture toughness characteristics. (2) Although

the specimen geometries very considerably, compliance with several

general criteria applicable to all specimen types is required to ensure

valid test results. Among these criteria are the controlled extension

of cracks from machined notches by low-stress fatigue cycling and instru-

mentation capable of distinguishing between slow crack growth and general

yielding at the crack tip prior to rapid failure. Tests conducted under

cyclic loading in order to establish crack growth characteristics require

instrumentation capable of providing accurate measurement of the crack

length during loading.(3) As a result, the determination of fracture

toughness parameters as well as slow crack growth characteristics requires

a knowledge of the crack length under all conditions of loading.

*This investigation was not conducted as part of this contract however,
due to it's relevance it has been included as Appendix II.
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Available Instrumentation

Several crack initiation and extension measurement methods

have been developed which yield satisfactory results in specific situa-

tions; however, each has associated limitations, more or less severe,

depending upon the intended applications. Among these techniques are

optical microscopy, displacement gauges, and electrical potential mea-

surements. (2)

Although microscopy is an obvious technique offering a potential

of extremely high sensitivity limited only by the maximum magnification

available, it is severely limited by the fact that only accessible surface

cracks can be examined, and the extent of the surface crack does not

necessarily indicate the true extent of internal crack growth. In

addition, the test procedure has to be interrupted in order to make

measurements.

The primary objection to the use of displacement gauges for

measuring crack growth is the inability of such instrumentation to

differentiate between general yielding at the crack tip and actual

crack extension. Bending deflection in the specimen will also appear

as a variation in displacement similar to that caused by crack growth.

The electrical potential method of crack detection based upon

the measurement of changes in electrical impedance induced by crack

growth has been shown to yield a sensitivity capable of detecting

0.005-inch changes in crack depth. (4 The limitations associated with

this technique involve the insulation of the specimen from the grips,

the difficulty of determining probe location, and the thermoelectric

effects induced when testing at various temperatures.

Evaluation of the available crack growth measurement techniques

has indicated that none of these procedures exhibit advantages over a

more conventional nondestructive test - ultrasonic inspection. The

ultrasonic method is not limited to the detection of surface cracks; it

does not require frequent interruption of the test; it can be used

successfully over a wide range of temperature (-2000 to 450 0F) without

recalibrating; and the electrical or magnetic properties of the material

do not affect the test. In addition, the test can be made sensitive to
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changes in crack length as small as 0.0005 inch with commercially available

equipment, (5) and the results can readily be fed into and X-Y recorder

for continuous monitoring.

Ultrasonic Detection of Crack Growth

In view of the potential advantages of an ultrasonic crack

growth detection system, an investigation was undertaken to develop such

a system for use with the Wedge-Opening-Loading (WOL) type fracture

toughness specimen shown in Figure 1. The technique developed involves

the use of a 5/8-inch-diameter, 10 MHz (megahertz, million cycles per

second), ceramic ZR contact transducer operated by a high-resolution

ultrasonic test instrument, the Sperry Type UM 715 Reflectoscope, equipped

with a 10 MHz HFN pulser unit. (Both the HFN and 10 N pulser units produce

satisfactory results.) The transducer is placed on the specimen at a

predetermined location such that the high-frequency sound waves penetrate

the specimen as shown in Figure 2. Much like sonar, the acoustic energy

generated by the transducer travels through the specimen until it en-

counters a discontinuity - in this case, a machined notch, or, in the

case of precracked specimens, a fatigue crack. A portion of the sound

beam is reflected from that part of the discontinuity which is present

within the scanning area of the transducer and the remaining energy is

reflected from the bottom of the specimen (back reflection). The

reflected incident energy returns to the transducer, is amplified, and

presented on the oscilloscope screen as a signal. Under certain conditions,

the amplitude of the resulting signal is directly related to the reflecting

area of the discontinuity encountered by the sound beam. (6)

After fracture initiation or extension in the WOL specimen,

the flaw area available for reflecting sound energy increases, causing

an increase in the amplitude of the flaw signal and a corresponding

decrease in the back reflection amplitude. Since the amplitude of the

flaw signal can be made directly proportional to the reflecting area of

the crack, one need only establish a calibration curve of crack length

versus signal amplitude to provide an accurate measurement of crack

growth.
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Fig. 1-Wedge opening loading type fracture toughness specimen
("IT" Geometry)

Dwg.748A378
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Fig. 2- Schematic Illustration of the ultrasonic detection of fatigue crack growth in the WOL toughness specimen.
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Figure 3 shows a typical crack growth-signal amplitude calibration

curve developed for the ultrasonic detection of fatigue crack growth. This

curve was established by simulating actual crack growth on several precracked

"UT" WOL steel and aluminum specimens using the test fixture shown in

Figure 4. The ultrasonic instrumentation was adjusted such that a two-

inch sweep-to-peak (s/p) second back reflection signal was obtained trough

the uncracked portion of the test specimen. The spring-loaded transducer

was then moved along the specimen surface towards the fatigue crack until

a 0.20-inch s/p signal appeared on the oscilloscope screen. The transducer

location, as indicated by the dial gauge, was then recorded along with the

signal amplitude. The transducer was moved an additional increment (0.005

inch) in the sampe direction and the ultrasonic response recorded. This

procedure was continued until the flaw signal reached 2.6 inches s/p,

resulting in the data used to produce the calibration curve shown in Figure

3. The reliability of simulating crack growth by this means was established

by comparing the predicted crack growth based upon the calibration curve

(Figure 3) with the actual growth determined by visually examining many

fractured WOL specimens. Table I illustrates the results of the correla-

tion and the deviation encountered. A crack growth accuracy of at least

+ 0.005 inch was observed.

Figure 5 shows the fracture surfaces of a steel "lT" WOL specimen

which failed under cyclic loading. The beach marks were produced as the

result of stopping the test at various intervals. Comparison of the

amount of crack growth measured ultrasonically with that indicated by the

distance between beach marks confirmed the reliability of the ultrasonic

measurement technique and also indicated that the above technique for

simulating crack growth produced test results comparable to those of a

stationary transducer mounted on a specimen in which a crack is actually

propagating.

A test frequency of 10 MHz was selected for the ultrasonic

measurement of fatigue crack extension in order to provide adequate sen-

sitivity. Investigation of test frequencies lower than 10 MHz indicated

that the predicted crack length varied with the load applied to the speci-

men. This variation was caused by the opening of the fatigue crack upon
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CON4TACT TEST FIXTURE USED TO SIMOLATE CRACK GROWTH
Curve 577592-B
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Fig. 3-Calibration curve for the ultrasonic detection of crack growth in the
"i T" W.-O.iL. fracture toughness specimen
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Beach Marks

Mag. 2X

FIGURE 5 - FRACTURE SURFACES OF A STEEL (HP 9-4-25)
"IT" W.O.L. SPECIMEN WHICH FAILED UNDER
CYCLIC LOADING. NOTE THE PRESENCE OF THE
BEACH MARKS INDUCED BY TERMINATING THE TEST.
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TABLE I

CORRELATION BETWEEN ULTRASONIC AND VISUAL MEASUREMENT OF CRACK GROWTH

Crack Growth Crack Growth
Measured Measured Visually

Ultrasonically After Fracture Deviation
Specimen (inches) (inches) .......

HP 9-4-25 Steel

HP-3T-BI3 0.254 0.250 +0.004
0.517 0.520 -0.003
0.627 0.630 -0.003
0.732 0.737 -0.005
0.979 0.980 -0.001

HP-3T-Bl6 0.215 0.215 0.000
0.518 0.520 -0.002
0.750 0.755 -0.005
0.910 0.908 +0.002
0.970 0.970 0.000

HP-3T-B25 0.052 0.050 +0.002
0.153 0.150 +0.003
0.239 0.240 -0.001
0.321 0.320 +0.001
o.504 0.500 +o.oo4
0.586 0.590 -0.004
o.885 o.89o -0.005
0.991 0.990 +0.001
1.111 1.110 +0.001

7079-T6 Aluminum

All B17 0.153 0.155 -0.002
0.221 0.225 -0.004
0.3o8 0.310 -0.002
0.642 0.642 0.000
o.78o 0.78o 0.000

All B25 0.055 0.050 +0.005
o.116 0.120 -o.oo4
o.2o8 0.210 -0.002
0.344 0.34o +o.oo4
o.425 o.420 +0.005
0.501 0.500 +0.001
0.631 o.630 +0.001
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loading. Tests conducted at 10 MHz indicated that the variation in measured

crack length with increasing load were well within the + 0.005-inch crack

length sensitivity. However, for improved accuracy, the calibration curve

was established on specimens which were wedged open to eliminate any effect

of crack opening.

The crack growth-signal amplitude curve shown in Figure 3 is

valid only for the transducer used to develop the curve. Due to varia-

tions in transducer characteristics, especially ceramic transducers, a

new calibration curve is required for each individual transducer involved.

In addition; the curve can only be used with precracked specimens. As-

notched specimens would require a calibration curve with the "zero crack

growth" reference indication established on a signal from the tip of the

machined notch rather than the tip of an existing fatigue crack.

The proper use of the calibration curve requires the fatigue

crack to propagate perpendicular to the impinging sound beam. Therefore,

the test specimens should be side notched in order to ensure crack propa-

gation parallel to the ultrasonic test surface. To the best of my knowl-

edge, shallow side-notching (<5% specimen thickness) has no adverse effect

upon toughness testing other than to increase the specimen preparation

cost.

Figure 6 illustrates the transducer arrangement used to monitor

crack growth under loading conditions. A spring-loaded transducer holder

is used in conjunction with an oil couplant to maintain uniform contact

between the crystal and specimen surface.

Crack propagation in excess of that which can be accurately

measured with the available instrumentation (0.100 inch) requires that

the transducer be moved along the surface to a new "zero crack growth"

reference point. The dial gauge shown in Figure 6 is used to accurately

measure the new transducer location. The distance between transducer

locations corresponds to the amount of crack growth encountered, thereby

providing an additional check of the amount of crack propagation involved.

This technique also provides a satisfactory method of measuring the extent

of the fatigue crack in a precracked specimen since once a correlation

between precrack length and transducer location has been established,

transducer location can be converted directly to fatigue crack length.
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Holder
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W.O.L. Specimen

FIGURE 6 -ULTRASONIC DETECTION OF CRACK
GROWTH UNDER CYCLIC LOADING
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Similar instrumentation was used to establish crack behavior

under direct tension fracture toughness testing; however, the crack

growth calibration curve established on precracked specimens could not

be used to determine the extent of crack propagation. The surface rough-

ness of a propagating crack depends upon the stress level involved as

well as the test temperature and properties of the material. As~the

texture of a fracture surface varies from that of the smooth fatigue

crack used to develop the ultrasonic crack growth calibration curve, the

accuracy and reliability of the curve decreases. Figure 7 illustrates

the fracture appearance of a Cr-Mo-V turbine rotor steel WOL ("X" series)

toughness specimen which failed under direct tension loading.

Fatigue

Precrck---_-_T_

mag. ix

FIGURE 7 - FRACTURE APPEARANCE OF A Cr-Mo-V TURBINE
ROTOR STEEL "2X" W.O.L. TOUGHNESS SPECIMEN

Note the variation in fracture texture between the smooth fatigue crack

and irregular cleavage fracture. The ultrasonic measurement of crack

growth during cleavage fracture in a specimen such as this is virtually

impossible since the rough surface of the crack induced under high stress

levels (approaching the yield strength of the material) severely scatters

the impinging high-frequency sound energy. On the other hand, those

materials where the surface roughness of the precrack approximates that
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of the crack induced by direct tension loading, the calibration curve is

satisfactory and the extent of crack extension prior to rapid failure can

accurately be determined. Furthermore, even in those cases where ultra-

sonic crack detection does not provide accurate measurement of crack

length due to the irregular nature of the crack surface, the described

technique does provide a method whereby crack extension can be dis-

tinguished from yielding at the crack tip, thus providing assurance that

the test was conducted under desirable conditions.

Ultrasonic detection and measurement of crack propagation under

cyclic loading has been adapted to an automatic monitoring system. The

amplitude of the crack signal presented on the oscilloscope screen is

monitored with a Sperry Transigate Type E550 gating system which permits

conversion of signal amplitude to an output voltage (0-12 volts). The

output voltage is amplified using a Kintel Model lllA amplifier and

continuously recorded along with the number of elapsed cycles on an

Esterline-Angus Model AW DC recorder. Figure 8 shows a typical instru-

mentation output and the corresponding reflectograms recorded for

0.090 inch (90 mils) of crack propagation in a steel WOL specimen under

cyclic loading. The crack growth rate a (mils per cycle) is readily

determined by differentiating over a convenient interval of crack

growth necessary to provide the required sensitivity. Figure 9 illustrates

a typical crack growth rate curve established using the ultrasonic tech-

nique of measuring fatigue crack extension. The curve presents data

established on seven HP 9-4-25 steel "lT" WOL specimens. The consistency

of the data illustrates the reliability of the ultrasonic measurement

of slow crack growth, as well as reproducibility of crack growth rates

from sample to sample.

The automatic monitoring technique also provides a convenient

method of controlling the precracking (fatiguing) operation to obtain a

crack of desired length. The transducer is placed at a predetermined

location on the specimen surface and the specimen subjected to cyclic

loading. When the crack propagates to a sufficient length as indicated

by a given ultrasonic presentation, the gating circuit can be adjusted
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to trigger an alarm or a switch which in turn automatically terminates

precracking. This technique eliminates the necessity of regularly inter-

rupting the precracking operation in order to measure the crack propaga-

tion.

Discussion

Ultrasonic theory indicates that the amplitude of a flaw

signal is directly proportional to the flaw size provided the major

plane of the discontinuity is perpendicular to the sound beam and the

area of the flaw is sufficiently smaller than that of the transducer.(7)

Side notching the WOL specimen ensures crack propagation perpendicular

to the sound beam; the width of the fatigue crack is larger than the

transducer diameter, and as a result a propagating crack rapidly ap-

proaches a reflecting area which saturates the transducer (further

increases in crack length no longer produce measurable increases in the

ultrasonic presentation).

Transducer saturation along with the vertical linearity of

the flaw detection instrumentation (the signal amplitude range over

which increases in input signal cause corresponding increases in signal

amplitude) limit the length range over which crack growth can accurately

be measured by means of an ultrasonic technique. Selection of a 0.2-

inch s/p "zero crack growth" reference indication at the gain setting

used (2-inch s/p second back reflection) permits the accurate measurement

of crack growth to a flow signal amplitude of 2.6 inches s/p. This

amplitude range corresponds to 0.100 inch of crack growth in the "lT"

WOL specimen. A gain setting established on the first back reflection

was found to be less satisfactory since the maximum measurement range

was limited to amplitudes from 0.2 to 1.8 inches s/p (0.070 inch of

crack extension).

The nonlinear nature of the signal amplitude-crack growth

curve (Figure 5) is the result of a combination of two factors: (1)

interpreting variations in reflecting area, measured with a circular

transducer, as linear fatigue crack extension, and (2) variation in the

transducer beam profile at the test distance involved. As the crack
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Curve 577593-B1]40 I I , I I,, , , I , I I

130 HP-9-4-25 Steel, 1.0" Thick 0. 2% ys =175 ksi
Avg. Critical Stress Intensity Factor K * 144 ksi /7nces

120 Room Temperature Data (750F) Ic

Frequency - 1800 CPM a
110 Max. Cyclic Load
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100 5000f Determined Under
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Fig. 9 -Crack growth rate as a function of stress intensity factor for HP-9-4-25 steel as
determined on the "1 TWIOL fracture toughness specimen
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front propagates into the effective area of the transducer (a circular

beam) the reflected energy increases with both the reflecting area and

increase in incident energy resulting in a nonlinear relationship between

crack length and signal amplitude. If a rectangular or square transducer

were used, it is expected that a more nearly linear relationship would

exist due to the elimination of the exponential increase in reflecting

area.

The ultrasonic crack growth detection technique described herein

has been modified slightly to enable the detection of fatigue crack exten-

sion in larger WOL specimens, and the preliminary results appear satis-

factory. The geometric configuration of the WOL type fracture toughness

specimen provides relatively ideal conditions for the ultrasonic detection

of fatigue crack extension. As a result an ultrasonic technique can be

utilized to its maximum potential. However, the development of such a

technique for use with specimens of other geometry may be considerably

more difficult since it may be necessary to use shear or surface waves

rather than longitudinal waves to monitor crack behavior.

Summary

An ultrasonic inspection technique has been developed which is

capable of continuously monitoring fatigue crack growth within the 1T

WOL type fracture toughness specimen. By means of commercially available

equipment, the technique is capable of measuring crack extension to an

accuracy of at least + 0.005 inch under both tension and cyclic loading

conditions. The procedure is of particular value for automatically con-

trolling the precracking operation involved in specimen preparation and

for the determination of slow crack growth characteristics. In addition,

the technique can be used to distinguish between yielding and crack growth

at the tip of an existing crack under load, thereby providing a better

understanding of test conditions.
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